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This Is The "Butterfly"—The
H a r d e s t-H i 1 1 i n g. Fastest

Cutting, Most Economical
Rock Drill On The Market

To-dav.

Investigate the Credentials of

the Rock Drill you Buy.
Our C-110 Rock Drill is the fastest drilling machine on the market. It

has been demonstrated that under the conditions prevaiHng on the
Rand it will put in more holes per shift than any other Zf machine
under the same conditions.

It is the only "ALL STEEL" DRILL offered for sale of this type.
It has a special steel cylinder that is most durable, and with the
special oil reservoirs, which automatically lubricate both valve chest
and cylinder, gives the whole drill a long life.

I he material and workmanship is the most perfect produced by any
factory up to the present time.

All the weaknesses of the old form of this machine have been eliminated.

A trial will convince you of the fact.

INGERSOLL-RAND
COMPANY,

EXPLORATION BUILDINGS.
TELEPHONE 1871-2. JOHANNESBURG. P.O. BOX 1809.

LONDON OFFICE: 165, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

RHODESIAN AGENTS:

BULAWAYo. JOHNSON & FLETCHER. Salisbury.
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The Small Mines Supply & Engineering Co.

Purveyors and Importers of General Mining Machinery.
Representatives of English, American and German Manufacture ts.

Commercial Exchange Buildings (2nd Floor),

Main Street, Johannesburg.

Cable Address : LANEMII..

Codes : Western Union.
A. B.C. 5th Edition.

P.O. BOX 2518.
PHONE 4013.

WHY WORK AT A LOSS WHEN YOU CAN DO IT WITH

A PROFIT BY USING A LANE SLOW SPEED MILL?

The Lane Slow Speed Mill is the most economical Ore Milling Machine in wear and tear
horse power, water and attendance. It does more efficient work at a reduced working cost
than all other Ore Milling contrivances.

It will do the combined work of a Stamp Battery and a Tube Mill in one action
reducing the ore to pass 200 mesh if necessary.

It is the most perfect Amalgamator yet invented. Amalgamation by Lane Mill has been
above 98 ".

,
in most cases leaving the tailings valueless, from traces to 2 - per ton.

Capacity of loft. Lane Mill, from 40 to 50 tons per diem.
Driving Power required 10 h.p.

Speed, 8 revolutions per minute.

Weight 20,000 lbs. Heaviest piece, 1,200 lbs.

Equal to 20 Stamps.

Capacity of 7ft. Lane Mill, from 20 to 30 tons per diem.
Driving Power required, 8 h.p.

Speed 10 revolutions per minute
Weight 13,500 lbs. Heaviest piece, 1,200 lbs.

Equal to 10 Stamps.

Light, strong and durable, easily transportable, quickly and cheaply installed.

THE SMALL MINES SUPPLY & ENGINEERING CO.
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YOU NEED NOT HESITATE !

QUALITY is our Hall Mark.

Let us Quote You =:=for Your Supplies of

SHOVELS, PICKS, WHEELBARROWS,

COTTON WASTE, PIG IRON, Etc., Etc,

WE UNDERTAKE LOCAL MA.NUFACTURE

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF STEEL
CONSTRUCTIONAL WORK.

WE ARE EXPERTS IN WATER BORING.

BOREHOLES FOR SAND FILLING.== A SPECIALITY.=
R. Q. CAMPBELL PITT,

83=88, Cullinan Buildings,

Phone 1731.
JOHANNESBURG. .^^ ^^^,_
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Cables "CearlnKiHuddersfleld, Eng." Contractors to H.M. Covernmjnt. Codes A B C Eth Ed & Llebers

GENUINE DOUBLE
HELICAL GEARS -

Accurately Machine Cut

Direct from the Solid in

One Continuous Piece - Thus

SPECIFY THE D.B.S.

MAXIMUM STRENGTH & EFFICIENCY.

DAVID BROWN & SONS, LTD., ""fSiS^"
ISOUTH AFRICAN REPRESENTATIVES:- ^

MESSRS. BELLAMY & LAMBIE, P.O. BOX 453, CONSOLIDATED BUILDING (6th Floor), JOHA\NESBUkG. W

AND ENGINEERS^

BEVAN
LOCK
NUTS

^^

are inseparable friends.

We want to tell you here
particularly to try ihem on

SKIPS, PUMPS & TUBE MILLS,
.Nil wlu'ievcr tlicre i.> a l..i ol \ ibr^iiion.

MANY BREAKDOWNS AVOIDED

liy u.siii^ ilii.-, wonderlul \iii \\li(i>c pulling .-iivr-il: is

slroiiger lliaii iliu Imll iu-flf.

SI.Ml' I.J': l\ (ONSTnUCT/dX AM) AI'I'I.HATKiX

All sizes slDL-ked. Also iu Jira.ss lur ilcctiital jiiii|iom.s.

SOLE AGENTS

:

Power S* Greatrex,
7 & 8 bettlehe:m buildings.

PHONE 1118. BOX 1.81
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m

Union

Castle

Line.

Sailings between
South Africa and
the United King-
dom by theWesiern
Route (via Madeira
and ihe Canary Is-

lands), and by the

Eastern Route (via

$u«,.

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS sail humewardf. frr,,,, I)„rha.,

every Thursday, and from Capetown every Wednesday afteruoun,

'klliQg at Madeira.
INTERMEDIATE STEAMERS are despatched each week for

England via La» Palmas or Teneriffe) taking passengere at lower

rates than by the Mail Steamers. Calls are made at Lobito Bay,

St. Helena and Ascension at stated intervals.

EAST COAST SERVICE.—Monthly sailings homewards via

East Coast Ports and the Suez Canal, calling at Delagoa Bay,

Beira, Chinde, Mozambique, Port Amelia, Zanzibar, Mombasa
(Kilindini), Aden, Port Sudan, Suez, Port Said, Naples, Marseilles,

and Gibraltar for London. This service both outwards and home

>'. .rU in its at Natal with tho Mail Service via the Western
Route. Passengers embarking at Durban and proceeding overland
from Marseilles to England, can effect the journey in about 30 days.

MAURITIUS SERVICE.—Sailings every four weeks.
THROUGH BOOKINGS are arranged to American and

Continental ports.

OUTWARD PASSAGES of friends in the United Kingdom
and the Continents of Europe and America, may be prepaid in

South Africa.

CIRCULAR RAILWAY & STEAMSHIP COMBINED
TICKETS (in South Africa) are issued throughout the year at

greatly reduced rates.

For full particulars of Freight and Passage Money apply to the Agencies of the

UNION CASTLE MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY, LTD..

.^t Capotovra. Port Elizabeth, East London, Durban, Loureaco Marques, and Johanneaburg. or to the Sub-Agents in the Principal Towns.

EICHT BUTTERS' FILTER PLANTS
OPERATING ON THE RAND

*3:*0~«7'^<3. 'tilOLSki'ti

THE BUTTERS' PROCESS INCREASES PROFITS
with the result that THREE MORE Larg-e Plants

are under construction, viz. :

Randfontein Central Q.M. Co., Ltd., Pumping Plant

Van Ryn Deep, Ltd., Gravity Plant

Geduld Proprietary Mines, Pumping Plant

Shamva A\ines, Ltd., Rhodesia, Gravity Plant

for 1,500 tons per day.

„ 900 „

„ 500 „

» 1.000 „

CHAS. BUTTERS & CO., LTD.

(Incorporated in England.

j

187 EXPLORATION BUILDINGS, JOHANNESBURG.

P.O. Box 2652. Telephone 3701.

SOLE AGENTS FOR SOUTH AFRICA I

FRASER & CHALMERS, LTD.,

5th FLOOR, CORNER HOUSE.

ll
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HORNSBY-STOCKPORT SUCTION GAS ENGINES.

Illustration of one of the 300 B HP. Gas Engines supplied to the Bush Tick Mines, Rhodesia

SOLE AGENTS

:

HITR17DT HAVIFQ JP CCi P.O.Box 1386, JOHANNESBURG; DURBAN,
nUDLKl UAYILO & LU., PRETORIA and SALISBURY (Rhodesia).

STEPHEN HUMBLE'S
IMPROVED PATENT SAFETY DETACHING HOOK

I iT'ri:n with

Instantaneous Automatic Lowering Arrangement.

Hundreds of Lives Saved

:: :: :: and :: :: ::

Thousands of Pounds of Property.

f7>

Sole Agents in South Africa: odachcd and suspended.

GEO. CRADOCK & CO. Ltd.
Wire Rope Manufacturers.

South African Branch : 603 to 606, 6th Floor, Consolidated Buildings, Johannesburg.

P.O. BOX 316. TELEPHONE 539. Telegraphic Address : -ROPES."
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Bread for Native Compounds.

HOBBS ^ BENNETT,
Largest Mine Contractors in South Africa.

Special Plant Installed, :: Motor Delivery.

Our Motto: ''Quality, Weight & Punctuality/'

Any size of Loaf made to suit your requirements.

Let our Representative call on you. with Samples
and Quotations.

Our Phone No. 1649.

Our Box No. 157, Fordsburg.
Our Address - - Nursery Road, FORDSBURG.

<^^ra^^

DICK'S BELTING
No Belt is a

DICK'S ORIGINAL BALATA

unlBSK stamped overy few teet
with the Trade Mark.

FACTORIES : GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.

SOLB AQBNT-

S. p. Ruthven,
8. WINCHESTER HOUSE,

JOHANNESBURG.

H.M.BCDEKER,gcC2
SCH Eip ' *r\

FELDBAHNEN ^"^^^IIT^L^^
LIGHT RAILWAYS FERROCARRILES ECONOMICOS"
- CHEMINSDEFERAVOIES ETROITES ^
SPECIAL WAGONS FOR MINES.

RAILS. SLEEPERS.

p. LOCOMOTIVES, j€j

MSt SOURCE OF SUPPll

FOR ALL KINDS

Of Material for Light - Railways.

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL PLACES.
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Enginiiei!! anil Fonimers

Special Metal for

wearing plates for

Tube Mill and

Centrifugal Pumps.

Sole Agents and Manufacturers of Cros-^e's Patent

fine (-rrinding Mill.

E.W.TARRY&Co.,t''
Anderson and End Streets.

JOHANNESBURG.
•Phone 149 Box 1098. Tel. Add. ; "Austral."

Britannia E^ngineering
(FRANCIS BELL). CO- (R. J. CRESWICK).

General & Mechanical Engineers,
IRON AND BRASS FOUNDERS,
BOILER AND GtNERAL SMITHS.

Repain and Renewah promptly ami efficienlly executed.

Sole makeri of the Heam Patent Pendulum Pump.

166, Main Street, and 164, Fox Street,

Box 16S8 JOHANNESBURG. Phone 896.

Prtntln|. Boaknlnillnjl. Accnum Houlis. TraclnH Chxll Traclnn Papst llraamt
Papar. Parni Prasslalc Perro QatJIc Indian Intii. Rnbber lianpi

Stationery uf hM Je^crlntlnnR. Drauilbumaa'i mhJ
Siir.eviir', MegiiNIIca

C. E. FOLKEY,
Aak for a Quotntlon for Rtnttonerv or Printing-

; HARSHaLL gODiKB HlilLlllKuS llpPiigiTF Ham 8NTMANCB STOCK BXCbANQG.
TaltpboDa lOU.

P.O. Box 3960. TcIephoM No. 877.

BATTEN & EDGARL
THE RAND BOILER, TANK AND IRON WORKS.

Steel Cyanide Tanks,

Chimneys. Cones. Skips and all Mining

Plate Work a speciality.

Works

:

Anderson, Odd & Albert Stree^ji.

CITY AND SUBURBAN. r
Jl]ST BECAUSE

A Casting or Por^'ing is liro/ien is no

reason for itirowin^j; it away.

SEND IT TO US FOR REPAIR

OXY - ACETYLENE

WELDING PLANT.

We have Expert Operators, a Complete

Equipment and turn out ...

First=Class Work.

South African General Electric Co.,

P.O. Box 1905. Telephone 4321.

^k Ultpko— 401 F ho, 9I<2 ^^

ROWE & JEWELL,
()L1> HAND KOUNDKY.

GENERAL ENGINEERS,
IRON & BRASS FOUNDERS.

^ 0«r«j: WEST STRUT

WorkthopB: WEST ani MAIN STREETi.

Ftmirat Towntkip. r
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P.O. BOX 1553. Telegraphic Address : <' AINSCO. ' TELEPHONE 356.

HERBERT AINSWORTH,
306-307, THE CORNER HOUSE (THIRD FLOOR), JOHANNESBURG.

GRANE

FOR PRESSURES UP TO
175 LBS.

CAN BE PACKED WHEN
OPEN.

CAN BE REGROUND
WITHOUT DETACHING.

NAVY

UNION BONNET

REGRINDING

TESTED TO 250 LBS.

MADE IN VALVES
GLOBE, ANGLE & CHECK PATTERNS.

STEWARTS AND LLOYDS (S), LTD.
(Incorporated in Great Britain.)

L'L
TUBES & FITTINGS.
Electrically Welded Steam Joints a Speciality. LL

All Classes Flanged and Screwed Joints.

VALVES.

Hopkinson's Steam Valves

and Boiler Mountings

Glenficld & Kennedy's

Sluice and Hydraulic Valves

and Specialities.

Butterfield Cocks.

Masters Valves, Etc., Etc.

CONSTRUCTION
WORK.

We are in the position to

Quote for all Classes of

TUBULAR

CONSTRUCTION WORK.

ENGINES AND PUMPS.
" National " Gas, Oil and Petrol Engines.

"Mather & Platts" High and Low Lift

Centrifugal Pumps.

"Climax" Brass Cylinders

and
Power Heads. Etc., Etc. „

Box II95. 'Phones 3885, 3886, 3887, 3888, Johannesburg. Tel. Add., "Tubes."
m — ^
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We are offieially informed that a triiu Kimberlite mine has
undoubtedly been foimd and opened up on

New Diamond Droogspruit, near Maehuvie, iu the Pot-
Mine, ehefstroom district, to u depth of 70 ft.

in a number of shafts. The Kimberlite
contains diamonds, ilmenite, garnet, etc.

* * * *

.\ meeting of Swaziland mine managers was hehl at

Mbabane last week to discuss the ques-
Mine Labour in tion of laws affeeting native lai)ourers in

Swaziland. the Territory. Mr. Allister M. Miller

(Swaziland Corjioratiou) i)resided, and
there were also present Mr. Charles Hunter (Pigg"s Peak),
Mr. T. Kelly (Swaziland Tins), and Mr. J. W. Reilly

(McCreedy's). Letters of concurrence with the objeets of

the meeting were received from other companies. In view
of the fact that there is no law providing for the registration

of mine native labourers, and that the industry is uuieli

crippled thereby, it was decided to reqiiest the Government
to promulgate a law which would provide for the registration

of natives where such registration was desired. The Resi-
dent Commissioner received a deputation on tlie subject and
undertook to give the matter his immediate consideration.

* * » »

Some time ago we referred to the starting of oxygen making
works, under the Linde patents, in con-

New Transvaal nection with the New Transvaal Chemical
Chemical Co. Co.'s undertaking at Delniore. We now

learn that owing to the negotiations aud
investigations not l)eiiit; complete, and some difficulties in-

tervening, the contcmphited scheme is in abeyance.

The September Tin
and Copper Outputs.

tons worth ±39,588

riie statistics issued by the Union Department of Mines
tihow that there were produced iu the
Transvaal during September 247' 18

tons of tin ore of a value of £34,06<).

These figures compai-c with 294'3(j

n August, 239-31 tons worth £29,484
in July, and 364-36 tons worth £42,643 iu June. Presum-
ably, the decrease in the September return as compared
with the preceding month is due to restriction of opera-

tions at Zaaiplaats on account of water shortage. The Cape
Colony produced no tin, but records an output of 3.717

tons of copper worth £134,895, as compared with no output

in August, and 4,319 tons value £142.215 in July. It is

noteworthy that the Transvaal recorded a substantial ad-

vance in copper production last month—263'6 tuns, valued

at £8,581, as compared with under four thousand pounds'

worth in each of the two previous months.

« » » »

If Sir (leorge .\lbu hopes to convert from the inside, " by

peaceful ])enetralion." his |)arty to tlie

Free Trade and blessings of Free Trade, it is possible, from

the Mines. present indications, that he may be sjidly

disappointed. We are now withiu thir-

teen or fourteen weeks of the opening of Parliameiif, and

beyond a vague statement that General Smuts is engaged

in framing a tariff for introduction next session, and a few

observations fmm the Prime Mini.ster expressing pain at

the resolutions on the tariff issue ailopted by the .\ss<H.MHted

Chambers of Commerce, practically nothing is known of

the policy which the (lovernment proi>oses to adopt when
Parliament assendiles. Mr. Malan. it is true, jireached a

sermon some time ago on the advantagi-s of high pixilection.

but as his diseoinse was delivi'red while Mr. Hull was still

a mendier of the Government, it could scarcely be reganled

as a declaration of Ministerial |H)|iey. For Mr. Hull, in

the days of his Treasurershij) in (he Transvaal, insisted on

mon' than one occasion that if the existing Customs tariff

were to be amended, it must be in the direction of reducinn

the cost of living. It is true that the (^dliinin l!e|xirt has

since made its appearance, but no one except the Prime

Minister seems to have taken its recommendations seriously.

2
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Nevertheless, as far as we can interpret the references of
the Ministry, they do not seem wildly enthusiastic about
the \ery coninionsense doctrine preached bv Sir Geoi'gc
Albu.

» * * *
The Loiidou and lihodesian Mining and Land Company, is

exteiidint; its interests in Mashonaland,
An Important and it is understood that an important

Mashonaland Deal. " deal " has just been completed,
whereby the " Lourho " Company (as

it is known in abbreviated form in Rhodesia) has become
interested in the Makaha claims in the Kaiser Wilhelm or

Monomotapa Goldfields, near the Ehodesian-Portuguese
East African border. It is stated that a comprehensive
scheme of development has been decided on, which will be
given effect to almost immediately. Furthermore, it is

believed that an engineer of long experience and standing
in Rhodesia has reported in most glowing terms on the pro-
position. Despite the association of Sir Thomas Cullinan,
Mr. Homan and others, with this district for some years
now, but little activity so far has been in evidence, and
it will be of much interest to observe what may eventuate
under the new aegis.

* * * *

In this i.ssue we print further extracts from two papers of
outstanding importance read recently

Important Papers, before scientific bodies. The first is

from a notable contribution by Mr. G.
K. Chambers un the braking of high-speed engines, and
both the author and S.A. Institution of Engineers, before
which it was read, are to be congratulated on the clearness
and businesslike brevity with which the paper treats per-

haps the most important question before the engineering
world of the Rand to-day. Mr. Chambers' paper has set

rolling discussion on a question of paramount importance

;

and the interest of the coming meetings of the Institution,

no less than engineering progress on the Rard, shoidd
greatly gain as a direct result of the paper. The other
paper on the finance of irrigation, by the Union Director
of Irrigation, has an obviously immense bearing on a most
important phase of industrial engineering in South Africa.

* » * »
The use of haminer drills in Witwatersrand mines appears

to be extending steadily, and from all

Extending Use o? accounts great things are expected of

Hammer Drills. them on the large deeper level proposi-

tions of the near East Rand. Apparent-
ly the usL' of niarliines of this type is not, however, to be
confined to gold nunes. It is understood that the Premier
Diamond Company are about to purchase a large number
of hammer drills for that property. It is believed that
through theii' use a substantial quota of the Company's
native labour complement will be dispensed with, which, of

course, will mean a very substantial saving in mining costs.

The decision to employ hammer drills has, no doubt, been
come to after a full consideration of the increasing depth
of the mine, and the immense ([uantity of ground handled
per day. We understand that at present only two or three

of these drills are at work, but about 60 more will be
installed at an early date.

* * * *

The (itfirial statement as to tlir latest sti-ilvc in the Mciddcr-

fontein l)eep Levels will be foiuid in

The Modder Deep's its entirety in another portion of this

Latest Strike. issue, but a few words of comnjent
thei'eon are called for here. It may be

observi'd that in the No. 2 shaft the " Middle Reef," wliich

in the No. 1 shaft assayed 23.78 dwts. over 6 inches and
which in the cross-cut connecting the two shafts gave

traces " over a similar width, is not apparently developed
where the No. 2 intersected reef matter, or, at any rate, was
not found to be of sulificient value or importance to call for

nunition in the latest report as to the development of

this exceedingly |)romising mine. In the No. 2 shaft strike

the hanging wall leaders and the footwal! leader are

separated by 4ft. S.^ins. of quartzite, so that the width of ,

the whole body corresponds with the thickness of total reef

matter recorded in respect of intersections in the No. 1

shaft and the cross-cut. Disclosures, in the East and West
drives and boxholes appear to confirm the highly satisfactory
assays and widths noted in" the shafts and cross-cut, and
one can state, without hesitation, that few 2ol<l mines on
the Rand or elsewhere have in tlie first stages of tlieir

development given such splendid promise as this. The
point may, perhaps, be better established liy recording m
tabular form the widths and values to da. >.

The official figures are as under —
No. 1 Shaft— dwts. ins.

Handint; Wall Leader 24.88 27. i)

Afiddlf Heef 23.78
Foot wall Leader 7.26 39

Whole Body, including Waste 8.84 120. ."i

N-Q. 2 Shafi—
Hanging Wall Leader 7.7.") 47
Middle Reef — —
Footwall Leader 10.5 15.5

Cross-cui—
Hanging Wall Leader 24 23
Middle Reef Traces.

Footwall Leader 13.75 41.5

Whole Body, including Waste 9.125 122.5

East Drive—
Footwall Leader only 15.7 48.5

West Drive —
Footwall Leader and bottom

portion only Hanging Wall
Leaders 4.2 70

No. 1 Boxlwle Eatit 't.3 llO..",

A'o. 1 Boxliule Wetii 17.2 01)

The two diagrams pidjlished in our issue of October Titli

enable one- to- understand the development position as it is

to-day, and to appreciate the plans that have been mad^' for

the future exploitation of the pro])erty.

* * * *

The Consolidated Langlaagte plant is running smoothly
and well, and although the out])ut and pro-

Consolldated fit of this Conipany, for the cunvnt
Langlaagte. uioiith, natin-aily will not be normal, one

can with confidence anticipate a steady

growth ill the returns of this mine for some months to come.
There has been no hitch whatever in bringing the whole
installation into effective running order. It is of interest

to learn that the Consolidated Langlaagte plant is being

operated by electricity, generated from the new station of

the Victoria Falls Power Company at Vereeniging. The
first supply of power from this station was for the Hand
Mines, and on completion of the second sett the Consoli-

dated Langlaagte was supplied, thereby enabling that Com-
pany to commence operations willi the new equipment.

* * 4f- *

The first issue of the Soiilli Afriean Mining Directonj will

make its appearance in the next few days.

S.A. Mining The work is being issued >mder the aus-

Directory. pices of the Simlli .\lrienn Mining JoiuikiI.

and proniisis lo fill a long-felt want. It,

contains ncafly four thousand names of officials of all I be

mines in the Union and Rhodesia, and includes their

addresses and designations. 'i'o mining men, and tu all

tloing busmess with mining men and the mines, the work
should prove invaluable. Features are made of a complete

list of small mining concerns throughout the Union, with

their a<ldresses nvd !iames of owners or matnigers. .\ ]iar-

ticularly useful and unique feature is a complete list ot the

principal officers of the public services, such as the S.A.R.

and Union Mines Department, and of all the big

organisations connected with the mines. The whole

forms the most exhausti\e and authoritative guide

to the j)er.^onneI of the great industi'ies of the country, and

is a veritable mine of exclusive infoi'mation of a kind that

has never before appeai-ed iu print.
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Tlu. Kaiul Klip Company has issued a report for the quarter
'

'

en.liug September 30. in the course of

Rand Klip which it is stated that the East Shaft has

Developments. been sunk a further 9 feet 6 .nches eojn-

pleting the sinking operations at tins

K.f. for the time being. The total depth of the sump is

62 feeta Tthe s^'fft 1,866 feet inches. T^ie Main

S a ion'h"s been cut, the landing for the proposed inc n

shaft completed, and a mam wmz.e started f.on which

development operations in depth will be earned on. This

:;; 'will ultimately be widened to form ^e mam inclin

shaft in this section of the mine. The reef ^as been intei

sect d by crosscuts from the Maii^ Station and the 1st k^

drives east and west have been commenced The totals

and averages of developments _ are as °"«"^ .-l
^^'^T/J.^

1-Vx.tage sampled 415, value 0-64 ^ws. thickness -d <

inches main winze: footage sampled ^^0. -^ahi
/
4.»

V s 'thickness 18-47 inches; No. 1 winze, 1st evel west_^

ota<^e s.mpled 1."., value 8-93 dwt«., thickaess 42

ct Clearly much better disclosures have re-

sded than the results obtained fi.m the first -tersec^on

of reef in the shaft. The report continues : -The abo%e

suits show that the 1st level is so - "npayabe through-

nnf that in the 1st leve west a length of 60 teet is in pay

te' Ti t'hat the No. 1 winze, 1st level T^^J^^^^
^vp- Hnd that the mam wmze, from a depth ot l-u uej.

Tl:n k n V. ble The net expenditure for the quarter on

S'sinl ng quipment and general charges amounted to

*14 snn 5s 8d The balance of working capital in hand
'

the SOtTseptember, 1912, amounted to £37.904 exclud-

hig cash assets not available for mine development.

* * * *

Constructional work at the Van Ryn Deep is proceeding
Lonstiucuoiai

^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ preliminary

Progress ot work in connection with foundations

cons ruction at the and excavations is in an advanced

Jan RyrDeep. stage. All the mortar blocks are
van Ryn ueep

^j^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^^^^^ ^ ^

made in connection with excavations, etc. for the mil

building and tube mill and plate house Foundation, fo

thp sands plant are expected to be completed by the midcue

S n«t nfo^th, and p'reliminary wodc in connect.oi^wit^h

the crusher station and the Butters filter plant is about to

be undertaken.

Mr \V Cullcn in a iiaper read by him before the South
W. ( uli.n. i^^i.^_^^^^

Institute of Engineers, made

Apprenti.es on Mines.^J^}^^:,j:^^^r^^ ct-

tinuition Classes
" Mr. CuUen has submitted his views

r^HonSration of the Chamber of Mines aru^^s^he

matter w=ts more av less a technical one,
't_^J^"^ ;^^"[,^,;.,

the Association of Mine Managers. A--f,»^^ft engaged

^^i:^'n of Mine Maruige. holds tl^tl^p.^^

"oisSen,!^ tlfat'this standard was n-^^^f^ ^f, ^'so'^ :

nose of the agreement in use on the mines. 1 he Assooa

^ ;L^U mit that it was with a view o
^ ~^,^"

to become artisans and not "^^hanical cng eeis that

^.th-^tarud to learn to handle tools, *,-
^"c. weu^^ e

chances of his becoming a skilled n^cchan c. Mk LU

further sucsesfed that during at least thiee years oi m

^Iti^efip the "PP-ntice should be compeedto^n^^^

..Isses having a direct bearing on hn t» h^
•
tins '^^ r^J-

p ovided for h^?-^»|j-ement m use c. e rmru s. ^^^F,,.
.

^

SdcSth;:r7^ni:^:ia hi-
-rrthls^J^t^z

,.r..fV.t..<1 to their apprenticeshio. and on this poini ini

Wl^lion Reporter that •• r-vi^-n is a^-J -d^^^

the apprentice agreement for crediting the p. uk of ape

ticeship with the portion of the time spent ';> *'^; "PP^^'j

tice at a recognised school or institute. ihe subject isi

still imdvr consideration by the South African Institution

of Engineers, at whose meetings it has been debated. At

the meeting of the Chamber of Mines, on Thursday, the

President said: " The Government and the public niay be

fully assured that the mining companies will do all in their

power to assist the youth of the country to learn trades,

not only in the interests of the youths themselves, but as

much in their own interests, as high-class kbour is always

in demand."
* » *

The Executive of the Chamber of Mines, in response tn an

enquiry from the Minister of Mines, has

The Mines and the requested permissidii to draw water sup-

Water Supply. plies from certain shafts on the East and

West Rand respectively, and has now

received a reply stating that in the opinion of the Govern-

ment the experience of the past in regard to the results of

the pumping operations from the dolomite for the supply of

water to the Witwatersrand area renders it impossible for

the Government to consider any further extension of the

use of this source of supply. The whole question of a per-

manent additional water supply for the mines, as well as the

municipalities, is now being handled by the Rand \\ ater

Board a deputation from which interviewed the Minister

of Mines within the last few days with a view to obtaining

temporary relief on the lines suggested by the Chamber.

Referring to the subject at the Chamber of Mines meeting

last week, the President said: "It seems to me that

even if a big catchment area scheme were ultimately to be

decided upon, seeing that the putting into effect of such a

scheme needs must take from three to four years it will be

necessary to make temporary arrangements, and the Gov-

ernment" should, to my mind, not place unnecessary difheul-

ties in the way of the Witwatersrand population by strictly

adhering to tlie dictum which I ouoted lust now from the

Ministers letter, especially as the Water Board is not pump-

ins from the dolomite area the full amount of water allowed

by^the Water Board statutes."

The following is a list of the successful candidates in the

recent examination for mechanical and

Examination electrical engineers' certificates of corn-

Results, petency : -Mechanical :H. Denehy. J.

Wood. F. le Fort. T. S. Lewis, T A.

Roberts, P. E- Levick, \ J./I'-^^'''''""^^-,,"\^
"f.'"' "Elet

Scott, H. M. West. E. Balle^^ and \\ . ^^ "

^'^Jf p^X
trical : F. le Fort, H. Martin, E. ^ •

Perrow. R. \\. Fo er

A. N. Aikmar. J. P. Nelson T. A. I^rydcn. C. H^Clutt.r

buck. P. Cordiner. W. M. Bowman, .1. Askew. U. 1- T-

Rascher. and H. A. Morris.

* * * *

During the quarter ended September 30 at the Lancaster

West, the ore (based on the milling

Lancaster West. width) developed was as follows :-Tons

developed: Botha Section ml, Battory

Section 10,094: tons payable: Botha Section "i'- battery

Section 9 244. The footage driven, risen and sunk on to

Batt". Section and sam^iled totalled '•'^•' -% "JP';:^.
rn*^,

017 dwts over 2871 inches, ard on the Hoth, Section -<«'

?ce aveia-ing 11<'8 dwts. over 29-98 inches. These figures

aiv s b ect to re-ealcuhUion at the end o the year, when

bock Slues'are made out. The sorting hgu-n- - U^-

,,,,vs:-Oi-e in mill ^ins at s, ^.dy. m 1^1 ,on^^^^ r^

ircf'l0^[8''i^ns-"w;;:,^ ed ::i! ^elpial ... 10-229 per

^4) luSo ":>;-. sorted ore cn.she.l during quarter

^;-Tco;;:.ed'^.i:h-.:c^;^.rrt

£1 080- less drawn for redemption on 1st -''b- j^'/-;

f 300 balan.-. as above. £98.780. The results for the
£11,.S(H1. l.aiuK

.effected bv a shortage of native

;;;=;: ;i;;;:;;';;;,,,';iv'i,rs;;o;;,:;.' n. r^uio,. -,« >w.

respect is now satisfactory.
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

THE YEAR WITH THE JOHANNESBURG
CONSOLIDATED INVESTMENT COMPANY.
The annual report of the Johannesburg Consolidated

Investment Company, Ltd., issued some months ago, made
the financial position of the company so clear that little that

was new beyond elucidatory comment was left to the Chair-

man, Mr. John Munro, at the annual meeting this week.

In a year of " unbroken depression and stagnation " and

one of " the worst on record," the company made a sub-

stantial profit, and distributed a satisfactory dividend. To

the mine holdings of the company, Mr. Munro very natur-

ally and properly directed the major portion of his speech ;

and his remarks were of the first importance, not only to

the shareholders, but to the whole community, which re-

cognises and welcomes the progressive policy adopted in

this direction by " Johnnies " of late years. Time was when
the house saw fit to rest content with its safe outcrops, its

undeveloped claims and its minor interests scattered among
concerns controlled by other groups. A few years ago a

welcome change was signalised in the policy by important

additions to the personnel of the house, and Barnato mines

entered on a new era of progress and expansion. Govern-

ment Areas, Van Ryn Deep and Consolidated Langlaagte
are to-day striking monuments to the success of the new
policy; and the group has now taken its place in the fore-

front of the Rand. Mr. Munro 's review of the various

mining properties on Wednesday left nothing to be desired

in clearness and conciseness, though liis summing up of

the position in each case leant more to the financier's love

of the essential than to the technical man's passion foi'

detail. But for readers who fight shy of long speeches,

even Mr. Munro's brief remarks may be summarised.
Taking the mines as a whole, Mr. .Munro declared that

at no previous time in the history of the company had they

been in sucli a sound position as they were at the present

day. The aggregate profits had been mounting up steadily

month by month, and the total gross profit for September
amounted to ±69,Gil, as compared with £55,171, which
was the gross profit for September, 1911. There was a

considerable influx of native labourers in the early part of

the current year, and Barnato mines were able to secure a

fair sliare of labour, of which every advantage was taken.
Shaft sinking and development were pushed ahead on such
of the mines as provided scope for this work. The group
had also been fortunate in the matter of the grade of the
ore develop.'d. Tiie repoits periodically issued by the Con-
solidated Langlaagte .Mines and Van Ryn Deep Companies
showed that development in both tliese mines has exposed
ore of very sitisfactory value. At the Witwatersrand mine
a considerable amount of driving had been carried out at
tlie top of the srHithern section in reef of exceptionally good
grade. \t the Consolidated Langlaagte, the new mill is

i-unning smof)tldy ; the ore developed is calculated to be
ahead of the mill by between three and four years. Profits
will sf)on begin to increase, when the new plant gets in to
its stride, and it is " practically certain " that the option
on th;- reserve shares will be duly exercised, and this, in

conjunction with the issue of debentures for the balance of
the comi)any's indebtedness at the 31st December, will
leave tlie current j)rofits, after interest and redemption
of debentiu-es are provided for, to lie distributed in divi-
dends. At tlu- Ginsberg, Glencairn, New Unified and New
Primrose, profits have been steadily on the \ip-grade din-ing
the year. A strenuous effort is being made to rehabilitate
the New Rietfontein, witli fair prospects of success. The
Quest is being thoroughly tested. A " gratifying im-
provement " has taken place at the Witwatersrand, and
Mr. Munro nailed the lie about the life of the mine to the

counter, and confirmed our estimate as being nearer three

times seven than seven years. Van Ryn Deep prospects

Mr. Munro described as very encouraging, and the State

Mines' year he considered " notable," engendering " strong

confidence in its future." In spite of the closing down of

tlie Randfontein Deep, Mr. ^Munro believes the property is

one of great potentiality. Tlie Ferreira Deep reports

steadily improving profits. Turning from the particular to

the general, Mr. Munro said: " I have no hesitation in

affirming that never in the history of the Rand has the gold

mining industry been in so sound a state as at present,

and it is incomprehensible wliy it should be looked at

askance in the Old Country. I emphatically endorse the

statement contained in the directors' report that there is

no justification for the indiscriminate pessimism with which
the industry is regarded in the European markets, which
statement had evidently' gone home in a good many quar-

ters, as the issue of the report was very nearly the signal

for a distinct revival in the market." Mr. Imroth's short

supplementary speech is reprinted elsewhere ; and will

be found a more general resume of the prospects of the

Rand. It includes notable remarks on the diamond outlook,

on the labour supply—described as " sufficient, if well

handled "—and on the improving prospects of the gold

mining industry. Both speeches appeal to us as moderate
and fair accounts of the position and outlook. There is

neither exaggeration nor extenuation ; and every view bears

the impress of the clear and dispassionate vision that

prompted the conversion of the house of Barnato from a

passive dividend-distrihutiiiE; depot to one of the most enter-

prising providers of capital to the mines of the country.

THE OUTLOOK FOR DIAMONDS.
No more important .statement regarding diamonds has
lately been made than that of the Managing Director of

the Johannesburg Consolidated Investment Company, Ltd.,

at the annual meeting this week. To the Chairman, Mr.
John Munro, fell the pleasing task of announcing, on the

authority of Mr. S. B. Joel, that the prospects of diamond
mining companies and of the diamond mining industry

generally were never in the history of South Africa more
favourable than they are to-day. This, however, Mr. G.
Imroth was able to expand, explain and emphasise. As
one of the two Barnato representatives on the board of the

Premier Company, Mr. Imroth is in a unique position to

discuss diamonds, and it is plain from his remarks that he
has made himself master of the intricacies of the market
and the industry. Mr. Imroth endorsed Mr. Joel's views,

and congratulated shareholders in the Johannesburg Con-
solidated Investment Company on tli(>ir increased diamond
sliareholdings. Moreover, he tacklcil the delicate subject
of the relationship between the diamond jii-oducers with
characteristic courage and directness. " There has been,"
he said, " at times a good deal of controversy, I might
almost say recrimination, in regard to the merits and policy

of the various diamond producing cfirporations. All I wisii

to say on tliis subject is that I hope it may prove to be a
thing of the past. Being, as we are, interested in De Beers,
Jagersfontein, and the Premier Company, I am in that
fortunate position which enables nic to take an imi)artial

vi.w of the merits of the three producers which control the
diamond industry of the world. It has been said that their
interests are conflicting. Such is not the case, gentlemen.
We are all actuated by the same motives, and these are to
place on the market oidy s\ich (piantities of diamonds as
we believe the world will absorb; to produce them at a
minimum cost; and to di.spose of thein to the be.st advan-
tage of our shareholders A further factor which in
uiy opinion will materially help to strengthen the diainonil
position is that new channels are being opened u|i wlii.li

are absorbing diamonds. The wealth of the world is in-
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crbasing, and an article of luxury like the diaruoiid with
its extraordinary fascinations is becoming more popular.
It is generally recognised that the production of this article

of luxury, being as it is in such few hands, is eminently
suited to the control of a combine, not only in the interests

of the producers and the revenue of this country, but to

everyone interested in diamonds, and I feel confident that
such a combination must come about." \V(> do not pro-

fess to be in the secrets of the diamond mine controllers,

but we have too much respect for Mr. Imroth's tact and
caution to doubt that he would not have prophesied \ndess
he knew. In other words, it is reasonable to suppose that
his remarks indicate that the long-hoped for co-operation of

the big diamond producers is now, at least within measurable
distance. If this reading be correct, we congratulate 'Mr.

Imroth on his good fortune in being able to foreshadow a

consummation fraught witli enormous importance to the
State and the diamond industrv of South .\frica.

THF SHORTCOMINGS OF DE BEERS
PiiOMiNKNCK was given in our last issue to the globular

millions in which T>e Beers is happily enabled to express

its revenue and profits for the year ended June 30 last.

The figures reflect the wonderful i-ecovei-y in the diamond
market, and leave no doubt as to the success of the con-

servative financial policy of the great Kimberley concern.

From the shareholders' point of view, it would seem indeed

that De Beers is a mammoth pattern and model of mine
administration, and that if the criterion of sound mining

finance is to be the winning of the maximum of profit in

the shortest possible time, the Kimberley undertaking

is an unqualified success. But it seems to us that the

whole duty of De Beers does not begin and end with the

payment of record dividends. The history, the size, and

the privileged opportunity of the concern entail other and

greater responsibilities. Criticism of De Beei-s has, how-
ever, been as frequent as it has been ill-informed and short-

sighted ; and the intention to find fault with it has almost
invariably outrun the ability to take sane and moderate
views of the relation of so vast an undertaking to the rest

of the country. Thus we have General Botha descending
to the repetition of the absurd and outworn fallacy that the

production of diamonds impoverishes the country, and we
have reputable daily papers adopting the muddled eco-

nomics of the " Judiin school " to buttress the crj' for dia-

mond cutting in South Africa. Criticism of this sort must
merely make De Beeis directors smile, and grimly continue
their narrow and selfish policj' unchecked. For there can
be no disguising the fact that the company to-day is run
on the narrowest and least patriotic lines. Pressed for an
illustration of their public spirit, the directors point to the

two and a half millions they spent last year in working
costs, and the £365,000 they contributed directly to the

Union Treasury under the 10 per cent. Profits Tax. But
surely, expenditure in the shape of necessary working costs

—that have been fined down to a mininiiun—carries no
public virtue with it, and the ten per cent, tax is no great

impost on a concern so lavishly endowed by nature witii

unearned increment. In point of return for capital simk
and working expenditure, De Beers stands out unap-
proaclu'd by other South African mines. .Xgain, to antici-

pate the arguments of its apologists, De Beers can,

admittedly, claim to have financed a branch railway—from
Klerksdorp to Fourteen Streams—to own a few large stock

faiTTis, to control a colliery or two, and to run a dynainite
factory. But, aftei- all, these are merely safe " side-lines

"'

for idle surphis irioney, and for them the company takes

dividends, and prefers them, doubtless, to public thanks.

.\gain, the dominating influence of De Beers is not con-

fined to the Union of South Africa, and to extend our treat-

ment of the question to the land beyond the Limpopo we
may ask " Has the great Kimberley corporation benefited

Rhodesia, and is its connection with the diamond mines of

that territory beneficial or baneful'.'" In so far iis tlir

first portion of this query is concerned, it is, of course,
common knowledge that De Beers was the cradle of the
Chartered Temtoi-y development. Had it not been for the
diamond mines and the far-seeing men these mines created,
the status of our Northern neighbour might be far less satis-
factory than it is to-day. But perhaps such an aspect of
the question is too abstract and too conjectural to weigh
much in a practical consideration of the present influence
of De Beers in South Africa. There can be no doubt that
the question, if asked in Rhodesia to-day, would meet with
a ready response to the effect that the De I^eors Company
is a deterrent to progress, and that, by exercising its right
to all the diamond mines of the country in the direction of
closing them down, it is a positive hindrance to industry.
Without going too deeply into the details of the rau'nr

ceh'hrr, it may be recalled that about ten months ago the
House of Lords granted the appeal made by De Beers
against the decision given for the Chartered Company on
July 5, 1910, and July 17, 1910. upholding the contention
that the Chartered Company had agreed to grant De Beers
a licence to work all diamondiferous lands in Northern and
Southern Rhodesia. It has been stated in Rhodesia that
had the final appeal gone in favour of that country, at

least four diamond mines would now be in course of

development, providing always that the diamond law
were satisfactory. The reward offered for the dis-

covery of a diamond pi])e is described as insignificant, and
is stated to be such that it would never induce a pros-

pector to declare his discovery. The De Beers monopoly
has come in for much sharp criticism from the Rhodesia
Chamber of Mines, and it is contended that the same legis-

lation which is in effective operation in order to prevent

the locking up of gold claims should be applied to diamonds.
The De Beers Company has, however, established its title

to all the diamondiferous areas of the country, and nothing

short of a legislative cyclone is likely to upset the rights

established after so much expenditure of time and money.
The diamond-bearing areas of Southern Rhodesia are more
or less unknown quantities, but apart from the important

Somabula Fields near Gwelo, which have contributed the

great hu\k of Rhodesian precious stones produced to date,

it is known that diamond-bearing formations occur at

several widely separated points in Southern Rhodesia.

Some of these appear to be of considerable promise, but

since it does not suit the purposes of the De Bed's Com-
pany to exploit them, the determination of their true value

must remain in abeyance—a state of affairs manifestly ini-

mical to the best interests of the country.

The fact is, De Beers to-day has lost the spirit and tra-

dition of Rhodes and Beit and Wernher. It has sold its

birthright of enormous potentiality for the small profits and

quick returns of the pun^ly money-grulibing concern. From

its privileged position of pioneer capitalist to big schemes of

industry and enterprise, it has descended to the watchful

opportunism of the tiekey snatcher. It practices neither

high finarce nor high politics, and its business code is based

on that of the penny banker. It has abandoned High
Imperialism without embracing South .\frican Nationalism,

and its Mugwump isolation in puidie affairs i.i only toi

sadly typified by the silent, solitary figure of the " inde-

])endeut " Kimberley repivsentative in the Union House
of Assembly. De Beers nuist be awakened from its

lethargy. It is too big and too dominant a figure in the

South African landscape to be allowed to pursue the tactics

of the ostrich. In a country where capital for new in-

dustries, by general consent, is every day becoming scarcer,

and where the scho<ils are turning out, monthly, thousands

of young |)otential workers, an organisation of this sort

cannot be allowed to iuuori> what is at once an opportiM'ify

and a resixmsibility. It is not too nuich to say that a con-

cern like Di' Beers, with a revenue as big as that of some

small kingdoms, and credit better than that of most, could,

if it would, be ii stimulus and fostering intluence of the fil'sl

magnitud to South .\frican industry. That it should be

content instead to remain a clog on the wheid of progress

is at once its shanu- and the country's loss.
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PROGRESS AT WEST RAND CONSOLIDATED.

Additional Milling Plant to be Erected—Designs and Estimates in Preparation—An
Ambitious Scheme of Development—Sinking Commenced in a New Shaft-

A

Record of Improvement—A Mine Destined to Achieve Great Things.

In our last issue we referred to the much-improved position

at ths West Rand Consolidated Mines, and we then showed

that since the beginning of the year the monthly profits

have advanced from under £3,000 to over £8,000—the

September earning amounting to £8,057. We are now able

to make the important announcement that the General

Mining and Finance Corporation—the " controlling house
"

—have decided to carry out an extensive scheme of develop-

ment and to extend the reduction and treatment plants at

an early date. The exploitation of the mine on a materially

larger scale than hitherto has been attempted has been

agreed on, the preliminary work of the accelerated develop-

ment policy has been initiated, and plans and estimates for

the in-rease of the milling installation are being prepared.

Some considerable time must, of necessity, elapse before

the new scheme is given effect to, but it is certain that in

the near future the West Rand Consolidated will take a

mucli more important position in the list of Witwatersrand

outputs and profits than hitherto.

A Much-Improved Outlook.

The rise in production and profit-earning announced

during the first nine months of the current year may be re-

garded as a foretaste of what will be achieved by this com-

pany within the next year or two, and the improvement in

the grade of ore mined and milled, considered in conjunc-

tion with the encouraging developments obtained in the

neighbourhood of the Rand shaft, certainly justify one in

adopting a far more hopeful opinion of the proposition than

one seemingly was warranted in taking a year or so ago.

The West Rand Consolidated constitutes one of the very

largest propositions on the whole Witwatersrand. There

are some 2,000 claims, which contain the Botha Reef series

and some 700 claims carry the Battery Reef series as well,

so that the mine may be described as a " double-barrelled

property " in so far as a greater portion of its area is con-

cerned. With an outcrop extending for two and a half miles

along the strike of the reef and extensive deep level areas,

it is patent that the present equipment, which consists of

100 stamps and four tube mills, is quite inconsistent with

the generally accepted principles of mining economics. It

is therefore pleasing to learn that the first steps towards

opening up and equipping the mine on a scale more commen-
surate with the potentiality of the venture are being taken,

and that it is probable that within the next two years the

company will be crushing with an installation the capacity

of which will be almost double of that at present employed.

Necessity for Working on .\ T.,.\rge Sc.-\le.

Only by working on a large scale can the West Rand
Consolidated make adequate returns to shareholders. This

has, of course, all along been recognised. With the present

equipment in operation, the rate of exhaustion is so com-

paratively small that the life of the property must be enor-

mous, and, even if operating with an equipment four or five

times as great as that at present in use, the period of pro-

ductivity would be an unusually long one. l-"rom all points

of view it is then satisfactory to learn that extension of

equipment has been decided on.

The Old .\nii the New rL.A,NTS.

The present plant consist of 100 stamps and four tube

mills. Sixty of these are old heads from the Violet pro-

perty, 20 are medium weight stamps, and 20 are heavy

lieads. What the exact nature of the installation

about to be ordered will be we caiuiot at present state, but

it is assumed that it will be of most modern and effective

type, and we also venture to predict that its design will not

lend any corroborative weight to a prophecy recently made.

viz., that the days of the stamp mill are gone. In pre-

paration for this new plant a large amount of underground
work, in addition to that involved in ordinary stoping opera-
tions, is being carried out. ]\Iuch of this work scarcely can
be described as development, inasmuch as a great deal of

it is not exposing ore, but is in dead ground and is being
carried out with a view to establishing important points of

attack. Whether there will be any very material increase
in the ore reserves at the end of the current year as com-
pared with those recorded in the 1911 report, seems doubt-
ful on account of this. The outstanding feature of the work
is that when this is completed the management of the com-
pany will be in a position rapidly and cheaply to add to the
reserves very large tonnages of ore. In the western section

an ambitious scheme of exploitation is being given effect

to, and the central and eastern sections of the property are
also to be prepared for the enlarged basis of operation.

A New Point of Attack.

Work at a new point of attack is being started to the
south of the Rand shaft, in which region important develop-
ments lately have been secured. There has just been com-
menced a new shaft of three compartments. This is being
sunk at an angle of 60 degrees, and is being put down to

hasten development in this section of the property. Whether
it will be used as a permanent shaft or not is at present
doubtful, but the probabilities are that it will not be re-

garded as a main hauling way. It is, however, an important
development point. The intention is at a later date to

connect up this new shaft with the " Rand " on the 6th
level. This level will become a main collecting and trans-

porting station, and will be served by an electric locomotive.

The new shaft is distant from the " Rand " about 2,500
feet.

An Encour.^ging Outlook.

The capacity of the present equipment of the West
Rand Consolidated Mines is 32,000 tons per month, but this

capacity has not quite been attained, the monthly
tonnage being about 29,000. But little of the ore now
milled is coming from the Rand shaft section—not more
than 200 tons a day. The advance in profits has been
brought about by an improvement in the grade of the ore

mined in other sections of the property and also by an in-

crease in sorting, which has much improved the recovery.

Since the beginning of this year the percentage of waste rock
rejected has increased from 8 to 22. There has in conse-

quence been improved yield per ton, larger output, larger

profit and increased cost per ton milled. The higher ex-

penses on the tonnage milled basis are the result of more
sorting being carried out. In so far as mining costs alone

are concerned, a decrease of 4d. per ton has been effected

since the beginning of the year. The native labour supply
lias also im])roved, but of course a much larger complement
will be required in the near futuri-. With a sufficiency of

labour, thi- West Rnnd Consolidated will, when its new
development and equipment schemes are completed, be-

come the s<':-ord largest producer west of llie rmwu Miner-

oii the Witwatersrand.

Schuilplaats Diamonds

By a printer's iimr it was niMile to appear in our last

week's issue that only 500 shares, out of a nominal (•a])ital

of £15,000, were ap]>ropriated for working caintal. '{'he

error was quite obvious, of course, for the nimiiiei' of shares

should have been written as 5. 0(10, as a siin])lc calculation

would indicate.
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ANOTHER MAMMOTH STATE FLOTATION.

Tenders Called for 2,235 Claims—Minimmn Royalty Proposed—Improvement on the
Modderfontein Basis—An Attractive Area for lovestment.

.\s WMS unticM|)att'fl in (uir issue of last week, tlie G(JVei'ii-

meiit has aniKnuiced that it is prepared to receive uppliea-

tious for the lease of tlie exclusive right to mine precious

metals on some 2,23u claims on the farms Brakpan No. 16

and Schapenrust No. 13, district of Boksburg. The full

terms of the lease will be found in the advertising columns

of this journal. If a new company is formed to work the

lease as a separate undertaking the capital proposed in the

lease is about £1,200,000, as in the previous call for tenders,

of which it is considered that at least t650,000 will be re-

quired for shaft sinking and preliminary development, while

a further sum of about £'550,000 will be necessary to bring

the property to the full producing stage. The i)oint which

calls for special remark in comparing the terms of this lease

with that of tlie Government Gold Mining Areas (Modder-

fontein) Consolidated, Limited, is the stipulation' with re-

gard to the minimum royalty to be paid to the lessor, apart

from such additional royalty as may be offered by the suc-

cessful tenderer. A detailed schedule, covering almost every

unit rise in the percentage ratio of profit to recovery, has

been prepared, and from th's it will be .seen that the some-

what simple basis of calculation which was laid down in the

ease of J\Iodderfontein has been modified to some extent in

the present instance. The old rate of advance is main-
tained up to the stage where the profit amounts ti; 30 per

cent, of the value recovered, that is to say that uji to th;;i

point the mininunn royalty bears the same ratio to the net
profit as the latter bears to the value of the precious metals
produced.

Thenceforward, however, the Government sliare of tiic

profits increases at a sensibly lower rate than in the previous

lease, aud uo longer bears the same ratio to ijrofit as before.

When the latter is e(iual to -10 per cent, (jf the recovery, for

instance, the Government share is 37'50 per cent, of the
profit, and when tlie latter amounts to 50 per cent, of tlie

product the share is 42 per cent. ; a clear gain of 8
per cent, on tlie earlier scheme. The progression of the
royalty does not end at the .jO per cent, profit stage, how-
ever, but continues as far as the 60 per cent, level, at which
point the ratio between the share of the lessor and the

lessee is as 45 to 55. The ratio from tliis point onwards
remains the same. An examination of the scheduled figures

will show that the royalty rate increases steadily up to the

30 per cent, stage ; it then diminishes gradually to the 60
per cent. limit. Between 30 and 31 per cent., for example,
while profits increase by 1 per cent., the royalty advances

by only 097 per cent.; and between 59 and 60 per cent.,

for one unit rise in the profits the royalty rate expands by

as little as 025 per cent.
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DiAGK.vM saowiNi; Minimum IJoy.^ltiks ox Moddkkkoxtein
AND BuAKPA.v Leases.

It is curious to notice that the position of the Govern-
ment, on this basis, at the stage when pmfits aiv equal to

exactly half the value of the gold recovered is apj)roxiniately

that of the Government Areas (Modderfontein) at tlie same
stage on the basis of the arrangi'inent entered into when
their tender was accepted for the Modderfontein ground.

That is to say the royalty is equal to about 40 per cent, of

the profit. Of course, over and above this maxiniuiii

royalty there is to come such additional peix-entago as the

successful tenderer for the Bnikpan lease may be ])rei)arod

to offer. The accompanying diagram makes it evident that

those who propose to put in applications have a wider mar-

gin than was available in the case of the Modderfontein

lease. In fact, if the Government are offered just so miich

as will bring their share to the level of the minimum lax

laid down in the published conditions of the Modderfontein

area, a very fair distribution of the profits will have been

tendered. The new scheme outlined by the Mines Depart-

ment and the Treasury is an indication that a more generous

view is taken of the risks run by those persons who provide
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the cajiital for undtTtakings of this kind and of the recom-

peuse which is due to them. It may be taken for granted,

therefore, that a reasonable of!er, which will be fair to both

lessor and lessee, rather than an attempt to cut things too

finely to the obvious disadvantage of either party, is what

is chiefly desired by the Government. In view of the fact

that a very fair roy-alty is already stipulated for in the pub-

lished conditions, It would probably be better for intending

applicants to come to some mutual arrangement instead

of making competitive proposals, which are likely to be

prejudicial to sound progress in the future.

The Area to be Le.\sei).

The accompanying map shows the area for which appli-

cations are again invited. It is situated immediately

to the dip of the ground now being worked with gratifying

success by the Brakpan Mines, which has a capital of

£7.50,000, and whose retunis since the commencement of

operations in June. 1911, have heen as follows:—

Tons Revenue Expenses Profit Price

Stamjis. Milled. per Ton. per Ton. Amount, end of

Period

V.ni (7 mus.)

1912—
^lar. qr

June qr

July ... .

August

1(1(1 241,2(M 6 18 4 £110,977 2^

IIU 130,019 28/ 7 17/9 70,71") 3^
131t 156,946 31/10 17,6 128,043- 3§
150 56,180 31/11 17 3 41,077 3|4
150 56,850 32, 5 18/3 40,383 3jji

*Includes 3,800 ozs. from gold reserve, now discontinued.

Dividends: 1912, June, 15 per cent.

The favourable results obtained from tiie shafts on the

Modderfontein Govermnent Areas to the north, and the

generally satisfactory character of the ore in this further

eastern portion of the Raud, justify the hope that the area

now put up for tender will prove a profitable investment

under whatever control the Government may consider it

prudent to place its destiny.

THE YEAR WITH NOURSE MINES, LTD.

Points from the Annual Reports—Year's Profit, £253,233.

The working expenditm-e and revenue account of the Nourse

ilines, Ltd., shows that a net profit was earned during the

year of £243,200 9s. 6d., which has been dealt with in the

appropriation account as follows : Amount unprovided for

at 31st July, 1911, on account of expenditure on capital

account, £33,894 14s. lid. ; expended during current finan-

cial year—property account, £1,455 6s. 6d. ; development

and equipment, £33,017 3s. 8d. ; Government of the Union

of South Africa annuity account, £1,632; Government tax

on profits, £20,604 2s. ; dividends Nos. 15 and 16, £124,173

3s. ; balance of appropriation account carried forward,

£28,423 19s. 5d. The cost of unwatering and reconditioning

the South Nourse Shafts, etc., amounting to £12,446 3s.

(id., has been treated as capital expenditure. The total

amount spent on development during the year was £76,813
6s. 5d., of which £68,978 15s. were charged out month by

month against profits. A recalculation of the ore reserves

at the end of the year disclosed a decrease of 81,705 tons,

and it has therefore been decided to write of^ the balance

of £7,834 lis. 5d. to working expenditure and revenue

account.

Consulting Engineer's Heport.

The CoiKSultinf; Engineer, Mr. B. Madew, in his annual report,

writes :—The main features of the operations of your Company for

the year ending yist .July, 1912, as compared with the previous .year,

are as follows :

—

Year ending Year ending

31st July, 1911. 31st July. liU'i.

Tons milled 643,675 609,'2.')0

Yield 29s. Id. :ins. fid.

Cost per ton milled 21s. 7d. -.''Js. 6d.

Profit 7s. 6d. Hs. OJ

Profit from treatment of current ore £241,02.1 £241,643

Profit from treatment of accumulations ... £11,13.') £S..j90

Total working profit £2.52,159 £253,233

It is seen that there is little diffcicnce between the profits tor the

last two years ; the slight improvement in the return from current ore

treatment being counteracted by the reduced profit from accumula-

tions. The toinuige milled, while averaging over .00,000 tons per

month, shows a decrease of 34,425 tons as compared with the record

torinMi,'e crushed last year. The decrease in tonnage is chiefly

attributable to somewhat unsatisfactory underground conditions in the

earlier portion of the period under review, which have, however.

been gradually renunlied, and the results of the last few months re-

present a substantial improvement as compared with the early part

of the year ; thus, for the last ipiarter, the tonnage milled averaged
5.1,433 tons and the profit £25.125 per month, with working costs

nearly 2s. per ton below the average for the preceding nine month-
of the year. 'l"be yield, as compared with the previous year, showid
an im rease of Is. 5d. per ton. owing to a fractional improvement in

mine grade, closer sorting, and a slight increase in extraction from
metalliMgical operations. Development operations continue to be

carried out on an extensive scale, the total ore developed for the

year amoiuiting to 917,765 tons, of which 693,893 tons, or 75'6 per

cent, were estimated to be payable. The payable ore reserves at 31st

July, 1912, were estimated as follows :—Main Reef, 628,700 tons,

value 5'4 dwts. ; Main Reef Leader, 514,450 tons, value 6'9 dwts. ;

South Reef, 825,850 tons, value 7-2 dwts. ; total and average, 1,969,000

tons, value 6'6 dwts. The above ore reserves may be classified as

follows :—(1) Ore fully blocked out for sloping. 1,513,980 tons, value
6'8 dwts.

; (2) ore valued, which will be rendered available for sloping

by current development. 325.920 tons, value 5'6 dwts. ; (3) ore con-

tained in shaft pillai-s, and therefore unavailable for sloping at

present, 129.100 tons, value 6'8 dwts. ; total and average, 1,969,000

tons, value 6'6 dwts. The above tonnages ai-e based on sloping widths

of 65 inches for the Main Reef. 46 inches for the Main Reef Leader,

and 49 inches for the South Reef. As compared w-ilh the previous

year, the tonnage shows a decrease of 81,705 tons, while the value

remains the same. This comparatively small decrease in tonnage is

due to the fact that owing to the faulted nature of the mine il has

been found in actual mining that certain areas, formerly included in

the reserves, are cut off from the current workings by faults ; these

areas have therefore been temporarily excluded from the reserves,

owing to the data available not being considered sufficient for the

purpose of accurately valuing them. Virtually the ore reserves posi-

tion remains the same as at the end of the previous financial year. In

addition to the above ore reserves there are developed 500,000 tons of

ore of an average value of about 40 dwts. per ton—this including all

blocks between 3'5 and 47 dwts.. the latter being the present limit

of profitable working. Any reduction in working costs will bring

some of this ore into the sphere of profitable mining. Practically all

machinery for the electrification of the plant, except at the South

Nourse, is now erected and complete, but a sufficiency of power

from the Rand Mines Power Supply Company, Limited, has not been

available, necessitating the use of both steam and electric power
throughout the year, a procedure not conducive to economical working.

During the year underground connection was established between the

Nourse Deep and No. 2 Shaft of the South Nourse, thereby perniit-

ling of more energetic development operations in the latter sectiou

with a view to effecting the connection with the West Incline, which

is a necessary step in the policy decided upon for concentrating hoist-

ing operations at the South Nourse No. 2 Shaft. The native labour

position was, on the whole, fairly satisfactory, and showed an im-

provement towards the close of the year. The prospects of the mine

arc good, and the continuance of the improved profits obtained during

the last few months can reasoiuibly l)e expected, provided the labour

force is sufficient to nuiintain the present mill toiuiage.

The Daisy Mine.
The Daisy mill has st.irtr.l cnisliint; under tl

meiit of Mr. Howard Hill,

run during the daytinu

in.an.-ige-

\l lurscnt the mil] will only

Worcester G.M.
The crushing for the Worcester I'xploration Company for

September was as follows: Tonnage crushed, 4,950 tons;

yield from mill, 753-698 ozs. ; vicld from cyanide, 357-374

ozs.; total yield, 1,111072 ozs.", valued at £4,694 5s. 7d.

;

approximate profit, ,£1,000.
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THE GRADE OF RAND ORE.

Companies Milling' Above and Below the Average—The Influence of the High Grade
Mines—Effect of a Change in Conditions.

In a previous minilii, r of this jcjurnal tin; ili.stribution of tbo

various profit-making areas of the Rand was discussed, and

it was shown how greatly tlic total inonthlj" declaration was

indebted in this matter to the rich values and moderate

working costs of the mines situated on the Central Wit-

watersrand. The accompanying diagram serves to draw

attention to a special aspect of the same question by demon-

strating how the grade of the Rand banket varies from

point to point between the Randfontein Central on the ex-

treme west and Geduld on the extreme east of the more or

less continuous chain of producing mines which extends
along the line of the Main Reef series. The data for this

diagram have been taken from the Chamber of Mines
analysis for the month of August, 1912. The horizontal

dotted line represents the average recovery per ton milled

for the 55 properties included in the statement, but the

values indicated on the chart do not include that of the

New Rietfontein mine, which, being on an outer series,

tlic calculation—and dividing this quantity in tlie sar

manner as before we have the following results:—
Toil* miUrd.

Companies above average grade ... 1,1.^1,880

Companies below^ average grade ... 052,000

(Ginsberg) at average grade 14,653

2,008,032

The JMoKE Impout.ant Mines.

From these two statements it will be seen that while

the high grade mines obtained a profit for the month equal

to nearly three times that obtained by the low grade under-

takings, the tonnage milled, on the other hand, is not nearly

so disproportionate. The very obvious conclusion to be

dravi^n from the figures presented here is that it is to the

group of mines which are indicated above the horizontal line

i)i.\Gn.\M Showing Rkl.ativk Ore Gr.m>i:s .\i,i I 111: \\"rrw.\Ti:itsi!ANn.

does not fall to be considered in this article. The average

recovery' per ton milled, it will be observed, was 28s. 9d.,

with an average sorting of 18'05 per cent. Of the 54 mines
which are included in our review, 26 declared a grade above
the average, 27 showed a grade below it, and one, the

Ginsberg, had a value exactly coinciding with it. The dis-

tribution of the producing mines into what may be termed,
roughly, high and low grade, is fairly even. The prepon-
derating influence of grade upon j)rofits in this scheme of

divison is api)arent from the fact that tiie total estimated

working profit from 53 mines of £1,052,451 for the month
of August was thus divided bet\\ecti the contributing com-
panies—the Spes Bona being cxcliulrd as not declaring

any profit :
—

Companies al)ovc average grade

Companies below average grade

(Ginsberg) at average grade

£767,079

278,045

7,327

.£1,052,451

The distribution of the tonnage milled is equally interesting.

There were dealt with during the month a total of 2,008,632

tons—the tonnage of the Spes Bona not being included in

in our diagram that the Witwatersrand has mainly to look
for the upholding of its grade and for the maintenance of

the annual dividend roll. .\ny material diminution of the
tonnage milled from some of the more prominent producers,
or anj' marked reduction of grade amongst these mines,
would affect th«^ profit list on the one iiand, and the avenipe
grade of the Rand on the other, to quite a noticeable degree.

This condition of things would, of course, be off-set by a
reversal of the circumstances in the mines below the hori-

zontal lino, and according as one movement, or series of

movements preponderated, upon one side or other, so

would the position of the grade line be changed and the
total and comparative distribution of the atuiual profits

proportionately affected.

The Deep Level GnAOES.

In considering these questions in a general sort of way.

it is interesting to observe that tlic majority of the deep

level mines arc located above the dividing line of our

diagram. The continuous outline which marks the jirogress

of ore grade from one end to the other of the chart connects

those mines which are working from the outcrop. The deep

level mines are shown by the disconnected circles, but it

S
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maj' be pointed o\it that several of those whicU are mining

from the outcrop are also, as a result of various amalgama-
tions, deep level undertakings as well. There is the Crown
Mines for example', one of the leading deep level properties

on the Rand, and quite adjacent to it is the Ferreira Deep,

another property which has only recently acquired outcrop

workings by its amalgamation with the Ferreira. The deeper

ventures of importance which are working ore above the

average grade are the Durban Roodepoort Deep, the Main
Reef West, Crown Mines, Ferreira Deep, Robinson Deep,
Village Deep, City Deep, Nourse Mines, Rose Deep, Wit^

watersrand Deep, the East Rand Proprietary Mines, and
Brakpan Mines. It will be seen, however, that, with the

exception of the Ferreira Deep and the City Deep, all these

deep levels are working within a range of about 3s. per ton

milled above the average grade. Of the mines which record

the greatest values, the Robinson, Village Main Reef and
Jumpers are within sight of the end. Their total effect is

not so great, perhaps, that it may not easily be off-set by

movements in other mines, and the main influence on tliat

portion of the diagram will continue to be exercised by the

mines referred to by name above.

Bic; Low Gr,\de Mixes.

Below the line of average recovery the deep levels appear

to be segregated, more or less, in the low grade region

around Genniston, and even those which mill ore of a

higher value than 28s. 9d. per ton approach sensibly nearer

to the line in this neigh bovu-hood than they do elsewhere.

Among the least distinguished, from the recovery point of

view, of these larger undertakings, are the Simmer Deep,
Simmer East—now joined to the Knights Deep—the Jupiter,

Simmer and Jack. Knights Deep, and Knight Central. By

reason of the magnitude of their crushings, liowever, tlie

total profit returned from this low grade area is by no means
insignificant. For the month of August, from the Simmer
and Jack to the Ginsberg, it amounted to £168,335, as we
remarked in a previous issue, and thus compares favourably
with the sum of £325,160 obtained in the richest portion of

the Rand between the I^anglaagte Estate and the Village

Deep. As illustrating the importance of milling ore of high
grade, it may be pointed out that by taking the mines which
milled ore of a grade at and higher than that of the New
Heriot, at 35s. 3d., and including the latter, therefore, it

will be found that the aggregate profits obtained reached
the sum of £317,576, or approximately 30 per cent, of the

whole August profits of all the mines included in our
diagram.

Some ERRO^'Eous Deductions.

It will be seen that the falling of the average grade and
profits of the Rand might sensibly be effected through a

diminution of the values of this group of companies alone,

and that such a decline in grade would have no bearing

whatever upon the question of the value of the deeper levels.

To attempt to deduce the latter condition from the former,

as has been done in more than one instance, would be pal-

pably absurd. The observations that might be deduced
from a study of the diagram which accompanies tliis article

are clearly much more numerous and important tlian we
have been able to find space for in this article. The few
lines of thought which have been suggested appear to be well

worth following up, however, and they are sucli as are not
likely to be prompted by a mere examination of the Chartiber

of Mines analysis, from which the data which forms' the

basis of these remarks have been collected.

ROCK-CRUSHING EFFICIENCY.

Kick's Law Found Reliable and Useful—The Rittinger Theory Disproved-
McGill Univei'sity.

-Experiments at

It is some time since wliat is known as " Kick's Law " was
first applied to the computation of crushing efficiencies on

the Rand. .\s far as we are aware, it was introduced by

Mr. H. Stadler, and has since been used by him in all his

calculations relating to the single and double stage crushing
controvei'sy and related questions. It is interesting to note
that the law has been found the most serviceable and reliable

of any in experiments on crushing efficiency which have
been inaugurated at the McGill University, in a report from
which it is stated:—

Rock Crushing.—" A scries of investigations has been carried on
by a succession of fellows during several years on rock crushing, and
the consumption of power has been very accurately measured for

several standard types of crusher, working on different kinds of rock
and crushing to difTcrent degrees of fineness. The result of these
experiments is to finally disprove the 'law' of crushing originally

enunciated by Rittinger and accepted by nearly all authorities since

his day, and to show that the more recent theory advanced by Kick is

either true or so nearly so that it affords a close working approximation
to the truth. Kick's ' law ' was originally stated in 1885 as a general
proposition in mechanics, and it is only within the last few years that
it has been applied to ore dressing first by Stadler in South Africa,
and more recently by the McGill staff. But in terms of rock crushing
it may bo stated as follows: The power necessary to crush a given
quantit.v of any given rock from any known size to any other known
size, will bo directly proportional to the reduction in volume of the
particles—in other words have a ton of rook all in pieces, say, lin.

in diameter, it will take almost three times as much power to crush
them to pieces Jin. in diameter as to pieces 3'n. in diameter; or it will

take twice as much power to crush from lin. to iin. as from lin. to Jin.

The law as *bovc stated is of course impractical, first, because it makes
no allowance for the imperfections of the crushing machinery, or for

the difference between one kind of crusher and another, and second,
bocftuso it is not n practical possibility to feed a crusher with rock all

broken to exactly the same size; but as Stndler has pointed out, if the
law is theoretically true, it is possible to take any quantity of mixed
rock, and by sizing it before eru,shing and weighing the different sizes,

then crushing, say. half the lot in one machine and the remainder in

another, and finally by again sizing and weighing the products, it is

possible to determine the relative useful work done by each machine, or

in other words to determine the comparative efficiencies of different
crushers. The McGill experiments were first directed to settling the
question of the truth of the theory and, as stated above, the results of a
very large series of experiments agree with the law to within the
reasonable limits of error of experiment on so variable a material as
broken rock. The next thing to be done was to compare the efficiency

of a single crusher, say, a Gates breaker, over different parts of its

range, i.e., to determine whether it gave as high an efficiency when
working from say, 4in. to lin. as from 4in. to 2in. or from 2in. to lin.

;

and similarly to study other crushers such as stamps, rolls, tube mills,

etc., with a view to finding the most elTicicnt range of each machine
and the comparative efficiencies of the different machines. Obviously
the amount of ground to be covered is enormous, especially as the
experiments have to bo carried out on a large scale yet with the utmost
care to eliminate errors. Therefore, only a small part of the work has
as yet been completed, but enough has been done to justify the prepara-
tion of a preliminary report which is now being prepared for publica-
tion, and it is confidently believed that it will soon be possible to state

with a very considerable degree of certainly just what types of crusher
are most suitable for particular degrees of crushing, and to state what
output may be e-ipectcl for .-niv ro,-k for which the confines have been
determined."

New Heriot G.M. Co.

Tiio re]iort for tlio quarter ended Sepleinlicr 30 of the

operations at the New Heriot states that dm'ing the three

months 1,170 fin^t of driving, sinking, etc., was done on

development work, and that 34.820 tons of ore were crushed

and ti'eated. 'I'lie gold r(>covercd from ciu'rent operations

was 15,030' 153 ozs., thi- revenue from which was .£63,050.

From accumulated slimes and sands 515 ozs. were won, the
revenue from which was £2,146, making the total revenue
from gold £65.205. Working expenses absorbed £38.265,
or 21k. ll-7-14d. per ton. which loft a profit of £26,030, or

15s. 5-683(1. per ton. Tlic expenditure on capital account
during the |)eriod was £01.
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THE GENERAL MINING GROUP.

How Albu Subsidiaries Fared in the September Quarter—Improvement in Grade of Meyer
and Charlton's Ore Reserves— The West Rand's Programme.

Reports of seven produL-ing subsidiaries and one developing
company under the control of tiie General Mining and
Finance Corporation are now to hand for the quarter ending
with Se])tember 30 last. Four of these—the Meyer and
Charlton, West Rand Consolidated, Aurora West, and Van
Ryn—record increased profits. The Cinderella's operations

were seriously affected by the large number of air blasts

which occurred during Julj', and mainly on account of the

lesser tonnage milled, the Roodepoort United Main Reef's

profit is 43,073 lower. An important announcement is

made concerning extension of plant at the West Rand Con-
solidated, and it is pleasing to note that at the Mej'er and
Charlton tlie average milling value of the ore reserves has
increased to 11 dwts. per ton.

AuR0U.\ Wkst.

At this property there were driven, sunlc and risen

3,580^ feet, and the ore mined was 51,538 tons. The ore

crushed came to 43. 07.") tons, duty per stamp per day 6'358

tons, yield in fine gold 8.535-100 ozs., vield per ton 3"882

dwts.
' Working costs came to ±42,204, "or 10s. 2-836d. per

ton; working profit to £12,269, or 5s. 6-960d. per ton; and
revenue to £54,473, or 24s. 9-296d. per ton. Ex-
penditure on capital account was £'2,166 lis. The working

profit shows an increase of £3,518 4s. 6d. over that for the

previous quarter.

CiNDicKKLLA CoxsoLin.\Ti:n.

Here the number of feet driven, sunk and risen was

4,470, whilst the ore mined amounted to 61,112 tons. The
ore crushed by 80 stamps and 3 tube-mills was 53,140 tons,

and the duty per stamp per day 8"664 tons. Working costs

were £65,699, or 24s. 8-720d. per ton ; working profit £2,770,

or Is. 0-512d. per ton; and the revenue £68,469, or 25s.

0'282d. per ton. Expenditure on capital account amounted
to £37,107. The working profit for the cpiarter was seri-

ously affected by the large number of air blasts which oc-

curred during the second week in Tuly. .\s a result of these

air blasts, four better grade slopes were closed to attack for

the greater part of July, and two more better grade slopes

until the middle of August, in addition to which heavy ex-

penditure was incurred in clearing out the vast quantity of

waste rock brought down by the air blasts, and in making
the stopes safe for working to be resumed. The develop-

ment scheme for opening up the ground in the eastern sec-

tion has been vigorously prosecuted during the quarter,

good progress liaving been made in the drives towards the

Central Shaft, whilst highly satisfactory values have been

disclosed. In the Central Shaft 281 feet were sunk, making
a total depth of 2,307 feet. The improved footage is due

to the hard dyke having now entirely passed out of the

shaft. An electric sinking pump has been installed to take

the place of the air pumps previously employed, a consider-

able saving in pumping costs having been effected thereby.

The erection of the No. 2 electric winder is nearly com-

(detion, and it is anticipated that it will shortly be ready

for use.

Meyer and Ciiakltox.

At this property 1,604 feet were driven, sunk and risen,

and the ore mined came to 45,583 tons. The ore crushed

was 42,517 tons, and the duty per stamp per day 6-.532

tons. Operating charges were £30,288, or 18s. 5-777d. per

ton; working profit for the quarter was £53,952, or £1 5s.

4-549d. per ton; and the revenue £93,240. or £2 3s. 10-826d.

per ton. A percentage of ir06 per cent, of the net produce

from mining operations is payable to tiic Government in

respect of certain undemiining rights leased to the com-
jiauy. Expenditure on capital account was £1.797 Is. 9d.

The woi'king profit shows an increase of £2,570 Os. 9d. over

that for the previous quarter. The average milling value

of the ore reserves has now increased to 1 1 dwts. per ton.

New Got- 11.

There were driven, sunk and risen 1,206 feet, and mined
100,.504 tons. The ore crushed by 120 stamps and 4 tube-
mills was 83,035 tons, and the duty per stamp per day
8-158 tons. Working expenses wire £60,809, or 16s. l-276d.
per ton; profit £14,109, or 3s. 4-782d. per ton; and revenue
£80,979, or 19s. 6-058d. per ton. Expenditure on capital

account was £27 Is. lOd. The working profit shows a de-
crease of £198 3s. 7d., as compared with the previous
quarter. Development operations in the lower levels con-
tinue to open up ore of a higher value than the average
value of the ore reserves.

Rand Collieries.

At this non-productive subsidiary the sinking of the

No. 1 east incline was continued during .Tuly a further lU6i
feet, to a total depth on incline of 1,440 feet, and was then
suspended, work being started on the 10th level. The
crosscuts to the reef on this level at the end of the quarter
had been driven 237 feet in the crosscut east, and 129 feet

in the crosscut south, the latter being put in to strijje the

reef to the south of the dyke which was encountered in the
incline. A boxhole (36 feet) and some other necessary
crosscutting (5 feet) have also been completed. The foot-

age for the quarter is therefore:—No. 1 east incline, lOGi

feet; lOlh level, crosscut east, 237 feet; 10th level, cross-

cut south, 129 feet; lOth level, boxhole, 36 feet; lOth level,

other footage, ,5 feet.

KooDEPOoKT Uniteo Main Reef.

There were driven, sunk and risen in the Roodepoort
United 4,159 feet, and mined 104,781 tons. Tlic ore

crushed was 00,648 tons, and the duty per stamp per day
as high as 19-728 tons. The working expenditure was
£81,396, or 17s. ll-506d. per ton; the working profit

£l0,057, or 2s. 2-628d. per ton; and revenue £91,454, or

20s. 2134d. per ton. Exjienditure on capital account was
£7,854 5s. 7d. The working profit shows a decrease of

£3,072 13s. 3d., as compared with the previous quarter,

which is mainly due to the lower tonnage milled. The
drives east beyond the dyke (on the eastern side of the

Kimberley-Roodepoort shaft) on south reef indicate a large

Stretch of settled country in this section of the mine, and

(be values disclosed are very satisfactory, but it will take

some time for the development of this ground to be suffi-

ciently effected to enable sloping operations to be carried

on and an appreciable increase in the present level of profits

attained.

Van Han.

At the Van Ryn 3,394 feet were driven, sunk and risi-n.

and ore mined amounted to 126,648 tons. The ore crushed

came to 110,110 tons, and (he duty per .stamp per day

10-280 tons. Working expenditure ainounfoil to £90.124.

or 15s. l-506d. per ton; working profit for the quartir was

£71,426, or lis. llOlOd. per ton; and the ivvenue £101. 5.5(1

or 27s. l-515d. per ton. Expenditure ow capi(al account

was £8,608 16s. 4d. The pi-ofit is £850 12s. Id. in excess

of that for the previous (piarter. To comply with tlie

requirements of the New Mines and Works Regulations,

the existing Change Houses are being extended and re-

equipped. The installation of No. 2 sliaft electric hoist and

erection of new steel headgear were completed, and the

change over took jilace during August. The change over

necessitated two weeks' stoppage of operations in No. 2

shaft, but milling proceeded as usual owing to the previous

accumulafion of 8,559 tons of ore on tite surface.

West Ranp Consompated.

The report states that tlie number of feet driven, .sunk

and risen was 4,227. and (he ore mined 101.846 tons. The
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ore crushed was 80,250 tons, and the duty per stamp per

day 11-210 tons. Expenditure amounted to £94,187, or

23s. 5-683d. per ton ; the working profit for the quarter was

.£23,100, or 5s. 9-085d. per ton; and the revenue £117,287,

or 29s. 2-768d. per ton. Expenditure on capital account

was £8,275 Is. 8d. The working profit shows an increase

of £5,502 18s. over that for the previous quarter. Develop-

ment on the Battery Reef series (Rand Shaft) continues to

disclose veiT gratifying results as regards both width and

values of the reef. Development of the Main Eeef series is

also progressing satisfactorily. In view of the improved
developments generally on this property, plans and specifi-

cation are now being prepared for an extension of mining
and milling operations to a total crushing capacity of 60,000
tons per month, which will constitute the second stage of

the programme of expansion. In another portion of this

issue we deal at greater length with this important an-

nouncement.

THE NATIVE LABOUR OUTLOOK.

Some Additional Interesting Figures—Further East Rand Requirements-
Economies and Efficiencies.

No apologies are necessary for returning to a consideration

of the native labour position. Abundance of unskilled

native labour means large outputs, large profits and the

expenditure of large sums in working costs. Shortage of

labour means a cramped scale of operations, and therefore

the circulation of a lesser amount of money in the country
and payment of lesser sums in dividends to shareholders.

These remarks are perhaps hardly necessary, for the vital

incidence of the labour position is generally appreciated.

At the same time the importance of the situation in regard

to unskilled labour cannot be overestimated, and, as the

pi-esenfc seems an appropriate time to consider the subject,

a brief enquiry into recent recruiting results and some
remarks on the general outlook should prove of value. The
new Native Recruiting Corporation, as has been stated in

recent issues, is working well, and, although no very large

or immediate economies or remarkable increase in labour is

to be expected, it is certain that the combined efforts of

the various Rand groups will be of inestimable benefit to

the industry. As it is, the position to-day is fairly satis-

factory. The increase in the labour force for last month
amounts to 1,463, and there were 6,135 more natives

employed by the mines than in the corresponding period of

1911. However, with development schemes on large Cen-
tral Rand properties like the Crown Mines and Village Deep
approaching consummation, with the needs of other Central

Rand properties which have not yet attained to a very

advanced development stage, with the rapid opening up of

the Further East Rand, and with signs of expansion on the

other end of the fields, as manifested in the policy of the

West Rand Consolidated Mines, the question of further

supplies becomes one of pressing gravity. There were em-
ployed on Witwatersrand mines during the year ended with

Septembei; last 182,658 natives as compared with 184, .396

in the previous twelve months. Can we expect to increase

the supply to such an extent that future requirements will

be satisfied '.' The view adopted by many who have expert

knowledge of the labour problem is that it would be unwise
to count on any very marked improvement in the numbers
of natives forthcoming. It is not our purpose to dispute

this view. But there arc certain facts and figures in con-

nection with the native labour supply of the mines which
encourage us in believing that even without any substantial

augmentation of actual and numerical supply, the Rand
will at least be able to cari-y into effect the many new
schemes of development and equipment that have been

mooted, and in some instances actually begun during the

past twelve months.
First and foremost there are the outward and visible

signs of the admirable policy of the Chamber of Mines
in caring for coloured labourers, housing, feeding and treat-

ing them as menials in few countries of the world are cared

for. The direct results are decreased death rates (especially

amongst natives from tropical and sub-tropical territories),

and the return of an ever-increasing number of old mine
boys to the Main Reef series. Apart from the purely

hmiianitarian aspect of the figures as to declining mortality,

accident and disease rates, the important statistics which
Mr. Max Elkan brought forward at the last meeting of the

Chamber of Mines have their practical and industrial appli-

cations. They must tell for greater efficiency and the per-
formance of more work and more effective work. Some little

study of actual figures amply bears out the view that the
more selective conditions under which natives are recruited,
and the better conditions under which they work and live

on the Rand, must leave a gratifying imprint on the in-

dustry. For instance, in 1910 the average amount of ore
hoisted per shift by each coloured labourer at work was (in

the July-December period) 76' 7 tons or say 12-4 tons per
head per month.

Taking the figures for August last, we find that
179,111 native labourers were employed, and that 2,467,650
tons were hoisted—an average of 13-77 tons per head for

the month. This method of assessing labour efficiency on
the basis of tons hoisted is perhaps more informative and
more likely to yield representative data than the division

of actual output by labourers employed, since it is not
complicated by questions of grade. The incidence of labour-
saving appliances also calls for consideration. Brain has
not displaced muscle on this or any other gold field, but
that labour-saving apphances which have effected very
large economies in the native force available have been
introduced during the past year or so is fairly common
knowledge.

There is another point which encourages one in the

belief that the promised brilliance of the Further East
Rand will not be subjected to the sombre influence of

acute labour shortage. Not a few of the older outcrop
mines of the Central Rand will, within the next half-a-dozen

years, become exhausted and the elimination of their labour
requirements will, of course, be of material advantage to

the Further East Rand and other sections of the Main Reef
series not yet in the prime of their industry. This may
seem rather like a policy of robbing Peter to pay Paul, but
the compensative influences at work are likely to be bene-

ficial, inasmuch as the promise of the Further East Eand
is far better than that of the declining outcrop ventures.

Altogether, then, we think there need be no real appre-

hension as to the inability of the Rand's newer mines to

produce gold and earn profits in keeping with moderate
expectations on the ground of labour shortage. Xt the

same time the supply will continue to require careful

handling, and with the energetic administration of the new
labour organisation and the statesmanlike policy of the

Chamber of Mines in regard to labour generally, there can

be but little doubt that all effective and available supplies

will be utilised to the best possible advantage. Elsewhere
in this issue will b(> found Mr. Tmroth's views on the

subject.

Abbeville Mine.

Work on (lie above mine lias been going steadily forward

of late under the supervision of Captain Cook and Mr. C.

Christensen, who have also a successful little property

at Fairview. The five-stamp mill started crushing last

week.
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THE IMPROVING PROSPECTS OF THE RAND.

Profits Increasing 1912 To Be a Record Year Labour Supply "Sufficient if Well Handled'
Reduced Coal Rates Improved Extraction Other Good Factors The Far East the

"Bright Star" of the Rand—Important Review by Mr. G. Imroth.

Following the Chainnau's speech at the annual meeting
of tlie Johamiesbuig Consolidated Investment this

week, Mr. G. Imroth, Managing Director of the Company,
made an important speech, from which we quote the fol-

lowing :

—
" In my remarks on the occasion of our last year's

meeting, I ventured to say that the Eand mining industry

has a future before it greater than its past, and that stable

conditions could be looked for. The results for the past

year quite support these views. A single factor may be

mentioned as an illustration. The total gross profits of the

Witwatersrand are increasing, and there is every indication

that this year they will reach a level higher than that

attained in any previous year, and this notwithstanding the

fact that the present year is generally supposed to be yield-

ing indifferent results. For 1911 the total working profits

were declared at £11,415,861, whereas for the first nine

months of 1912 they amounted to £9,409,825. Taking kito

account the three months still to come, we ma^' anticipate

a profit for the year of approximately thirteen millions

sterling, which will show an increase of nearly 14 per cent,

over that of 1911. Of course, this £13,000,000 will not all

be available for dividends. There will be considerable de-

ductions for capital and other expenditure : but the main
point is not affected which is that the mines are earning larger

profits to-day than at any time in the past, and this happy
state of affairs may be expected to be maintained and
improved.

Efficiency Improving.

" My reason for saying that there will be an improve-

ment is that the conditions are getting better. A concession

has been made as regards coal rates, and this will help to

lower costs. Then the efficiency of reduction plants is im-

proving, so that a higher percentage of gold is being extracted

at a smaller cost than formerly. Koek drills are doing

cheaper and better work, and are helping to reduce our

dependence on native labour. The unskilled labour question

is also less difficult, and there are indications of a further

improvement in the position. I find that we are getting

better results from a smaller number of boys, and, further-

more, that the labour supplj-, if well handled, is sufficient for

the present needs of the mining industry. During the last

two or three years we have passed through a period of ex-

panding labour demand, and results have proved that the

ordinary native supply of Africa is sufficient for our require-

ments. F^or the next two or three years the mines will not

call for large additional numbers of natives, partly because

of the increased use of mechanical appliances, and partly

because of the greater efforts which are being put forth to

improve the efficiency of the native labourers. The company
is almost the only important one which will require in the

near future a considerable additional labour supply. The
mines for which this supply will be required are first of all

the Consolidated Jianglaagte, following on which will be the

Van Ryn Deep, and after that the Government Gold Mining
.\reas (Modderfontein) Consolidated. As far as I am aware,
the only mines of other groups whicii are similarly placed

arc the Modder Deep and the Springs !Mines, though there

are one or two mines in the Far East which will probably
increase the scale of their operations. Such being the
position, I think I am justified in saying that the industry

has almost reached that stage when the natural increase in

tlie native labour sup|)ly wiU keep pace with the demands of

the mines. In tliis important respect, "therefore, conditions
are improving.

Miners' Pnrmsis.

While speaking on the subject of labour, I should like

to say a few words about miners' phthisis in relation to white
labour. It is difficult to exaggerate the handicap which

miners' piithisis iias proved to tht- iiand. It has tended to
stop the stream of immigration of white miners, with the
result that the supply of efficient men lias been much below
the demand. It has also tended to secure very high wages
to skilled white miners. If the men had carefully saved
their surplus earnings, this might have been a good thing,
but it is to be feared that in the majority of cases it has led
to a great deal of dissipation, which has accentuated the
effects of miners' phthisis, and has created an unsettled feel-

ing in the men, which on the one hand causes them to move
about from one mine to another in search of big cheques,
and on the other hand tends towards their frequent dismissal.

I am glad to say that this problem of miners' phthisis is now
being effectively grappled with. The Government, in com-
bination with the Chamber of Mines, has appointed a very
strong committee to investigate thoroughly the whole subject,

and to propose remedies. This committee has recently

issued a preliminarj' report with various suggestions tending
to the amelioration of the conditions underground, and 1

can assure you that the mining companies are sparing no
expense to lay the dust, and to keep the working places sweet
and clean. There is every hope that the measures now
being carried out wiU almost entirely do away with the
scourge of miners' phthisis, and it is quite certain that this

will have a verj' beneficial effect, not only directly on the
health of the miners, but also indirectly in improving the
morale, and in securing a more settled population on our
mines.

F.\R Eastern Hand.
" 1 should like to emphasise the growing importance of

the far Eastern section of tiie Eand. Owing to water
troubles there has been no extension of mining on the West
Rand. In other sections of the Rand there is no great de-

velopment of the first importance to be looked for, and
though some of tlie results obtained in depth have been highly

gratifying, others have been distinctly disappointing. It is

then to the Far East that we must look for future expansion

and increased profits. Indeed, this district may be truly

said to be the bright star of the Rand at the present time.

Owing to the shallow basin-like form in which the reefs lie,

immense areas will be available for exploitation at reasonable

depths. It is true that the reefs are not so regular either in

value or thickness as in the Central Rand, and there are cer-

tainly unpayable patches, yet, on the other hand, there are

large areas of exceptionally rich reef, so that on the average

the mines in that district make excellent profits and most

of them offer very bright prospects for the future. Tlie min-

ing conditions are easy on the whole, and the rapidity with

which Brakpan and Modder B attained the profit-earning

stage after their mills were started, was exceptional on tiie

Rand. Our company is largely interested in this district,

particularly in Van Ryn I3eep and Government Mining .\reas

(Modderfontein) Consolidated, and we look on these hoKiings

as of great prospective value.

Sheba G.M. Co.

The annual general meeting of the Sheba G.M. Co..

Ltd., will be held on 30th October. The board of directon^

have declared a dividend of 5 per cent, on account of the

current year, payable on 2nd December to the shareholders

registered on ''
' ' mi ltl\ November.

News iias aniv.d ;it Hrira that the contract for the con-

struction of tiie Beira-Zambesi railway was signed in Europe

on Saturday, and that Messrs. Pauling A Co. wore the suc-

cessful tenderers.
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UNION MINERAL STATISTICS.

Figures for September—Gold, Coal, and Base Metal Outputs of the Four Provinces.

The statistics issued by the Department of Mines for the
]

Outputs of collieries were:—
month of September are now to hand. The chief details

of production are noted hereunder:—
Dropping Stamps. Totals for Gold Mines

Mining District No. Stamps Tube Fine Gold. Value.

and Province. of at Mills Others.

Mines. Work, at work. Ozs.

Transvaal

—

Witwaters-
rand Area 59 9,400 263 —
Heidelberg 3 110 2 —
Klerksd6rp 3 60 2 1

Ottoshoop 1 5 — —
Pretoria ... — — — — — —
Barberton . 14 254 2 2 6,931250 29,442

Pilgrims Rest 13 157 6 — 14,583454 61,947

Pietereburg 3 25 — 1 411-270 1,747

713,219-881 £3,029,566

6,541-750 27,788

2,389-006 10,148

64-360 273

Transvaal

Cape

Natal ...

96 10,011 275 4 744,140-971 £3,160,911

1 137-650 585

Union of

South Africa 96 10,011 275 5 744,278-621 £3,161,496

Development particulars were:—
Development.

Mining District.

Witwatersrand
Area

Heidelberg ...

Klerksdorp . .

.

Ottoshoop

Pretoria

Barberton

Pilgrims Rest

Pietersburg ...

Main Average
drives and Main Other No. of Total

cross- shaft develop- Rock tons of

cuts,

feet.

sinking, ment.
feet. feet.

Drills

in use.

Rock
hoisted.

40,735 3,431 28,639 5,534 2,442,4.34

720 40 359 .50 22,414

88 — 186 6 10,220

20 — — — 175

1,050

6,540

90

10

50

45

411 19

767 1

126 —

22,736

28,276

2,814

Totals for the

Transvaal ... 49,249 3,570 30,488 5,010 2,529,069

No. of Total Ooal Total Value Value per

Province. Collieries Sold. realised at Ton at

Producing. Tons. pit's mouth, pit's mouth

Transvaal

—

Springs-Brakpan Area 5 46.603 £11,737 5/0-44

Middelburg Area ... 17 293,303 63,460 4/393
Other Areas 10 52,669 9,971 3/9-44

Transvaal 32 392,575 85,168 4/4-07

Cape 8 6,553 3,699 11/3-47

Orange Free State ... 5 41,002 10,262 5/0-07

Natal 19 225,062 62,850 5/7-02

Union of South Africa 04 665,192 £161,979 —
Copper and tin outputs were:—

Output (Marketable Prcduct). Sale.s and Shipments.

Tons. Tens oOf Pure Value.

Metal.

Transvaal
Cape

^l of Pure
Metal.

Copper.
234-240 51-00 263-600 48-45 £8,581

1,140-000 50-67 3,717-000 54-01 134,895

Union of South
Africa ... 1,374-240 — 3,980-600

Tin.

Transvaal ... 237-760 68-.32

Cape — —

- £143,476

247-180 68-60 £34,066

247-180 — £34,066
Union of South

Africa ... 237-760

(Values are calculated on the basis of London quotations

and according to percentage of pure metal.)

Outputs of minerals other than gold, coal, copper and tin

were :
—

Transvaal. Union of South Africa

Ton-i. Value. Tons Value

_ _ 99-366 £1,636
3-069 £98 3-069 98

76-000 265 76-000 265

Mineral.

Asbestos
Graphite
Magnesite .

Manganese
Lead
Zinc
Lime
Flint

Misoellaneou

4.50-000 1,049 450-000 1,049

6,174-000 9,375 6,652-000 10,359

123-000 840 123-000 840

Ozs. Ozs.
81,254-880 9, .588Silver in gold bullion 81,2.52-990 9,.-

Silver in other

minerals 13,500-000 1,350 13,500000 1,3,50

OH. «.E,SZ.K.aJ^
HI OH ci-/\.ss

C I G A.R.E,T"rE.S

Tenor
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BARNATO MINES IN THE PAST QUARTER.

Only One Company Records a Decline in Profit—Excellent Positions at the
Knights, Consolidated Langlaagte and New Primrose.

Till-: producing mines of the liarnuto group record excellent

results for the quarter ending September last. The New
Rietfontein's profit was less than in the preceding three

months, and the New Unified 's maintained at the previous

rate ; the other subsidiaries record increases. Particularly

satisfactory are tlie records of the Witwatersrand, Consoli-

dated Langlaagte and New Primrose. At each of these

properties the outlook is undoubtedly promising in the

extreme. We lu'reundor deal i)ricfly with the subsidiaries

one by one.

COXSOLID.^TED L.\NGL.\.A(;TE.

The number of feet driven, sunk and risen, exclusive

of stopes, is stated to be 1,812, the ore developed on a

milling basis 41,267 tons, and the ore mined 60,292 tons.

Practically no waste rock was rejected, and the ore crushed

amounted to 60,970 tons. There were 140 stamps at work
and the " duty " was at the rate of 5"24 tons. Working
costs were at the rate of 20'171s. per ton and the working
profit for the period under review amoimted to .€24,284.

In addition, £8,577 was recovered from accumulated slime,

and the total gross profit accordingly came to £31,212.

Capital expenditure and debenture interest claimed £2,663.

The expenditure on the southern section amounted to

£70,854 13s. 6d. There was a considerable improvement
in the grade of the ore milled, with the result that the gross

]irofit was increased by £8,481 as compared with that

realised dvu'ing the previous quarter. At the southern

section of the mine, steady progress was made both with
shaft sinking and development. The east shaft was sunk
141 feet, and the west sliaft 99 feet. At the latter shaft,

the ninth level station has been cut, and erosscutting to

tlie reef has been started. The total development footage

accomplished at the southern section amounted to 5,188
feet, made up as follows: Driving on reef, 2,788 feet; rising,

912 feet; winzing, 1,049 feet; crosscuts, etc., 439 feet. At
the 30th September tlie ore reserves at this section stood
at 2,079,584 tons, which have been classified as follows:

Payable, 1,556,101 tons, of an average assay value of 8"43

dwts. ; unpayable, 523.483 tons, of an average value of 2'34

dwts. The Victoria Falls Company was in a position to

supply the necessary power for the new reduction plant at

the end of September, and the new plant was started on
the 1st October. The old mill ceased nmniiig at the end
of September, and a thorough clean-up is now being carried

out. The directors have decided, in terms of the debenture
issue, to redeem on the 31st March, 1913, the whole of the
G50,000 debentures which will then be outstanding, at a

price of £26 5s., for each debenture of .£25. The debentm-cs
may be surendered with coupons attached, at the London
office of the company, 10-11 Austin Friars, E.C., or at the
Standard Bank of South Africa, Ltd., Johannesburg, or

at the head office of the company, Johannesburg, and must
be left three clear davs for examination. Interest will cease
-n til.. 31st March, 1913.

Gixsui:it(i.

Of the ore mined f62,814 tons), one-third was rejected
as waste, and 43.059 tons were milled. Ore developed is

stated at 14,515 tons. The net profit was £20,580, and
working expenses were at the rate of 19'862s. per ton. The
gross profit for the quarter showed a further increase of

€1,562, as compared with that realised during the preceding
three months. This improvement was entirely due to the
larger tonnage milled and reduced working costs, the latter
being fully a shilling per ton less than for the previous
quarter. The nortli shaft was sunk 93 feet, and has now-
reached an inclined depth of 1.604 feet, being 72 feet below
the plane of the ninth level. Drivinc east at the ninth level
has been started, but the drive will have to be continued
some distance in the East Rand dyke before the reef series
is encountered.

GLiixcAUtx Main Reef.

Here 47,210 tons were developed and 70,532 tons mined.
The 160-stamp battery ran for 854 days and crushed 61,200
tons. There were treated 7,327 tons of accumulated slime
for a recovery of 835 ozs. Working expenses were at tiie

rate of 13s. per ton and the total recovery was only £46,183,
or 1509s. per ton. The working profit amounted, however,
to £6,207 and tlie net profit to £9,110. The gross profit
was increased tf) the extent of £576 as compared with that
for the previous quarter. This improvement was brought
about by an increase in the tonnage milled and a reduction
of sevenpence per ton in the working costs. The develop-
ment of the Kniglits Tribute Section continues to receive
attention, and a fair quantity of ])ayuble ore has been ex-
posed at this point.

New PiiiMitosE.

At this fine old property a gross profit of £58,024 (net
profit £.54,365) was earned from 72,700 tons cru.shed. The
ore developed came to 57,776 tons and ore mined 78,254
tons. Working revenue was at the rate of 28'9s. per ton
and expenses 14' 124s. per ton. There were treated 1.074
tons of accumulated slime, which yielded 1,074'5 ozs. The
grade of the ore crushed showed an improvement of fully

a shilling per ton, with the result that the gross profit was
£4,454 higher than the profit realised during the previous
(luarter. There was a further slight reduction in working
costs, and the tonnage milled was increased by 500 tons.

The development continues to expose ore of satisfactory

value. Good progress has been made with the installation

of the two tube mills, and it is hoped to bring them into

operation before the end of the year.

New Rietfontein".

Ten tlious.tiul more tons were mined than were developed.

One-fifth of the ore mined was sorted out as waste rock.

One hundred and twenty stam])s crushed 48,150 tons for

a working profit of £8,921 and a net profit of £8.841. Work-
ing costs were at the rate of 2P113s. per ton. The tonnage
of ore crushed shows an improvement as compared with

the previous iiuarter, and working costs have been reduced
by over a shilling per ton. Unfortunately the grade fell

away in several of the stopes, so that the revenue was
reduced by about Is. 9d. per ton, and the gross profit was
less than that for the previous quarter by £980. Good
progress was made at No. 1 shaft. The shaft was sunk 77

feet, and a considerable amount of driving and winzinsj

was accomplished at the 12th and 13th levels. The payable

reserves were increased during the (]uarter by 1 .891 tons.

New UxTFrEP.

At this—the most westerly of the Rarnato productive

mines—23.669 tons were developed and 41.012 tons milled.

Waste rock rejected came to 17 per cent., and 34.120 ton.9

were cruslie<l bv 60 stamps. Working costs were at the

rate of 20-803s. jier ton. The net profit'carned was £14.332.

The gross profit has been maintained at the level reached

during the previous quarter. The grade was lower, hut this

was compensated for by an increase in the tonnage niilled

and a reduction of Is. 2d. per Ion in working costs. The
sinking; of tln' mnin inelini> sb:ift has been completed, its

total depth being 2,638 feet. The value of the ore developed

during the quarter was of a satisfactory chanicter.

WiTW.vTEnsn.wD.

The Knights continues to record improved results, and,

it is very satisfactory to observe that the gross profit for

the three months was £60.140. Capital e\penditiMv ab-

sorbed £14.064. There were developed 94.403 tons and

milled 120.010 tons. Working expenses were at the mte
of 13-691s. per ton. The amount expended on shaft sinking
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and equipment of the southern section was £13,924 19s. 8d.

A further reduction in working costs of about tenpence per

ton was effected during the quarter, and with an increased

tonnage crushed the gross profit showed an improvement

to the' extent of £2,265, as compared with that realised dur-

ing the previous three months. It should be noted that

the profits for the period under review averaged over £20,000

per month. The position at the mine is most satisfactory.

and there is every reason to believe that the present rate

of profits will be maintained. The vertical shaft was sunk

468 feet, and has reached a total depth of 2,104 feet. The
sinking of the northern incline shaft was stopped at 1,080

feet, as it is intended to carry on the further development

of this section of the mine from the vertical shaft. The de-

velopment of the southern section continued to expose ore

of very encouraging grade.

ANOTHER DIAMOND FLOTATION.

Roodeplaat to be Floated with a Capital of £50,000.

The prospectus of the Roodeplaat Diamond Mining Com-

pany, Limited (to be registered under the Limited Lia-

bility Laws of the Orange Free State) has reached us. The

capital is placed at £50,000, in 50,000 shares of £1 sterling

each; to provide working capital, £15,000; to purchase the

contract of lease over the property, £35,000. The directors

are Messrs. W. E. Bleloch, A. Mackie Niven, J. N. Sellar,

W. Wilkinson, and N. Langkilde. The prospectus states:

The company is being formed t<j acquire a contract of lease with

option to purchase the mineral rights of the farm Roodeplaat No.

314, District of Pretoria, in extent 3,402 morgen, or 7,200 acres. The

lease has seven and a half years to run, and during that time the

diamonds won are the property of the company, subject to the pay-

ment of 10 per cent, of the value thereof to the owner. The contract

can be seen at the offices of the company. The purchase price for

the mineral rights is £73,000. The property is situated about eight

miles west oi\he Premier Diamond Mine, at the confluence of the

Kameelfontein Spruit with the Pienaars River. On that portion of

the farm situated between the Kameelfontein Spruit and the Pienaars

River an enormous pipe has been located. The surface material of

this pipe consists of a volcanic breccia, in some respects similar to

others in the district which have been tested and have been found to

carry diamonds. Slides have been cut of the breccia from two

different places in this pipe. Microscopical examinations have proved

the presence of the following minerals :—Serpentinised pyroxenes or

olivines, iddingsite, ilmenite (carbon) titanite and crystals of perof-

skites— all these being found in the blue ground of the Premier and

other diamond pipes. Garnets have also been found in the surface

detritai deposits. At the Premier Mine a similar breccia was found

at some places on the surface. Except for the following, the Roode-

plaat pipe is a virgin proposition :—Some months ago two shallow

shafts were sunk in it, one to a depth of 4.') feet and the other to 12

feet, and the ground taken out was floored around the shaft. This

ground is undergoing the usual process of pulverisation, that from

the smaller shaft being almost completely pulverised. In breaking a

lump of ground from the deeper shaft, Messrs. Cleverly and Vaughan
found a diamond of fine quality of about half a carat in weight. This

large pipe is over 10,000 claims in extent. Just to the west, and

separated from it by an area of diabase and shale, there is another

mpe with slightly different ground. This western pipe is also of large

size—about 5.000 claims. Its chief characteristic is the abundance

of ilmenite (carbon) which it contains. Some thirty years ago, it is

reported that in digging a water furrow through the western end to

lead water from the liver to their lands, the owners found two

diamonds, one of four carats and one of two and a half carats, of

good quality. Except for these finds, this pipe, too, is a virgin

proposition. There is also a record of a three and a half carat dia-

mond of fine quality having been found at the edge of a similar but

smaller breccia pipe on tlic adioiniin; farm. Buffelsdrift, a property

recently taken up by an important Rand mining house. On Roode-

plaat, besides the two pipes above described, there are other occur-

rences on the farm carrying olivine, ilmenite (carbon) and other

accessory minerals of the diamond pipes. These are absolutely virgin

propositions. One of these is in such a position that it may have been

the source of the alluvial diamonds found on the adoining property.

Covering and surrounding the flanks nf the two large pipes there are

very large nuantities of detritai or alluvial material. From one large

paddock and a few small ones near th.- Kameelfontein Spruit approxi-

mately three hundred and fifty carats ..f diamonds are stated to have

been won in former prospecting operations, and. during the past fort-

night, two hundred and twenty loads have been washed, the yield

being twenty-seven and a half carats, equal to twelve and a half

carats per hundred loads, The situati.m is unique, so far as diamondi-

ferous alluvial deposits are concerned, as all the drainage systems of

the Pretoria Diamond Fields converge here, and have resulted in the

formation of large areas of detritai material which have been proved

to carry diamonds. At all the pl.aces where proper tests have been
made diamonds have been found in highly payable quantities. In
these detritai or alluvial deposits the comptany acquires an asset which
in itself should yield large profits for many years. The pipes are of

extr'iordinary size and there is direct evidence that they are diamond-
bearing, but it is not yet known to what extent. It will take some
time to prospect these large areas, and in view of the occurrence of

diamonds in quantity in the adiacent alluvial, it may well be ex-

pected that these pipes will be found to carry diamonds in payable
quantities. It may be stated that parcels of these diamonds found
present considerable differences to the diamonds of the Premier Mine
and the other mines of the district. The quality is much better all

round, the average value being 30s. to 35s. a carat, and this fact

points to the greater part of the diamonds having been derived from
these pipes close by. The whole proposition, with its large alluvial

areas which may be reckoned to ensure good profits in any case, has
in its pipes, so far quite untested, possibilities of such magnitude,
that if it is found that the pipes contain diamonds in payable quan-
tities the company will certainly take front rank among diamond
companies. Under the contract the company has the first right to

take up the exclusive trading rights on the farm until a township
may be formed. Of the £15,000 working capital. £2,500 is payable
for the machinery and plant, and for the work already done to the
30th September. With an additional £500 spent on the plant, it can
be made sufficient to treat one thousand loads a day, and profits can
be earned from the commencement. In view of the small expenditure
required at the present stage, it has been decided to keep at least

7.500 of the shares in reserve with the view of issuing them later at

such a premium as will bring in a large working capital to the
company in the event of one ov more of the pipes proving to be
payable.

Modder Deep Levels.
The Secretary of iUo Moddcrfonteiii Deep Levels, Ltd.,

writes re striking of Main Reef in No. 2 shaft and develop-

ment values: " I am directed to inform you that the Main
Reef series has been struck in this company's No. 2 shaft.

The hanging-wall leaders assay 7f dwts. over 47 inches, and

the footwall leader, which is separated bv 56i inches of

quartzite, lOi dwts. over 15i inches. The depth of the

footwall shales is 3,007 feet.' The reef in No. 1 boxhole

east, which is 60 feet east of No. 1 shaft, assays 9-3 dwts.

over 119i inches. The reef in No. 1 boxhole west, which is

70 feet west of No. 1 shaft, assays 17-2 dwts. over 90 inches.

In the east drive 10 feet have been driven, the footwall

leader only being exposed and assaying 15"7 dwts. over 48i

inches. In the west drive 15 feet have been driven, the

footwall leader and the bottom portion only of the hanging

wall leaders being exposed and assaying 4-2 dwts. over 70

inches."

Machavie Claims.

Mr. .Justice Ward has rrscivi'il judgment on tiic applica-

tions of William Peter Taylor, brought before him in the

Rand Division of the Supreme Court. The respondents are

(he 'Machavie Claims Syndicate and James Donaldson, direc-

liii-. 'i'hc first matter was an application to wind up the

respondent syndicate, and for the appointment of liquidators.

The second was the return day of a rule nisi calling on the

respondents to show cause why they should not be inter-

dicted from granting to Messrs. Neumann & Co. or anyone
else any option over the syndicate's claim-holding, and why
a meeting of the syndicate held on the 19th of September,

1912, or any adjournment thereof, should not ho declared

invalid, and why the respondents should not be interdicted

from granting or confirming any such option.
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THE BRAKING OF HIGH-SPEED WINDING ENGINES.* II.

A Timely and Practical Paper of Great Importance.

[By G. K. Chambers.]

(n) The braking of ste.im hoi.sts with livp steam is unusual except

where the engine e.\hau.<ts into a i ondenser. it is, however, sometimes

applied at the end of a trip in order to bring the hoist almost to a

stop, cspeiially with large compound engines, when a small amount of

live steam is bye-passed to the low pressine engine. It may also be

conveniently used under emergency conditions, (b) The application

of counter current i.s a very convenient and powerful method of

braking A.C. hoists, but its action ceases immediately with a failure

of supply, and the whole duty of stopping the hoist is thrown upon
the niei'hanical brakes. This disadvantage becomes more serious

owing to the fact that the careless application of counter current by

the driver may easily cause a failure of supply to the hoist and result

in an emergency application of the brakes, which, given careful

handling, would be uncalled for. This i.s due to the fact that by the

application of counter current to a hoist motor running at full speed

the voltage across the electrodes of the licjuid controller becomes
double the normal, and unless carefully handled a momentary rush of

current may easily occur which will lie snfliciently heavy to trip the

circuit breaker controlling the hoist or some other circuit breaker in

the power system. Even though the reverse power be carefully

applied, owing to the high voltage across the electrodes in the con-

troller, it is by no means uncommon for a " buck " to occur, i.e., for

an arc ty jump across from plat" to plate, with the same results as

regards tripping a circuit breaker and cutting off the supply from
the hoist. In the case of overspeed or runaway, the likelihood of

either of these accidents occurring is accentuated, both because the

voltage across the electrodes becomes still higher, and because the

driver, finding himself in difficulties, would be apt to apply power
braking with greater strength and rapidity. A pr.actical objection to

lowering unbalanced loads with counter current lies in the fact that

nearly all the accumulated work in the descending load has to be

dissipated as heat in the controller, with the result that there is an

excessive rise in the temperature of the electrolyte, and the possible

number of trips per hour becomes limited on that account. It will

be found that a controller of the capacity and cooling surface neces-

sary for a winder hoisting rock at full speed, and making, say. 30

to 35 trips per hour, will not usually have capacity for more than

nine lowering trips per hour 'at about three-quarter load and speed,

the trips being evenly distributed over the period of winding. This,

of course, is a very general statement, and an increased number of

trips may perhaps be obtained by increasing the size of the controller,

its cooling surface, and the quantity of cooling water, but with stan-

dard equipments and ordinary facilities, this number of trips would
seem to approach the practical limit. Under these conditions the

lowering of the shift of 1,600 men previously referred to could not be

completed in less than three hours. The fact that the very applica-

tion of power braking on this system may nullify itself and by the

operation of a safety device throw the whole duty upon frictional

brakes with possibly a variable co-eftident, is one which, in the

opinion of the writer, cannot be overemphasised. T/ic ref/cnerative

fynlems of power hrahhuj are of course the most economical systems

as far as the hoist itself is concerned as the accumulated work of the

moving masses is returned as useful work to the source of power
supply, (c) and (d) As the question of braking only is the one under
consideration, and in view of local conditions, it is difficult to do
justice to the advantages of the Ilgner and A.O. load equaliser sys-

tems, the fundamental principle of both of which involves the applica-

tion of the work accmuulatcd in a fly-wheel. Such .iccumulatcd w-ork

is. of course, available for power braking, and the adoption of either

of these systems will put the braking of electric winders practically

on a par with that of steam winders, as a failure of the motive

power becomes just as remote with the former as it does with the

latter. On the other hand, the first cost of these fly-wheel systenis

is so high, and their friction and windage losses so great, that their

adoption for mere braking purposes is almost out of the question .

that they have other very great advantages is true, but where the

mining company buys its power from a supply company, or owns h

ojwer station of such magnitude that the peak loads of an individual

iioist do not necessitate an increase in its capa< ity. these advantages

are not apparent. On both these systems, when lowering loads or

retarding the moving masses, the work given out tends to speed up.

and is accumulated in the fly-wheel and is returned to the hoists

usually during the period of acceleration as useful wink. Used for

pure braking purposes these systems, though regenerative in theory,

would probably prove to be non-generative or even power consuming
in practice, owing to the heavy idle losses in friction and wind.ige,

(e) The regenerative system of returning power to the line by lowering

loads at rope speeds above those equivalent to the synchronous speeds

of ordinary A.C. motors or of twu speed motors, or motors of the

Cascade tvpe. can only be looked upon as a speed-limiting system.

With a hiust equipped" with an ordinary A.C. motor designed for a

winding speed of 3,.')00 feet per minute, the limiting speed would be

in the neighbourhood of 4.100 feet per minute, an excessive speed for

men. as the necessary retardation at the end of the trip c.in only bo

obtained by the application of counter current power braking the

• Read before the S. A. T. of E.

disadvantages of which h»vc already been considered. With two-
speed motors, and motors of the Cascade type, lowering at speeds
between two-thirds and half-speed can be done quite safely and
regeneratively, but with these systems also current power braking is

required at the end of the trip." (f) Of the regenerative systems of
power braking the Ward-Leonard system presents the most advan-
tages, it being highly efficient and very simple and reliable in appli-
cation, provicfed the power supply is maintained. Whilst being a
true counter current proposition as far as the hoist itself is concerned,
because when braking the current flows through the motor in a re-
verse direction, yet it is a regenerative one. as the accumulated work
in the moving masses is returned as useful work to the line. With
this system the controller quadrant can be marked in rope speeds of
feet per minute, subject to a variation of about ten per cent, on
either side of the mean (a variation immaterial from the driver's
point of view) as these depend upon the position of the lever irre-

spective of the weight of the load and of the moment whether posi-
tive when hoisting or negative when lowering, provided, of course.
that the normal rope speeds have been determined upon and set by
fixed positions of the field rheostats and controller resistances. Upon
this system the driver applies counter current, as it were, unknow-
ingly ; if, for example, when winding with a rope speed of 3.500 feet
per minute, he wishes to reduce it to 2,000 feet per minute at a
certain point of the wind, he merely moves his control lever back to
the corresponding position on the quadrant, and in doing so tends
to drive the motor generator set above synchronism until the speed
reaches the lower value, thereby returning power to the supply line.

Should the driver apply counter current in the sense that he pulls his
lever over to the reverse position in case of an emergency, as he would
be apt to do were he driving an A.C. hoist, the winding motor and
the generator would be short-circuited upon themselves, and an
enormous rush of current would occur, and a retardation might easily

be obtained exceeding 32 feet per second, with the result that the
ascending skip and ropes would overtake the peripheral speed of the
drum, and, falling back, possibly break the rope. It is necessary that
drivers who have been accustomed to drive A.C. hoists with counter
current braking, and who are called upon to drive Ward -Leonard
hoists, should thoroughly appreciate this point of difference in the
two systems. The consideration of the braking effects of the Wanl-
Leonard system has so far been based upon continuity of the supply
of motive power, and it is now necessary to consider the effect of a
cessation of such power. There are three systems of electrical con-

nections on this system ; the first includes a circuit breaker in the
connections between the generator of the motor-generator set and the

winding motor, but with the other two the generator and motor are

rigidly (i.e., electrically) connected together. In the first system,
under a failure of supply, the operation of a safety device trips the

circuit breaker referred to and thereby opens the winding motor cir-

cuit, the motor therefore becomes entirely inoperative and all power
braking is lost and the duty of stopping the hoist is thrown upon the

mechanical brakes which are simultaneously applied automatically.

This system is therefore, as far as emergency braking is concerned,

parallel with the counter current braking of A.C. hoists, and pre-

sents no greater advantage. In the second system in the same event

the operation of the safety device opens the field of the generator,

whereby a rush of current flows back from the winding motor to

the motor generator set and tends to speed it up, simultaneously the

mechanical brakes are automatically applied and, providwl they hold

the load, the hoist is brought to rest; if they do not hold the load,

however, the motor generator set will be speeded up to such an ox-

tent that it will probably be wrecked by centrifugal force. It must
be noted, however, that the power braking due to the inertia of the

motor generator set greatly assists that of the mechanical brakes, the

current flowing back from the winding motor reaches a very high

value, and a great deal of the accumulated work in the hoisting

system is dissipated in C=R losses on this account ; the power braking

effect obtained by this system of connections is therefore decidodiv

superior to that "obtained by the fir.st system, and it may be still

further increased by the addition of extra fly-wheel effect to the

motor generator set; with this .system, however, as with those pre-

viously discussed, the braking of the hoist depends ultimately upon

the mechanical brakes. In the third scheme of connections the opera-

tion of the safety device opens the field of the exciter, thereby making

the whole system dead ; this entirely safeguards the motor generator

set from overspeeding, but all power braking is lost, and the duty of

stopping the hoist is again thrown upon the mechanical brakes.

Whichever method of connection be used it will be noted that with

this system also the braking of the hoist becomes automatic and is

practically taken out of the driver's hands in the event of a failure of

the supply. Self ijenerativc hraking is a term which the writer has

applied to .systems in which the accumulated work in the moving part.i

is conserved as a power braking agent without drawing upon or

making any return to the source of motive power; this term is not

quite correct as applied to electrical systems a.i. for the most pari,

thev require excitation from some source or other. However, the

amount of power recjuired for this purpose is comparatively sir II.

and were this complication not deemed undesirable it also couU be
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conserved from the accumulated work in the hoisting system. (g)

The simple reversal of a steam engine with a closed throttle is the

most familiar example of this class of power braking ; in this case

the engine is converted into a compressor, compressing air against the

throttle and consuming no power. It is in fact regenerative to a

degree in that the heat absorbed in and not radiated from the cylin-

ders, steam chests and pipe connections will be converted into useful

work during the following trip. This system of braking is therefore

fairly efficient and is very safe, the effect of a jammed valve or loose

seat in the throttle only results in the admission of steam to the

engine, the braking effect being maintained, and the engine can be
brought to rest by the manipulation of the reversing lever, (h) The
rheostatic braking of Ward-Leonard hoists can be accomplished in

two ways, but as far as the writer is aware neither of these have
been put into practice up to the present, at all events, upon these

fields. Generally speaking, the first method consists of the addition

of series wound coils to the poles of the winding motor, these being

open circuited and inoperative under normal conditions, but in the

event of failure of the supply they are connected in series with the

motor armature and a resistance by the operation of a safety device

or an emergency lever. The second method includes the addition

of a secondary battery floating across the field of the winding motor,

a resistance being connected across the armature also by the operation

of a safety device or an emergency lever. In either case the accumu-

lated work of the hoist system would be dissipated in heat in the

motor and resistance and a powerful braking effect would be pro-

duced, the operation would perhaps be rather hard on the commu-
tator of the winding motor, but this could be minimised by suitable

design ; and as for both practical and economical reasons this system
would be undesirable except as an emergency feature, this objection

should not be serious. With these modifications of the Ward-Leonard
system it will be understood that the term self-generative power
braking only applies to emergency brakiiig due to failure of supply :

as long as the power supply is maintained the power braking will of

course be regenerative, as with the simple AVard-Leonard system,
(i) Power braking by the direct current excitation of the stators ot

A.C. motors is a system which has been advocated by several en

gineers, but so far has not yet been tried on the Band. The theoreti-

cal considerations of this system of braking have been dealt with
exhaustively in a paper read by Dr. E. Rosenberg.' and provided
certain difficulties are overcome it would appear a workable
proposition.

{To hf conthuied.)

* Manchester Local Section of Institution of Electrical Engineers,

November 11th, 1910.

THE BUSHVELD IGNEOUS COMPLEX.

The Relative Ages of Its Plutonic Members— Various Periods of Granitic Intrusion-
Similar Theory Regarding Elseolite-Syenite.

Ix an interesting paper upon a dyke intrusion in the Upper
Waterberg System on the farm Biiffelspruit (1920), north-

west of Warmbaths, which was read by Dr. P. A. Wagner
before a meeting of the Geological Society of South Africa,

the author defines his rock to be a camptonite, and is led

to a consideration of the elseolite-syenite which he believes

to be associated in depth with the dyke. Having concluded
that this syenite is of post-Waterherg age, he proceeds to a

discussion of the relative ages of the various plutonic mem-
bers of the Bushveld Complex, and continues as follows:—

" At one time it was generally believed that the different rocks
belonging to the Bushveld Comple.\ owed their origin to the progres-
sive differentiation in .s/7'/ of an enormous laccolitic intrusion of some
parent magma, which resulted in the formation of a connected series

of rock types increasing steadily in basicity as one pi'oceeded from
the centre towards the margins of the mass. According to this view
the elaeolite syenites met with in different localities represented as it

were a definite horizon intermediate in chemical composition and in

age between the basic margin and the acid interior of the Complex.
The work of the Geological Survey and the investigations of Brouwer
have proved conclusively that this view cannot be upheld. To take
one example only : in the Pilandsbergen*—representing the most

* Compare Brouwer, loc. cit., p. 28 pp. 12-29. A detailed description

of the geology of the Pilandsbergen and surrounding country will

be published by Dr. W. A. Humphrey in the forthcoming Report
of the Geological Survey for 1911.

important occurrence of elaeolite and allied syenites in the Transvaal

—there is clear evidence to show that these rocks are younger than

both Norite and Red Granite. As there is also evidence of the Red
Granite being more recent than the Norite, the latter, and the ultra-

basic rocks by which it is accompanied, clearly represent the oldest

portion of the laccolite. With regard to the Red Granite matters are
not so simple, for the phenomena presented by the Waterberg Tin
Fieldst have led Messrs. Kynaston and Mellor to conclude that there
have been at least two great periods of granitic intrusion, separated
b}' the enormous interval of time repiesented by the Upper Water-
berg System. Of the relative ages of this newer Red Granite and of

the elaeolite and allied syenites belonging to the Bushveld Complex
nothing is known, and it is quite com eivable that, whereas the latter

rocks are clearly younger than the main mass of the Red Granite,
their eruption may have antedated that of the more recent Granite.

At the same time the conclusions arrived at wath regard to the Red
Granite suggest the possibility of there having been successive periods
of elaeolite-syenite intrusion, and of great intervals of time bavin.;

elapsed between the formation of the various mns^^ifs. Whether .

careful study of the relationships of the hypabyssal and effusive

equivalents of the different plutonic members of the complex to one
another, and to the rocks of the Waterberg System, will result in the

elucidation of this point remains to be seen. In the meantime, it

would appear that we are hardly justified in assigning a post-Water-
berg age to all the occurrences of elaeolite-syenite met with in th '

Bushveld Complex.

t " The Geology of the Waterberg Tin Field." Memoir 4 nf tlie

Geological Survey of the Transvaal, 1909.

Australian Diamonds.

The New Soutli WaU's corvespundeiit of the J-oiidon

Mining Jo-urnal writes: " .\t Copeton, N.S.W., the Alfre-

damia diamond mine is undergoing active development work.

It is situated about half-a-niile from Staggy Creek, and, in

the past, produced thousands of carats of diamonds from

the alluvial deposits. A few years ago the origin of these

gems was located, and development work carried out by a

party, who were successful in locating a similar structure

there to the Oakey Creek diamond matri.x. Testing shafts

in the pikeite rock were sunk, and revealed an oxidised

igneous formation, in which the concentric and laminated

forms of the rock filling were analagous to the proved

diamond mtitrix of this field. The matrix structure is an

extensive one, Iiaving two well-defined granite walls. Tlie

pikeite, so called from the leader of the party, Mr. .V . Pike,

in the main shaft is a decomposed yellow rock for a dejith

of about 50 feet. It is easily mined to this depth, being

pickable. Ten feet lower down hrown rock, with more iron

oxidisation present, was met with, eoutaining an occasional

blue boulder of the pikeite, suggesting ejectment from lower

depths. The deposit as contained in the pikeite contains

the following gems and iniiicrals : Oarncts, olivines, hriglit

crystals, ileminite, pyrite. \aalif.\ <'liromediopside, culeite,

iron oxides and magnetic iron, all of which are recogitised

deposits of the South .\fricaii diamoud pipes. It is the

intention of the test committee to raise large quantities of

this matrix rock from the fissure for disintegration purposes

by air exposure. When ready for treatment a rotary pud-

dling machine will be installed, and washing oi)crations will

be carried out, in order to test the value of the matrix.

Recently a small test of the alluvial overlaying the matrlN

fissure took place, the results being a return equal to 1

carats per load of good, thntigli small, marketable diamonds.
Tlie machinery for the mine is n<iw under construction, and
hopes are entertained that it will he working within the next

few weeks,"
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Rhodesian Section.

LATEST MINING NEWS.

Repoi'ted Closing Down of the Viking—The Chishawasha Tin Field—The Quarter at the Giant
—Developments at the Antelope—Globe and Phoenix Dividend—High Stamp Duty

at the Bushtick—Hartley Tributors' Association—Selukwe Columbia—Rhodesia Consolidated
—Cam and Motor Ore Reserves,

Advices from Rhodesia announce that the Viking propertj'

has been closed down. No official statement has been

issued, but the fact remains that development work, whicli

has been proceeding for upwards of two years, has ceased.

Some twelve white men and between 300 and 400 natives

have been continuou.sly employed on the mine since the

early part of 1910, and the work has been considerable ; the

main shaft is down 500 feet. What has caused the " clos-

ing down " can at present only be conjectured, but pre-

sumably the values at depth have, not given satisfaction.

Tile Viking Gold Mines, Ltd., the owners of the Viking
niino, was registered in Rhodesia in November, 1910, to

acquire the property—some 180 claims and a farm of about
S.OiinO acres—from the Viking (Rhodesia) (lold Syndicate,

the consideration being £125,000 in fully paid shares. The
authorised capital of the company is £250,000, divided

into shares of 10s. each, 100,000 of which were issued at

par, and guaranteed in consideration of the right to sub-

scribe for an additional 75,000 shares at a premium of

2s. 6d. and a further 75,000 at a premium of 5s. As a

matter of fact, all the shares issued were taken up by the
promoters, and none have since been disposed of.

4f- * * *

The M.F. Syndicate, who were the principal promoters
of the Viking Company, are largely interested in the tin

claims on the Chishawasha property in the Enterprise dis-

trict : and the work there, which has been going on for some
months, is understood to be giving every satisfaction. It

is said that the lode discovered extends for three miles,

running east and west. Beyond the western end it is not
visible : but a lot of ground has been pegged outside the
original claims, and the owners are well satisfied with the
indications which their prospecting operations have afforded.

The parties interested in the lode already unearthed are

stated to be the ]\I.F. Syndicate, the Barnato and Eckstein
groups, and Mr. E. Friedlander.

* # * *

The report of tlie directors of the Giant Mines of Rho-
desia, Ltd., for the year ended the 30th June last, just

issued, gives the following details: Numlier of feet driven,

sunk and risen, 897; ore developed, -10,000 tons; ore crushed,
33,1.50 tons, leaving 243,687 tons in sight; yield. 12.366-0

i>zs. fine gold, value £52,456 7s. 2d., equal to 74 dwts.,

value £1 lis. 77d. per ton; working costs, £22,893 17s.

4d., equal to 13s. 9-7d. per ton, made up of—5s. 6'9d.

mining, 2s. 2d. development redemption, 3s. 8'9d. milling,

10'9d. crushing and transporting of ore, and Is. 4'9d. general

expenses at the mine and at Salisbury: total estimated
working profit, £20.562 9s. lOd., equal to 17s. lOd. per ton;

capital expenditure (on account of mine development, in-

eluding boring operations), machinerv and plant, etc., to

£2,425 lis. Id.

* * * *

\n official statement by the Antelope G.M. Co., issued

in liondon in mail week, states that in the three months to

•Iiuie 30 Inst 1.440 feet of development were carried out
between the 3ra and 9th levels. The drives above the 9th
level have passed beyond the main pay shute and are being
continued east and west with a view to proving the shutes
opened up on the 1st level. New payable ore was dis-

covered only on the 3rd level, where an additional length
of 45 feet was exposed, raising the avernpe of the whole

level from tiS dwts. over 45 inches to 7-3 dwts. over 48
inches. The 9th level was commenced and 58 feet driven
averaging 10 dwts. across 30 inches. \ winze has been
sunk 27 feet below the 9tli l.'vel in ore assaying 19 d«-ts.
and 18A inches wide. .\t the bottom, which is the lowest
point in the mine, an assay showed 51 dwts. (unreduced)
over 22 inches. There was an accretion of the reserves of
2,522 tons, assaying 94 dwts.. Main Reef ore now aggre-
gating 117,373 tons of a value of 10 dwts.

* * »

The London Secretary of the Globe and Phoeni.x G.M.
Co. issued a .statement in mail week to the effect that the
directors had deferred the consideration of the payment of
a second interim dividend until they were assured that the
mill would not he closed down owing to want of water before
the rains fell. The dividend in question, however, has
pince been declared, indicating, of course, that no further
anxiety is felt on the property over the water question.

* * * *

The tonnage crushed on the Bushtick during September
gives a stamp duty of OB tons per stamp, which, in view
of the exceedingly tough nature of the ore, is considered
very satisfactory. It is reported that the re-arrangement of
the plant and improved conditions of working underground
has had the effect of reducing working costs to a low figure,
thereby bringing the cost per ton considerably under the
average attained on the Eand. It must not be forgotten,
however, that the Bushtick lode averages 20 feet in width,
and consequently the cost of mining should be exceedingly
low.

» * * #

The monthly meeting of the Rhodesian Small Workers'
and Tributors' Association was held on Saturday, the 12th

inst., at Fiander's Hotel, Hartley, Mr. E. .\. Begbie pre-

siding. The minutes of the previous meeting having been

read, the subject of the erection of public batteries, intro-

duced at the last meeting, was brought up for discussion.

The Chairman stated that, unfortunntely, Mr. Denbigh,
who had this matter very much at heart, was not present.
.Vfter some discussion, it was resolved that the matter be
postponed for future discussion, and that the secretary

invite ^Ir. Denbigh to lie present at the meeting to be held
on November 9th. The following matter also was dis-

cussed: The inspectors report that a number of passing

accident have occurred during the twelve montlis under
review from poisoning from nitrous fumes due to the burn-
ing of nitrous glycerine explosives. Nitrous fumes nre

given off by the " ches.i stick," commonly used for light-

ing charges. From enquiries made it has been ascertained

that in the mines at .Tohannesburg the u.se of the nrdinnry
" chesn stick " is illegal, and n suitable lighting torch is

now obtainalile which does not create nitrous fumes in burn-

ing. It is therefore proposed to add a sub-section 19 to

section 18 as follows: " No person shall after 1st February,
1918, use n lighting toivh which evolves nitrous fumes in

burning." The secretary was instructed to acknowledce
the letter, and state that before the .\ssneintion can give its

assent to any alterations in the existing laws and regula-

tions relating to blasting in mines, it must be assured that

such alterations are necessary. The .\ssociation wishes to

point out that the figures s\ipplied by the Government
inspectors relatf only to actual casualties, and that no
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percentages are supplied so as to permit of any conclusion

being arrived at as to whether tliese casualties are on the

increase or decrease.

The Selukwe-Columbia Company has recently acquired

the Wonderland and Forest King blocks of claims, and also

taken an option on the Danga and Chimborazo blocks on

the same line, in the neighbourhood of the Yankee Doodle

mine. A plan of work has been laid out and development

will be commenced almost immediately. Extensive work

was carried out on these claims by former holders over a

long line of ancient workings, and several thousand tons of

good ore taken out. Very high values have been found on
the Wonderland block, though the reef is narrow. These
blocks, with others, were secured on option by Mr. W. A.

Wills when visiting Rhodesia a few months ago.

* * * *

Presiding at the meeting of Rhodesia, Ltd., held in

London in mail week, Mr. Robert Littlejohn, who presided,

made the following interesting references to the Farvic

mine: "The unsatisfactory features at the Farvic mine,

referred to in the report for 1910 and in the statement to

shareholders at the general meeting last year, became more
marked as development proceeded. The dolerite encoun-

tered between the third and fourth levels was found to cvit

oft the reef over practically the whole of the mine, and for

at least such a depth that it would have been out of the

question for Rhodesia, Ltd., holding only a comparatively

short tribute lease, to incur the expense of sinking through

the dolerite on the chance that when they got through they

would be fortunate enough to find the reef again. In April

last the payable ore above the dolerite had been as thor-

oughly exploited as it was possible for us to exploit it in

terms of our lease. We therefore ceased operations in the

mine, removed our plant, and gave re-possession of the pro-
perty to the owners. Notwithstanding that during the past
year the Farvic has so seriously disappointed us, Rhodesia,
Ltd., has no reason to regret having tributed it or to decry
it."

* * * *
Important news is to hand from Rhodesia regarding the

Cam and Motor mines in the Gatooma district. It will be
recalled that it was announced some little time ago that
Sir Abe Bailey had acquired a large interest in this pro-
perty. It is now reported that Mr. S. C. Thomson, con-
sulting engineer to Messrs. S. Neumann & Co., acting pre-
sumably in the service of Sir Abe Bailey, corroborates the
ore reserve figures of the Cam and Motor at 950,000 tons
of an average assay value of 10-5 dwts. per ton.

Rhodesian Native Labour Bureau.

The following is a statomciit of kiiiour received, distri-

buted and repatriated during the period 1st January, 1912,
to 30th September, 1912, by the Rhodesian Native liabour
Bureau: The total number of recruits received was 11,880
natives, of which were distributed to employers 11,788
natives; the average period of contract was ll'T months;
the total number of time-expired natives repatriated during
the period was 4,738 natives. The following tables show the
proportions of natives supplied to different classes of em-
ployers, and also the territorial distribution :—Distribution
to employers : Supplied to mines, r),007, equal to 47-6 per
cent. ; supphed to farmers, 5,098, equal to 43-2 per cent. ;

supplied to general, 1,083, eq\ial to 9-2 per cent.; total,

11,788, equal to lOO'O per cent. Territorial distribution.—
Matabeleland

: Mines, 3,123, equal to 265 per cent. ; farm-
ers, 1,374, equal to IL? per cent.; general, 585, equal to
4-9 per cent. ; total, 5,082, equal to 43-1 per cent. Mashona-
land: Mines, 2,484, equal to 21-1 per cent.; farmers, 3,284,
equal to 27-9 per cent.

; general, 498, equal to 4-2 per cent. ;

total, 6,266, equal to 53-2 per cent. Northern Rhodesia :

Farmers, 440, equal to 3-7 per cent.; grand total, 11,788,
equal to 100-0 per cent.
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Correspondence and Discussion.

Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Suggested by Articles in the
Journal—Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers.

West Rand Unified.

To the Editor, Soufh African Mining Jotnnal.

Sir,—In reply to an article printed in your valuable

paper, the S.A. Mining Journal, of the I'-th October, 1912,

r^" the " definite statement " that the fjcries of reefs opened

up on the Penwith and adjoining blocks owned by the \Yest

Rand Unified, Limited, are a section of (Tovernmcnt Reef

Series, as stated by Lieut. -Col. Bottomley, the Inspector of

-Mines on the West Rand, in his report^vvith this opinion

I quite agree, providing that the Government surveyor is

correct in bringing the Government Reef on to the Penwith
ground. I do not agree, and will not accept the theory put

fortli that the Government Reef is the only reef on the

property. -My experience, stretching over a period of

twenty-five years actual mining as well as prospecting and

observations from the far east to the extreme west of tlie

Witwatersrand series of reefs, convince me that the differ-

ent arguments put forth by geologists and others, wherein

they state that the so-called Main Reef does not extend as

far, and is not to be found on the Penwith Syndicate, is

quite wrong. After months of careful prospecting and de-

velopments on tlie West Rand series of reefs, 1 liave proved

most conclusively tliat the co-called .Main Reef does exist

on the West Rand, and is certainly on the Penwith, as well

as other properties in the west. Now, sii-. this argument
has been going on far too long, and the time has arrived

that the questions in dispute should he definitely settled.

Knowing what I do, I am prepared to substantiate my
convictions and offer myself to be put to a practical test, on

this most important question, and prove not only on the

Penwith property, but right through from east to west, that

a most deploral)ie and gigantic bluiidpi- has been made^ and

particulai'ly in the Central Rand, where I worked twenty-

two years ago under Mr. Statcey for Stayt). The mistake

made in those days remains to this day, and I can Tioth

sliow and prove it. Trusting that T shall be challenged to

[irove my capabilities by some good practical mine manager
at an early date, and apologising for taking up so mueh
of your valualile space.—I am, etc.,

•TOE THOMPSON.
14fl, Luipaards Street, Krugersdorj).

Geological Truth Tablets.

To tho Editor. South Africnn }flriin;i Jnurnnl.

Sir.—The Geologii al Suciet^- has, in m.y opiiiioii. done an immense
amount of injm-y to the mining industry by pei'mitling its nieiTvhots.

in defiance of Nature and oommonsense, to run all our gold-bearinf;

series of reefs into one. and allowing everythinir on the Rand to b#'

sold to the European public as Main Reef. We know that Main Reef,

of Main Reef Series, is only worked by a very few companies, and
is not worth tuppence— I beg pardon. 2 to 3 dwts. ! Only companies
on the Central Rand, from the Saxon, on the weiit. to Driefoiitein. on

the east, can boast of Main Reef, Main Re(i£ leader and South
Reef. To sell Black Reef Series for Main Reef iSeries is hiirdly play-

ing the game, as a genuine Main Reef claim is supposed to be worth
fifty of the other brand. As a matter of fact, highly tilted and pay
able Black Reef Series is ouite as valuable, claim for claim, as the

average Main Reef serie.s of the Central Rand, as witmsscd by the

capitalisations on the West Riind. T have not such a (loor opinion

of other geologists to think that they are not cognisant of many of

these truths, but possiltly that for some reason or other they deem it

politic not to give expression to them. Having had a quarter of a

century's experience of the gnldfields of South .\frica. and not wish
ing to take all of it across "the Styx." I am beginning to think,

with the author of the following, that " to know the truth is a great

thing for thyself; to tell the truth to others is a great thing for the

world "—although it cloesn't p.iy, of course ! If the Covernment would
but proclaim Prinzloo's Rietvlei No, 1S.3, and Lower Luipaardsvlei,
I guarantee it would add another few miles of real Main Reef Series

on to the Rand ; show the true trend of it on to Klerksdorp, and

burst the Witpoortje-break-theory in one act. The Witfuiitein-Maiti
Reef line, which was passed by" the Ceological Society in 1S9.5. is a
geological inexactitude of the li"r.st magnitude, and is " another injury
to Black Reef Series." About that time the late Dr. Carrick, fo'r

some reason, made a map and linked up the West Rand with Main
Reef Series, and Dr. Hatch did the same with -Modderfoutein, Van
Ryn and Kleinfontein, on the East. As both of these pills were
passed and patented by the Society. I passed out of it, and have
stuck to my " Geological Truth Tablets " ever since, instead of
swallowing their concoctions, which they wanted to force me with al
the time. Our Witwatersrand geological age is not to be found on the
other side of the Dr.akensberg, or north of .Johannesburg, in a straight
line roughly. The Witwatersrand age is not indexed in the Drakens
berg, nor is Black Reef age either. The Schistose. Lydenburg and
Coal-measure ages make up the Drakensberg. where gi'anites do not
take charge. The Syverfontein Series, near Klerksdorp. which the
papers make such a fuss about, and geologists fall out about, is the
\ an Ryn Series of the Witwatersrand age. and is the only series
thereabout capable of carrying the values which the drill disclosed,
by accident or otherwise. .Most geologists— if any—do not allow the
\ an Ryn Series to have a sparate existence, but I do. have done,
and ever will. \ot only is it a grand pointer to Main Reef Series,
but is a more valuable series. Du Preez come-s first for values. Van
Ryn second, and Main Reef Series third. \ery often • the " Main
Reef, with " the " shale foot-wall of " the " "geologist—alias Black
Reef—beats the lot, and then a wand is waved over it. and. ' Hey
Presto," it becomes " the " Reef, and flats, flatter than it is some
times, believe in the transformation.— I am. etc.

SCOTT -ALEXANDER.
" Rand Stratigraphist."

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Derdepoort."—We are officially informed that drilling is

being carried on to test the property.
M.T.C."'—The Mines Trials Committee still exists. The

secretary's address is 4lh Floor, Standard Bank
Buildings.

State."—You may apply for not more than "20(1 nor It-ss

than ten sliares in the new Braki)aii (ioverniin-tit

lease mine.

City and Suburban.
The report on operations :il llu C'H\ .iiid Suijurbim for

tile three months endid Septembi-r 3(i states tliat from
8'i,48'2 tons of ore milled .8().H10-491 ozs. of gold w.-iv r,-

eovered, the- revenue from which was i:l.")-I.H"i(>. Workiiir;

costs absorbed ,.t80,375, or '21s. S-Oatid. jier ton, wlijcli left

a profit for the' (luarter of .t-r)4.9r)l, or l.-)s. 8001d. p.-r ton.

On development work tiie miiuber.vf feet driven, sunk niu)

risen,, exclusive of stopes, was '2.100 feet. The rt-cf (lis

tdosures were as follows: Main Rec.f, distance expos-d 3-11'

feet; widt;h, IS'2, ijiclies ; assay value, 1()(> dwts. .Main

Reef Leader, dirttalu-e exposed 030 feet: wi.ltli, ^^ it iii-lies

assiiy value, 33-'l dwts. Soiitli Reef, distance exposed 4Cu

feet; width. '218 ini,'hes; assay v,ilue. 1'2" dwts. Total

distance exposed, 1,737 feet; average widtli, '2'2.'< inches;

avenige assay value. 24M dwts. The tonnage stoped, incltid-

ing ore ol>tain:<l froiii develoiiing faces, was 02,040 tons.

The capital cNpriiditiirc for the quarter atnoiint.Ml to i.S,003.

MINING EXAMINATIONS.
Private individual tuition for -Mine Managers'. Mine Can-

tains'. Mine Surveyors'. Mechanical Engineers' *aiul Eni'ine-

drivers' Examinations. Praolicnl Mathematics and Ele- tn>-

technics. Correspondence lessons where personal tuitioM i«

impo.ssible.- E. .1. MOYNIHAN. Consulfiui: En-'ineer !(' e-l

Hfi Cuthberts' Buildings. Box 2061. Johannesburg.
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Sandycroft^ Limited.
Offices and Store:—

IVIain Reef Road,

Denver.

P.O. Box 122, Denver. —

INCORPORATED IN ENGLAND.

Johannesburg Office :--

23, Royal Chambers,

Simmonds Street.

Postal Addresses:—
-P.O. Box 1976, Johannesburg.

Telephone 360.

MAKERS OF

Electrical and Mechanical Machinery.

" CASCADE" INDUCTION MOTORS

I

Single and TAVO-Speed "Cascade ' Motors
High Starting Torque, Efficiency, and Power Factor at Both Speeds.

Agents /or Suckling: Water Tube Boilers,

IViessrs. Yates & Thorn, Messrs. Crossley Bros.,

;

Etc.
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M4GN011A METAL
FLOWER BRAND.

N0» ir^^^-VON0t,»y»UNTV?*'^iAt-f4i FLOWER BRAND.

TO PREVENT IMPOSITION SPECIFY FLOWER BRAND.
THEMAGNOLIA ANTI-FRICTION METAL CO, OF GREAT BRITAIN LT9

^9, Qu E EN Vic-tor I a. Street, Lomdon, E.C.
Sol* A3«nK.FerSoul-hAFrica:MESSRS.FRASERai CHALMERS, LJBJOHANNESBURG. BULUWAYO AND SAI.ISaURV.
BBARINC METALS TO SUIT ALL CONDITIONS SUPPL.IED. CATALOGUE SENT POST FREE.

Engineering Notes and News.

TRACKLESS ELECTRIC TRANSPORT FOR SOUTH AFRICA.-IL

[Bv H. N. Thom.x.s, M.I.E.E., General Manager, Durban .Muuicipal Tranuvays.*]

The five systems referred to are as follows :— (1) The " Max
Sehieniann," use largely on the Continent of Europe. The tvv(. \rollev

wires are place parallel about six inches apart, and seventeen feet

above the ground. The current is conveyed between the 'bus and tiie

wires either by two trolley booms fixed on top of the cars, one behind
the other, making a sliding contact with the underside of the wires.

or by one trolley boom with a specially lubricated arrangement of

double sliding contacts, one each for negative and positive. The cars

are driven by 25 h.p. electric motors fixed under the motorman's
.seat, the power being transmitted by shaft and spur gearing to the

rear axle. Solid rubber tyres are used, single to the front wheels and
twin to the rear. Speeds up to 2.5 miles per hour are easily reiched

with 24 to 28 passenger vehicles. (2) " Mercedes-StoU " system is

also used very largely on the Continent, and a British compaTiy. the
" Trackless Trolley. Limited," is taking up the system for adiptation

to British purposes and also for the Colonies. In the Mercedes-St:ill

system two trolley wires arc placed parallel about ime foot apart a -d

21 f.'ct above the' ground. Thf current collector is a highly ingenious

four-wheeled carriage, which runs along the trolley wires in th

nature of a small trolley kept in position by guard hooks and having
suspended from it a weighted pendulum and flexible cable coiniector

to the 'bus. Considerable latitude is given to the 'bus by this meth :d

and great speed in making turns in and amongst traffic is claimed fir

the system, as compared with others of the under-running type. Th"
driving arrangements of the 'busses on this type of installation ar •

similar to those of an electric tranicar. The motors, two of whi<h
of 20 h.p., being usually fitted, are gearless and are contained in the

hubs of the rear wheels. All parts of wheels and motors run on ball

bearings. The elasticity of the vehicle is veiy considerable, and the

riding, on anything like a decent road, quite satisfactory. A car

speed of 11 to 16 miles an hour is easily attained. The motors
equipped on the 18 passenger cars of the Gniund line, in Austria,

opened in 1U07, have run over 100.000 miles without any attention-

saving that neiessitated bv external physical damage. A .Mercedes-

StoU system <ar. carrying 26 pasengers, weighs 4 tons 10 ewt. when
loaded. (3)

" Lloyd-Kobier " System.—This system is being operated

at Bremen, in fieiniany, al.so at Ludwigsburg and Breslaii. and other

schemes are mider construction. The overhead wires are placed one

above the other at a distance of about 1 1 inches apart ; the upper one

is the negative, and, by being so placed, acts as a guard wire to the

positive, protecting it from falling telephone or telegraph wires. The
lurrent collector is carried on the upper or negative wire, the contacts

being made on the lower or positive wire bv means of sliding contacts

with raised sides, enabling considerable lateral movcnu-nt of the

vehicle from side to side and yet ensuring ample contact even when
the vehicle is a considerable distance off at either side of the road

and aw.ay from the overhead wires. The cable is of the twin type

and passes through a hinged metal loop arrangement attached to the

collector, to relieve the latter from any sudden jerk caused by the

starling or stopping of the car. At the car etid the cable is wound on

a spring-controlled drum, much in the same way as is done on the
" Mercedes-StoU ' 'system of control. The possini' of two vehicles is

effected by the motormen drawing towards each otln>r ami exchanging

cables, the time occupied by such transfer being 15 to 20 seconds.

Where traffic is frequent enough to warrant the outlay, this stoppaiie
can be obviated by the erection of four wires inste.Vd of two. The
Brush Kngineering {'(mipany. of Loughbtuough. England, have takci
up this system and have designed the different details to fit in with
British pi|acti<e. A special chassis has been designed, having a carry-
ing capacity of three tons in addition to the body : cast steel wheels
are used running on ball bearings, mounted on the axle casing, fitted

with ."iolid rubber tyres, single on front wheels and twin to rear, with
a guaranteed mileage of 12.000 miles, in England. Whether the sup
pliers would be prepared to guarantee a similar mileage in South
Africa the writer is unable to say, but sees no reason why they shoidd
not give something approaching it, provided that fairly decent roads
are available and the installation to be operated is away from the
Coast belt. In this system one motor of 25 b,h.p. is used at tlie

road wheels. The bearings of the motor are of the ball-bearing type
adapted for grea.se lubrication. The controller is of the drmn tvpe
and is adapted for giving most perfect control nf the vehicle, as it is

operated by foot pedal, enabling the driver to have both hands free
f r the steering wheel. The Bremen vehicles have a seating capacity
for 16 passengers, have one motor of 35 b.h.p. maximum, the power
consumption is 600 watt h<nn's per car mile and the speed 15^ miles
per hour. (4) " Filovia " System,—The " Kilovia " system is gener
allv used in Italy, there being considerably over 50 miles installed.

The first installation was opened fnr traffic in 1902 and since that date
the Government have granted a subsidy up to £00 per mile equippiil.

TRADE I ^^ MARK.

H. INCLEDON & CO., LTD
ll.M.l (Iflirr, Hi

I'hones mil. I'.iU

laiii Kc.-,1. iti KnK-lau.l.i

P.O. Hox a<i20. .lolmnneslMiix.

ALL SIZES OF

PIPING, FITTINGS,

VALVES,
Jill, tt)

I'^iii

I'or l,:!001bv \V,.rking Trcssurc.

STOCKS IN ,IOH.\NXESnCRG AND niTRRW
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per annum, in districts not already provided with either tramway rr

railway facilities. lu this system the overhead wires are placed at a

distance of 13^ inches apart, side by side, and IS feet from the

ground/ The collector is a gmall. four-wheeled truck, making contact

with the underside of the wires and carried oil the end of a single

trolley boom fixed to the top deck of the car. and the upward pres-

sure is about 12 lbs. The' ,bnom. having a ball and socket joint,

gives the necessary flexibility to the 'bus. which can deviate a dis-

tance of 10 feet from the untJerside of the wir^s to each side of the

road ; a speed of 20 miles per hour can be run with ease. The single

deck cars have a passenger, capacity of 24i awd weigh four tons

loaded : they are fitted with two motors, one to each driving wheel,

an^- rfi'ive through a flexible c()u|^ing sp^ir reduction gear and rolle"

chain; .As in the " Lloyd-Kobler '' system the controller is actuated

by a. pedal being situated horizontally under the driver's seat. On

some of the lines overhead feeders are used, being carried on the

same poles which carry the overhead wires. Steel wheels, running on

ball bearings, are used and have solid rubber tyV,es. (5) " R.E.T.

Svstem.—This system has been designed on British tramway lines,

and experiments were carried out on a line constructed at Hendon.

England, in September, 1909. The company exploiting this system i"

the Railless Electric Traction Coropany. and; as is generally known

they constructed the Leeds and Bradford installations, and latterly

a section at Rothcrliani. besides which they have other contracts in

progress in various parts of Great Britain. In the " R.E.T." system

the overhead trolley wires are placed side by side about 13i inches

apart and 21 feet from the ground : both span wire and bracket arm
construction are used, depending upon the locality. In central areas

where traffic is dense four wires, giving in and out lines, are put up
in order to obviate delay; at otheif" poults, where the additional outlav

would not be warranted, crossings can be effected either by cnn-

structing passing places with four wires, or (when meeting) one car

can stop and remove its trolleys to allow the otber car to pass, and

then replace its trolleys and proceed. The cars are fitted with doubh

running trolley booms placed side by side ; these trolleys allow of

a deviation of the car of about 15 feet on either side of the wires.

The pressure on the underside of the trolley wires is about 12 lbs.

and enables the cars to run at quite a high speed with the booms
ahnost at right angles. Two motors, each of 20 h.p.. at 500 volts, are

fitted to each car and they drive by means of a propeller shaft and
worm gearing on the counter shafts parallel with the rear axle, from

whence the power is transmitted to the wheels, through a case-

hardened sprocket wheel and roller chain enclosed in a dust-proof

case. Each motor drives one rear wheel. The controller is of the

Seriss parallel magnetic blow-out type, pi-ovided with arrangements

for cutting out each of the motors, and the main barrel has five

running positions. An important provision is made in these cars as

differing from an ordinary tramcar, in that all the handrails, etc..

are specially insulated, as a safeguard to passengers against shock in

the event of a leakage of current from the equinment. Wheels of the

artillery pattern are fitted on the Leeds and Bradford cars, having

solid nibbert tyres, single to front and twin to rear. The Leeds cars

of the latest type weigh five tons loaded. The consumption of current

at Leeds is given as '86 unit per car mile, and the operating expenses

have come out much lower than was estimated. The only trembles

that have been experienced at Leeds or Bradford have been that the

vehicles in the first instance were under-tyred, but this has since been

remedied by fitting tyres of much larger dimensions. Trouble his

also been caused by the chains of the chain-driver being too light for

the work they were called upon to perform ; the remedy fortunatelv

was simple, a heavier chain being all that was required. The steerimr

gear of trackless cars is. of course, identical with that used on petrol

omnibuses, being of the irreversible type. In Leeds several weak-

nesses developed in the early stages of operation. Pin bushings in

the steering rods wore very badly and caused trouble, but this was
rectified by fitting hard steel liners. No electrical defects of any

moment have shewn themselves, although the system has now been

operating for a period exceeding twelve months. Both Leeds and
Bradford are so satisfied with the results attained by the Trackless

Trolley Cars that both towns have in contemplation considerable

extensions of the system.

The situation in South Africa is very promising. IMoeinfontein

has adopted a comprehensive scheme of Trackless amounting to about

Hi miles of route. Boksburg, in the 'Transvaal, has also adopted a

scheme, and tenders have been called for. Germiston has decided to

inaugurate Trackless cars and a scheme of about 7 or 7^ miles is to

be installed, and the Henoni Council has adopted a scheme which now
awaits confirmation of the ratepayers, which will he arrived at by

Situations Wanted.

Young ?:iert rical Em. incer, 1?. A. Cape, BSc ,
I>ii haiii,

,will l.e open for an ci i<,Mi;enionr, in .'unuary Tniliines a

Special ty. Addro.s.s J.HB, c/o " Parson> ," H. alon,

Newcaa tleoii 'I'yne, or Box 238, Kast London, C.P.

means of a poll in the near future. Krugersdorp has had the system
under consideration, but no decision has. so far, been arrived at.

In England, the Government has brought in a Light Railways Bill,

one of the objects of which is to considerably simplify the granting
of powers to local authorities to run Trackless Trolleys and also to

reduce the costs of such applications. Attempts were made by
opponents to the system to .saddle Trackless Trollevs with the cost

of read maintenance, but the Government contended that was quite

unfair to impose such costs, which was tantamount to levying a fur-

ther ta.x upon this system of transport, which.it w-as admitted caused
far less w-ear and tear to roads than either petrol or steam traction,

which, at the present time, are free from any road tax. The Govern-
ment indicated that general legislation would be necessarv for tHe

purpose of imposing taxation on all classes of traffic using the roads
if this were insisted upon. Mr. J. M. Robertson. Parliamentary SeJ:
retary to the Board of Trade, said that his Board would give nn
countenance to siich a course as penalising one form of traffic which
wears the roads less than many others do. He stated that such a
course, as was suggested, would in many cases have the effect of
" steam rollering " the Trackless Trolley out of existence. This
matter of road maintenance is a very important one. as is evidenced

by the strenuous fight put up by the Keighley Corporation, who, in

1911. withdrew their Bill rather than be mulcted. This year they'

renewed their application, and were successful in getting powers

;

;nid although the West Riding County Council endeavoured to get a

road maintenance clause inserted, they were not successful. One of

the main arguments used by the Keighley Corporation, when contest-

ing the point desired by the County Council, was that they had run
petrol omnibuses on these roads, but the cost of operation and main-
tenance was so high in this class of vehicle that they proposed to

replace them by Trackless cars, and if no maintenance tax were neces-

sary, with the petrol buses, and none was asked for. certainly with
the Trackless car it was less nece.ssary, and the Committee of the

House of Commons, which considered the Bill, agreed with them. In
conclusion I desire to thank the Trackless Trolley Company. Limited,
and the " R.E.T." Company, through their agents, for granting me
permission to use some .of their illustrations, and also the proprietors

of the Tramwoi/ mid Ifnil not/ Wnihl for some of their illustrations.

All of these have been used in the preparation of this article descrip-

tive of Ti-ackless Cars, which are destined to play a large part in

various phases of public transport in the future, and will also, I hope,
be of great public utility in leading up to developments in South
Africa generallv.

MINES FOR TRIBUTE.

THE SALiSBUKY AXD .JUBILEE GOLD MINING
COMPANIES, LIMITED. ARE PREPARED TO
RECEIVE OFFERS TO TRIBUTE THEIR MINES.
JOINTLY OR SEPARATELY.

TENDERS will be received by the Secretary at the

Head Oftice, Bo.x IHt, Pieterniaritzburg, up to the 31st

inst., and must be accompanied with references and

guarantees.

Applications to inspect the .Miius will be received by
the Mine Secretary, P.O. I5ox 1017, Johannesburg, from
whom further particulars niay ho obtained.

By Order <jf the .Joint Boards.

ADOLPH EICKE, Secretary.

Pietcrmarif/.luirg, 10th October. 1012.

TURBINES, MACHINES FOR BRICKMAKING.

C^^T.A.I-.O"0"GrES 03Sr "nTD-K/T A T-vT TT*.
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Finance, Commerce, and Industries.

Tile Stiiiidurd Bank did very well in the six iiiontlis ended
June last, and made furtliei' good progress

Standard Bank, towards getting back to the liighly pros-

perous days enjoyed some eight years ago.
The mining industry goes steadily forward, acd commercial
business has also been on the mend for some time pa<st.

This is again reflected in the figures of the present report,

according to which gross profits came to £479,193, as com-
pared with £439,823 in the coiTesponding half of last year,

and as the balance brought in is larger by £2,696, the total

revenue is £326,830, as against £484,764. Expenses
absorb £278,078 against £249,843, and £48,383 against
£42,124 is deducted for rebate on bills not yet due. Appro-
l)riations cover (he same amount, for while £30,000 against

£20,000 is transferred to premises account, only £10,000
against £20,000 is added to reserve, after which there re-

mains a balance of £160,369, as compared with £152,796.
The directors reconnnend a dividend of 5s. per share with
a bonus of Is. 6d. per share, being together equal to a dis-

tribution at the rate of 13 per cent, per annum, to which
rate it was raised at the close of 1910. The usual sum of

£10,000 is transferred to officere' pension fund, and the
surplus earned forward is increased from £42,142 to

£49,714. The balance sheet, wliich now reaches a total of

over 27 millions, discloses a very strong position. The
reserve fund exceeds the paid-up capital by nearly £438,000,
while the notes in circulation amount to £1.133,000. De-
posit and current accounts are up over £1,300,000, at 19A

millions, while, on the other hand, bills of exchange have
increased by £100,000 to £3,835,000, and bills discomited
and advances by nearly half a million to almost twelve
millions. The holding of cash is also larger, and loans on
securities at short notice are over a rpiarter of a million

higher at £1,635,000. Altogether the Indance .sheet makes
a very fine showing.

0ns Laud adds its warning to that uttered by Mr. Kan-
thack', the Director of Irrigation, at the

Land Prices. Oudtshoom Congress, in regard to the

danger of the ridiculously inflated prices

paid for land all over the Union. " Mr. Kanthack," says

the Capetown paper, " speaks with authority. He has
travelled through the country from one end to the other,

and his position as head of his Department has given him
every facility for studying the conditions. He says that

the indebtedness of landowners, all over the Union, is ter-

ribly high. Often, indeed, he is amazed at the size of the

bond on a farm as compared with its real value. The bonds
on farms amount to millions, and on these millions interest

has to be paid. The resvdt is that often a man slaves for

years, sometimes for the rest of his life, struggling to pay
his interest, without ever being able properly to develop his

property. This is a matter to which the Government and
the agriculturist ought both to attend." 0ns Land urges

immediate steps to accumulate reliable statistics on land

values, and to carry out a uniform valuation all over the

country. " If," it hopes, " the land is valued at fixed

times and on a unifonn basis, purchasers may possibly be

])rotected, to some extent, from paying these unreasonable

prices. In any event, they will enter into transactions with

tiieir eyes open and a full appreciation of market values.
'

* * * *

Sir R. Sothern Holland, His ^Majesty's Trade Commissioner
for South .\frica, in the, course of his re-

South African port for 1911 to the Board of Trade, draws
Trade. special attention to the increased trade of

South Africa. He quotes certain compara-
tive trade returns and holds that the figures prove three

outstanding facts, namely, that there has been a great ex-

pansion of local industrial development, that a remarkable
increase has taken i)lace in the general prosperity of the

people, and that the mining industry remains in a flourish-

ing condition, though developmental operations have been

temporarily suspended. The Trade Couunissiouer briefly
gives the grounds on which he bases these couclusions. In
the first place he points out th.-it the imports of food and
drink show a decrease for th^- quinquennial period of
£234,776, notwithstanding the fact that in every other class
there has been a decided increase of trade. " This means,"
he writes, " either that the country is buying less, or that'it
IS itself producing more." To arrive at definite information
on this point he has divided the imports of food, etc., into
two sections, viz. : imports which compete with similar
articles produced in South Africa, and imports which South
Africa cannot, or does not, produce. The result arrived at
IS that, while in the latter case there was an actual increasem imports, amounting to €760,000, there was a decrease of
no less than €995,377 in the imixnt of articles which come
intocompetition withsimilararticles produced in the country.
Evidence as to the development of the agricultural industry
IS clear and unmistakable, but it is not so trustworthy as
regards other industries. In the absence of anv censu's of
local production, the only means of estimating development
is by following the imports of certain articles and raw
materials required for local manufacturing purposes. Conse-
quently, Sir Sothern Holland embodies in his classification
a special group headed " Requirements for Local Factories
and Industries." This class includes articles used in certain
well known and well established industries, and during the
five years the imports of articles used in these industries
increased by a sum of £9,393,791, or nearly 59 per cent.
'' Looked at from all points of view, therefore, the position
is found to be satisfactory," adds the Trade Commissioner,
and confirms my opinion as to the growth of South African
industries."

X White Paper recently issued by the Imperial Government
contains the copy of an agreement be-

Empire's Chain of tween Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Wireless Stations. Co., Ltd., Commendatori Marconi, and

the Postmaster-General with regard to
the establishment of a chain of Imperial wireless stations,
together with the copy of a Treasury minute thereon. The
minute summarises the negotiations between the Imperial
Government and the Marconi Company, eventually resulting
in the decision that a chaimof stations connecting the United
Kingdom with .\ustralia, via India, and with South Africa.
should be established in the first instance, the installations

to be erected in England. Esypt, the East .\frican Protec-
torate, South Africa, India and Singapore. The Australian
Government finally decided not to take p.-irt in this agree-
ment, but to proceed independently \xith the erection of a
station in connection with the Imjierial wireless chain. It

is intended that this station shall be constructed without
delay, and that it shall communicate direct with the Im-
perial station at Singapore.

« « * «

The main provisions of agreement may he summar^.^ed as

follows : Sites will be provided by the Post-

Terms of master-General at the stations mentioned
Agreement, and the company will provide the installa-

tions. The Postmaster-Geiii-nil may re-

quire them, in addition, to erect buildings and prepare
foundations for each station on repayment terms without
profit, l^pon the transfer of the installation the Govern-
ment may work it at its absolute discretion, introduce any
patents, and have the use diirii'g the royalty period of

future Marconi patents. If the Government ceases to use

Marconi ])atents it may terminate the royalty perioil

:

otherwise the agreement and royalty period are only ter-

minable after eighteen years. A speed of twenty words
per niimile under the simplex automatic system is stipu-

lated for. The Government provides sites, pays £60,000
for each installation, pays for building, expenses of triii!

working, and a myalty to the company of 10 jier cent, on
the gross receipts.
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Johannesburg Motor Garages and Suppliers of Motor Cars^ Accessories, etc.

Dunlop
Repair Shop

SEND YOUR TYRES FOR
REPAIR OR RETREADING

TO THE

MANUFACTURERS.
DUNLOP GROOVED TREADS (manu-
factured in our English Factory) Fitted

to any maks of cover.

Burst Covers and Tubes properly re-

paired.

Call and inspect samples of our work.

Dunlop Repair Works
83, BREE ST.,

P.O. Box 6370. JOHANNESBURG.
'Phone 831.

MOTOR COVER .nil TUBE REPAIRS

m RETREADING.

For Expert treatment by the oldest firm of

Tyre Specialists m South Africa send your

work to

Johannesburg Vulcanizing Works,

Cr. Loveday and Marshall Streets.

P.O. Box 8SI2. Telephone 2304- Tel. Add.: "RETREAD."

'FASTNUr
WASHERS.

BEFORE USE. Side .Section

£1000
0^ The only guari

FASTNUT, Ltd
Phone 12214 Central.

will be paid to anyone

showing us a Nut that

can get loose through

vibration where the

"FASTNUT "Washer is

properly applied

iteed device for holding: Nuts.

115, Newgate St, LONDON, E.C.

Tel. Add : 'FA8NUT.' London.

The A.B.C. 0^ Advertising

A GOOD ARTICLE
TO ADVERTISE.

|B.
A GOOD MEDIUM

TO ADVERTISE IN.

-o-

I
c.

A GOOD DISPLAY
OF ADVERTISEMENT.

You Supply the Article: We
will give you the Medium and Display !

The South African Mining Journal
is the ONE MEDIUM through which

THE BUYERS for SOUTH AFRICA'S GREATEST
INDUSTRY may be SAFELY REACHED.

First and Fastest

"Hill Climbs "

1910.

First and Fastest

"Hill Climbs"

1911.

VAUXHALL
CARS.

Sole Agents :

T. B. ADAIR
&CO.,

67, Kotze Street,

HILLBROW,

JOHANNESBURG.

Phone 2570.

P.O. Box 1940.
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Automobile Notes.

South African Motor Market.
South •'J^friea," according to the statement of Sir

Ricliard Solomon, the High Connnissioner, before the
Society of .Vrts, " is not a iiiainifactiirino; country, and, for

that reason, offers greater op]>ortunity to the Hritisii manu-
facturer than any otiier domitiian of the Crown." The ex-
cellence of tlie maiket cannot for a moment he (luestioned,

especially from the standpoint of the automobile manufac-
turer, although tile fact that the Soutli African motorist is

content with nothing less than the very best motor produc-
tion, was not fully grasped by the British manufactm-ers
luitil jiersonal invesitgation by the industry's experts was
attempted. These experiments have resulted in serious

attention of late being directed to the industry in these
parts, and consequetitly there are few producers who do not
now specialise in a " Colonial " model, constructed, with
due regard to the vai'ied conditions, in point of high axle
clearance, special sjjriuging, provisions for cooling, low first

speeds, wire detachable wheels, and many other features
considered essential. Recognising the pre-eminence of the
South African market, the motor manufacturer and agent
are alike anxious to share in the trade, and the question
at once arises: How best to effect tiiis desideratum? The
long-cherished belief that a machine will sell itself auto-
matically on merit is a fallacy, on a par with the absurd
notion that satisfactory results can be obtained through
the sheer selling abilit}' of the agent. In this specialist

age, when the hall mark of perfi'ctioii stamps so lai't'ely

manufacturer's effort, the selling; . i.-m.-.- .,, x:niou- .-oni-

modities are equalised to a great extent, and it will be found
that the systematic advertiser alone can be saiil to be in

direct touch with the buying public.

How Best to Reach the Buyer?
Ill the present-day advertising very little ol wliat may

be termed the speculative spirit enters, and the merchant
who allocates considerable sums for this inii)ortant pni^iose
has already definitely sized up the |)rospectS and sees rel«li]ts

rather than imagines them. In many large finns to-day it

is admitted tliat advertising has iiecome a science, but the
average trader, it is evident, does not devote tlie attention
which advertising, to be a success, demands, while to many
who do advertise, the method fails iu a judicious sense.
The value of this medium to automobile advertisers we have
endeavoured, from time to time, to point out when referring
to the important position the motor car occupies in the
mining industry, and many subscribers and advertisers who
have read the views of the promoters of the various South
.\frican industries, as expressed in the ' majority " number
of the Souili African Mi)iing Jounuil, recently publisSied,

could not fail to have noticed the unanimity of)opiniop on
the excellence of this journal as a Inisiness-getter. Sj^eak-

ing generally, the long and successful career of I this <*gan
is already sufficiently known and appreciated |or further
coinnieiit ; its jiuWing poirrr, however, by reason' of tha ex-

10/14 AUSTIN TWO-SEATER.
AS POWERFUL AS MANY SO-CALLED i,s H.P. CARS.

Particulars

from GILL'S GARAGE, Eloff Street, JOHANNESBURG.
P.O. Box 4659. 'Phone 1505.
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r^ ADVICE TO MOTORISTS. ^
South African motoring conditions call for a simplified—quicker, easier and better—method of

pucture repair.

mRSONS RAPID REEMR WT
®™^ «

Cuts out all the mess, bother and wasted time of the old patch-and-
solution way. ^ A rubber-covered metal plug is inserted into the hole.

When compressed, this plug makes an absolutely air-tight joint

—

permanently mending the puncture in one minute. ^

15/-
I

Complete kit consists of piercing

tool, stretcher, closing pliers, and
2 plugs, weighs i lb., measures 7 in.

X 4 in. (tits the pocket)
18/-

THE PARSONS NON-SKID CO., LTD..
23. Store Street. London, Endand.

=PM|

^^'
South African Mining Directory

AND MONTHLY HANDBOOK OF OFFICIALS OF THE MINES.

In addition to the Mines of the Rand, the Gold, Diamond, Tin and Copper Mines of the Outside Districts, Transvaal and Natal
Collieries, and principal Gold Mines of Rhodesia will be included.

THE WORK IS NOW IN THE PRESS AND WILL BE ISSUED IN A FEW DAYS.

Indispensable to all Doing Business with the Mines.

. . The Who's Who of the Industry. . .

. . Complete, Accurate and Up-to-Date. . .

Issued under the auspices of the "South African Mining Journal."

Orders 7nui/ /tote iw boo/:('t/
: T^'RIC'E^ £2 2s. per AnrniiTi,

Offices: 126, EXPLORATION BUILDINGS, JOHANNESBURG. Box 963. Phone 913.
''On ,,,
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THE BIG
MOTOR CARS HAVE

CONTINENTAL

TYRES
(Three Rib Tread),

" Specially made for the Tropics."

JV/JOST of the big cars, which are hardest

on tyres, are fitted with Continental

Tyres. The Manufacturers and Selling

Agents know that no other tyre will

stand the hard usage and climatic effect

in South Africa like Continental Tyres.

When Continental Tyres are proving

best for the larger cars, they will surely

prove best for your car.

Try a set and prove it for yourself.

" Cost a little more to buy, cost a lot

less to use."

fliisive circulation it has cstahlished in inHucntial quarters,

in regard to tile maiuifacturer and agent, cannot be dilated

upon too strongly. The extent and ini])ortance of the South
African motor market are evidenced by the keenness of

competition. The fringe, nevertheless, has only been
touched hy many traders in the industry who, it may be
pointed out, might profit by the experience of consistent

advertisers in this journal, who can vouch for the value
afforded through the medium. Facts are unassailable ! If

they, bj' any chance, count against the enterprise we are

endeavouring to interest advertisers in, by all means
abandon them. Until then, however, we insist that the

most efftcacious trade appeal to the inHucntial classes is

possible through our advertising columns.

" Here and There."
The attention of the authorities might be drawn to the

dangerous nature of the vicinity known as Parktovvn Gates,
at the Twist Street tram terminus, where the motor traffic

is exceptionally heavy. This place is well known as a eon-

verging centre for several important thoroughfares, and is

notorious for the speed at which some motor drivers career

along the several wide macadam roadways. Many motorists

will, therefore, endorse a suggestion that a pointsman should,

at all times, control the traffic at this important inter-

section, or that the authorities erect notice boards, calling

upon motorists to observe due caution when driving in the

vicinity, and, thereby safeguard their own interests and those

of the general public.
» * * *

.\n inherent failing, associated with the motorist, is

apparent in the maimer in which a certain make of machine
is recommended by the ov\ner to the preclusion of all others,

with a consistency truly remarkable. It matters little to the

enthusiast whether the car he drives be classed in tlie second,

or even third, rate category, by others in the motorist com-
munity, or entails onilK-ss trouble in its opiM-iition, the

owner's conviction is still unsb:ikrn, jiul he confidently re-

commends it to all and .sundry. Tiie principle is wrong, and
obviously misleading to the prospective buyers. On tlie

other hainl, it may so happen that tin- user is utiac<|uuinted
with other types of cars, and this fact may account for tlie

partiality to one particular machine. Reference is niade to

this matter, merely to illustrate to the intending purchaser
that statements of tliis nature should be accepted with con-
siderable reserve, and expert and impartial advice sought
before the initial step to ownership is attempted.

NOURSE MINES, LIMITED.
(Incorporated ia the I

AGENTS WANTED.

A prominent firm, Mannfjuturers of Anti

Friction Motals, Alloys, Speiial lironzcs ;ind

Bra-s Hods, desire Agents in South Ati'ic;i.

Apply, "Metals,"

e/o tliis olfife.

NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN tlmt the Sixteenth Ordinary
General Meeting of Shareholders for the year ended Sl.'st July, 1912,

will be held in the Board Room, the Corner House, Johannesburg, on
WEDNESD.W, 30th OCTOBER. 1912. at 1 1 a m., for the following

business :
—

1.—To receive and consider the Baln'i e Sheet and Accounts
for the year ended 31st July, 1912, and the Reports of the
Directors and Audit irs.

2.—To elect Directors in the place of the present Board, who
retire in accordance with the provisions of the .Article; of

Association, but are eligible and offer themselves fo- re-

election.

3.--To determine the remuneration of the Auditors for the past

audit and to appoint Auditors for the ensuing yi-ar.

4.—To transact any other business which may be transacted at

an Ordinary General Sleet ini;. or which is brought under
consideration by the Report of the Directors.

The Share Transfer Books of the Company will be closed from the

30th October, 1912, to the 5th November, 1912. both days inclusive.

Hollers of Share Warrants to Bearer who dcjire to be prc-seiit c*

represenled at the Meoting must dep;)-iit their Share Warrants (or may
at their option produce same), at the places and within t!io timaa

followinj! :
—

(a) At the Head Odice of the Company in Johannesburji. at loatt

twenty lour hours before the lime appoint«d for the holding

of the Jleetiiii;;

(b) M the London Oflico of tlio Comi>any. No. 1, lA>ndon Wall
Muildiniis, London, E.C , at least thirty days before the date

appointed for the hohling of the Mi-etin.; :

(c) At the Ollice of the Compa^nio Franeai.so de liamiuo et de
Mines, 20. Rue Tailbout. I'aris, at least thirty diiys before

the dale appointed for the holdini: of the Meetin? ;

and must otherwise comply with the "Conditions as to the i»me of

Share Warrants or Bearer Share,s " now in force.

Upon such deposit or prmluction a certificate, with proxy form,

will be issued under which such Bearer Warrant holder may nttvnil

the Meeting either in person or bv proxy.
Bv Order of the Board.
RAND MINES, LIMITED (Sccrftflries).

S. C. STEIL,
Head Ollice : The Corner House. Joint Secretary.

Johannesburg, Transvaal,

11th September, 1912.
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THE WEEK IN THE SHAREMARKET.

European Situation Still Menaces Markets Confidence Returning—Excellent Effect of
"Johnnies" Meeting.

BtsiNESS on the Stock Exchange still languishes under the

fears -of International eomplientions arising out of the war.

Paris is jiarticularly nervous, and while it remains in that

state is bound to affect other centres. In the circumstances

we must be content to see the South .\frican market neg-

lected, despite a growing accumulation of favourable factors.

These factors were admirably summed up by Mr. Imroth
in his speech at the "Johnnies" meeting this week; and
the speech is generally regarded as a reasonable present-

ment of the outlook for the gold and diamond mining in-

dustries. The revival in the diamond market continues to

produce a crop of diamond flotations; but the growing

difticulty of persuading people to invest in them is reflected

in the glowing terms the ijroraoters now find it necessary

to emplo3'. Nobody, however, wishes them anything but

good luck, provided the money subscribed is put into

prospecting and not into the pockets of middlemen. Tin

shares are quiet and weak, and the forthcoming annual meet-

ings of Zaaiplaats and Rooiberg are looked forward to with

unusual interest.
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Transvaal & Delagoa Bay
Investment Co., Ltd.

(Incorporated in the Transvaal.)

B Buyers,

TW-OTIi E is hereby .aiven that the ORDINARY .\NNUAL
J"' GENERAL MEETING of the Company will be held
in the Board Room, Exploration Buildings, Johannesburg,
on THURSDAY, the 28th day of NOVEMBER, 1912,
at 4 p.m., precisely, for the following purposes;—

1 To receive and consider the Balance Sheet and Protit and Loss
Account lor the year ended 31sd August, 1912, and Reports of
the Directors and .\uditor.

2 To declare a dividend.

3. To elect Directors in the place of tho.se who retire in accord-
Muce with the provisions of the Articles of Assoeiiitioii.

1. To appoint an .Auditor for the ensuing year and C\k his
renniueration, and to transact the ordinary geni-ral business
of the Company to be deali wiih at .such Meetin;;.

The Transfer Books of tlie Company will be closed
from the 22nd November to the 28th November, 1912,
both days inclusive.

Holders of Bearer Shares who desire to attend or vote
at the Meeting must deposit their warrants at the Head
Office of the Company, in Johannesburg, at least 24 hours
before the time api ointeci for the Meeting, or at the
London Oflice not later than the 3rd November, 1912.

By order of tlio Board,

B. MOSES, Secretary.

The Transvaal Gold Fields Building,
Fraser Street, Johannesburg.

Mth Octoljer. 1912. 45863
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Johannesburg Consolidated Investment

Company, Limited.
(IiiLurporateJ in the Transvaal.

REPORT OF DIRECTORS
For the Year ended 30th June, 1912.

Submitted to the Shareholdcr.s at a Meeting held in the Board llootn, Johannesburg Consolidated Investment
Company, Limited, Cou.solidated Building, Fox Street, Johannesburg, on VVedne.sda}',

the 23rd day of October, 1912, at 11.30 am.

ACCOUNTS.
1. The Directors siibm t herewitli the Company's

Balance Slieet and Profit and Loss Account for the year
ended 30th June, 1912.

PROFITS.
2. The Accounts sliow that tlie Company's operations

during tlie year liava resul'ed in a net profit of £207.123
Is. Id. .which, togetherwith the balance of £ 1 ">.">. 143 9s. 7d.
brought forward from the pi'evious year, makes an aggre-
gate available profit of £362,266 lOs' 8d.

DIVIDEND.
3. On the 18th June the Directors declared a divi-

dend of 5 per cent, for the ComTany's financial year ended
30th June last.piyable to Shareholders registered at that
date. This distribution absorbs £197. .")00. leaving
£164,766 10s. 8d. to be carried forward to the next account.

During the year under review, a period of unbroken
depression and stagnation has prevailed which has greatly
curtailed the scope of the Company's operations and con-
sequently affected its profits.

Upon the other hand, from a mining point of view,
very substantial progress has been made. Jlost of the jjro-

ducing Minos under the Company's control show improved
results, and very important and valuable work has been
carried out on the Mines which are still in the development

The Directors are strongly of opinion that the position
and prospects of the Gold Mining Industry are eminently
satisfactory, and that there ii no justification for the indis-

criminate pessimism with which it is regarded in European
markets.

VALUATION OF SHAREHOLDINGS,
4. .Although the market value of the Company's share-

holdings as a whole is considerably in e.vcess of the amount
at which they appear in the Balance Sheet, the Directors
have, in accordance with their usual practice, written down
the book value of such of the Company's shareholdings as
were in excess of the market quotations at the 301h June.

FINANCIAL POSITION.
5. Notwithstanding the unsatisfactory conditions

prevailing during the year, the Company's position is a
very strong and sound one.

PRODUCING MINES.

6. Details of the work done on the producing mines in

which this Company is interested are periodically [jublislied

audit is fluTcforo imneccssary to deal fullj- with the

subject in this Report. The Directors liave, however.
pleasure in stating that very satisfactory progress has been
made, which has been practically indicated by the increased
amount which has been distributed in dividends.

GOLD PRODUCTION.
7. The aggregate value of the gold produced during

the year by the Mines controlled by the Company,
amounted to £2.114.000. being an increase of £89,000 a.-,

compared with last year.

MINES IN COURSE OF DEVELOP.MENT IX WHICH
THIS COMPANY HAS VERY IMPORTANT

INTERESTS.

8. The financial arrangements to provide the necessary
funds for the development and equipment of the Consoli-
dated Langlaagte (Southern Section) and Van Ryn Deep
Mines ha\e been satisfactorily concluded, with the ap-
proval of the Shareholders of the Companies concerne*!
The new equipment of the Consolidated Langlnagte is now
complete, and so soon as the necessary Power is available.
crushing on the Southern Section of the properly will com-
mence. The Ore Reserves are now approaching 2.000,0110
tons of good grade and substantial profits are assured.

Developments on the Van Ryn Deep are also proceed-
ing satisfactorily, and it is anticipated that crushing
operations will be commenced in ,Tuly next.

As regards the Government Areas on the Farm Mod-
derfontein. record shaft-sinking progress has been made
during the last 12 months, and about the middle of June
(as annoimced at the i ime) the reef, carrying pood values.
was inter-sected in the North-Western Shaft at a depth of
2,395 feet. The striking of the reef in this i ropcrty.both
as to time and depth, coinciding as it does with the Com-
pany's (^insulting Engineer's forecast, indicates the regu-
larity of the reef position and formation on that section
of the Rand.

As regards the Native Labour question, it is satisfac-
tory to record that nearly all the important .MiningC.roups
have entered into an agreement whereby a stop will be put
to the serious competil it ion which has exi.->to<l between
tlie private recruiting .Agencies, This competition has in

recent years resulted in a considerable increase in the cost
of Native Labour. The arrangement now entered into
will effect an appreciable reduction in working costs.

CARLTON HOTEL.

9. The impriivenient in tlio returns from the Carlton
Hotel. referrcMl to in last year's report, is being niuititained.
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Johannesburg Consolidated Investment Company. Limited.—continued.

PROPERTY CONDITIONS.

10. There has been a steady demand for building sites

for residential purposes, enabling the Company on account

of the favourable position of its properties, to effect a large

number of sales.

ELECTION OF DIRECTORS.

11. In terms of the Articles of Association, four of the

Directors, viz.: Sir Robert B. Lleweljai. Messrs. Charles

Marx, Jolui Munro and H. A. Rogers, retire by rotation

and offer themselve for re-election.

ELECTION OF AUDITORS.

12. Messrs. P. J. O'Reilly and Henry Hains. the Audi-

tors of the Company in Johannesburg, and Messrs. Cliatteris,

Nichols & Co., the Auditors in London, retire from office

and offer themselves for re-election.

By Order of the Board,

W. H. MARDALL,
Secretary.

Johannesburg, 31st August. 1912.

Balance Sheet, 30th June, 1912.

Dr.
CAPITAL AND LIABILITIES.

Cr.

ASSETS.

Authorised Capital

—

Investments in Stocks and Shares . . ..£3,085,999 5 10

(Under Resolution of

23rd Nov., 1905 ..£4,500,000
Mining Properties and Advances to

panics

Com-
247,233 3 2

Real Estate and Buildings .. 682,221 5 11

of which £4. 3-15.000 is Registered Capital Loans on Mortgage and Real Estate 123,383 15 8

Capital Issued £3.950,000 Loans at Short Call on

Reserve Fund 250.000 Market Securities . . £823,038 5

Sundry Creditors 556,620

Dividend (No. 15) of 5 per cent, declared

18th June • 197,500

Profit Appropriation Account

—

1 Sundry Debtors & Divi-
dends Accrued .. 91.988

Cash at Bankers and in

hand . . . . . . 57,266

2 3

7

972,292 7 10

Balance 164.766

Contingent Liabilities

—

10 8
Office Furniture, etc. 7,756 12 4

Uncalled Capital on
Investments, etc. .. 112.560

10£5. lis, 886 10 9 £ 5.118.886 9

W. H. MARDALL. Secretary. 3 B- JOEL, Chairman,
:
A. R. STEPHENSON.

Directors.

We report that we have examined the above Balance Sheet, dated the .30th June, 1912, with ihe books and vouchers of the Com-
pany in Johannesburg, and have olitained all the information and explanations we have required as Auditors. In our opinion such
Balance .Sheet is properly drawn up so as to exhibit a true and correct view of the state of the Company's atfairs accordincr to the best

of our information and the explanations given to us, and as shown by the books ot the Company. We have also verified the securities

in South Africa-
J. P. O'REILLY,
HENRY HAINS,

Incorporated Accountants, Auditors.
Johannesburg, .5th July, 1912

Profit and Loss Account, for the year ended 30th June, 1912.

Dr.

To Directors' Fees, Salaries, Office and
other Expenses, Johannesburg, Lon-
don and Paris, less Amounts received
from other Companies .

.

,, Balance being realised profit for the

year carried to Apjjropriation Account

£35.653 1 8

207,123 1 1

Cr.

By Profits realised on Stocks and Shares,
Dividends, Commissions and Sundry
Receipts, less Amounts written off .

.

242,776 2 9

£242,776

Profits Appropriation Account.

Dr.

To Dividend No. 15 of 5 percent, declared
18th June. 1912 £197,500

,, Balance carried to Balance Sheet . . 164,766 10

£362,266 10 8

By Balance of Profit and Loss Accoimt at

3Cth June. 1911 155,143 9

.. Do., at .30th June, 1912 .. .. 207,123 1

£362.266 10 8

We report to the Shareholders that we have audited the Accoiiiits of the London OlHce of the Johannesburg Consolidated
Investment Company, Limited, dated the lilHh .lune, 1912, and have obtained .all the infoiinatiou and exjilanations we have required.
'Ihe Audited Accounts of the Johannesburg OIHce liave been properly incorporated in the above Balaiu e Sheet and Profit and Loss
Account, and in our opinion, the Balance Sheet is properly drawn up, .so as to exhibit a true and correct view of the state of the Com-
pany's affairs according to the best ot ou.- information and the explanations given to us and as .shown by the Books of the Com-
pany. We have also verified the securities in London,

CHATTEBIS. NICHOLS & CO,.
London, E.G.. 29tb July, 1912. Chartered Accountants, Auditors.
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LLOYDS BANK LIMITED.
Subscribed Capital, £26,304,2G0.

Paid up Capital, £4,208,672. Reserve Fund, £2,900,000.

HEAD OFFICE; 71, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Deposit and Current Accounts (31st December, I9iii...... £84,658,627
Cash in hand, at call, and at short notice „ ...... 21 534 121
Bills of Exchange - - - - ^^ 10,810,515
Investments - . - - . ,, ...... 11,052,467
Advances and other Securities - - „ ...... 45 305 979

THIS BANK HAS OVER 600 OFFICES IN ENGLAND AND WALES.
Colonial and Foreign Department: 60, Lombard Street, E.C.

PARIS AUXILIARY : LLOYDS BANK (FRANCE) LIMITED, 19, RUE SCRIBE.

'Successful and Economic Milling depends on Accurate Mesh Screens."

Manutactured by

ELLENBAND, DEVITT & MASKREY.
STEEL, BRASS, COPPER,
BRONZE AND GUN METAL.

Absolute L'niforniity oT Mesb. diiiaraiiteed of Higbest Urude.

PRICES I^O>V. DEI.IVEKli;}|» PKO.nPT-

Sole Sales Agent* : THE WILFLEY MINING MACHINERY CO., LIMITED, Salisbury House, London Wall,

Telegrams: '• Wrathlkss." All Codes. London, E.C. Telephones: 2681, 2682, City.

Local Agents: HANNAM & CO, 6, 7, 8, Maxwell Buildings. Harrison, St, Johannesburg.

IN ALL QUALITIES AND FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

H. H. BOEKER & CO., REMSCHEID - GERMANY.
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL PLACES.

METERS
For AIR, STEAM, GAS,

WATER, CYANIDE,
Etc. \

G.

MANUFAOTURBRS

KENT, LTD.,
199, High Holborn,

LONDON, W.C, Eng.

BELLAMY I LAMBIE,

JOHANHlStVkC
P.O. Box 453 'Phone 1514
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Professional Directory.

LITTLEJOHN & WHITBY.
ASSAYERS to the

African Banking Corporation,

National and Natal Banl<8>

Consulting: Analytical

Chemists and Metallurgists,

P.O. Box 849. 'Phone ieB3.

tMtt$ and laioraloricf:

10, Simmonds Street, JOHANNESBURO,

Aiisyi and A.nklj'iei of sU Mineral!, Drngi, Foodi, Water

Milk, Olli, etc., undertaken.

Exferimenti eondneted. Reports made ai to treatment ol

any elan ol Or*.

THE BULAWAYO ASSAY OFFICE AND PUBLIC LABORATORY.

(Established 1896.)

GEO. A. PINGSTONE, F.C.S., &c.,

Analytical and Consulting Chemist-

Assayer to the Bank of Africa, Limited, and the African Banking Cor-

poration, Limited. Analyst to the Bulawayo Municipal Council, etc.

Ores, Bullion, Waters, Cyanide Extraction Tests, and Metallurgical and

General Analytical Work of all kinds.

ColMiUi BuiUingt. Main Stntt, BVLAWATO.

P.O. Bqx 445.

PaUnU and Tradt Marlu.

D. M. KI8CH & CO..
Established 1874.

Uemberi Chartered Inst, of Patent Agents, London,

Colonial Jk Foreign Patent Agents-

The Firm andertake the Patenting of Inventions, and the
Registration of Trade Marks throogbont the world ; the
Preparation, Revision or Amendment of Specifications

and Drawings; teportinc on Validity and Inrringemente

:

obtaining copies of Specifications and Drawings of Patente
granted ; Searches through the Patent Office Beoords | the
Conduct of Oppositions, and all other matters relating to

Patents and Trade Marks.

Head OMa:
No. IB to IBa, NATIONAL MUTUAL BUILDIMa,

Corner of RIsalk and Market Street*.

P.O. Box g«8, lelepbone No, 774.

And at Ohuoh Bqaare, Pratofiai P.O, Boa 117, Telephoae No, 80,

WILLIAM BETTEL.
Analytical and Consulting Chemist,
Metallurgist and Assayer,

c/o P.O. Box 653. Tel. Add.: "Analyst."
JOHANNESBURG,

Postal Address—Box 18S8. Tel. Address—" Kinooli.

OXiL-
Consulting Mining Engineer,

ill, CmlUnan Building, Johannttburg,

Code—Bedford hcnbill

A. HEYMANN, M.Ch., M.Ph., M.A.,

Analytical and Consulting Chemist and Metallurgist.

By Appointment

:

Analyst and Assayer to the Transvaal Government.

(Gov. Not. No. 744, '09.)

Analyses and Assays of all descriptions undertaken.

Technical Industries, Water Purifiers, Septic Plants, &c.,

supervised and reported on.

Laboratories and Assay Offce

FOX STREET, NEXT TO EXPLORATION BVILDINGS.

P.O.BOXI427 Tel. Address: "URANIUM," JOHANNKSBUBO

.

Telephone No. lb.

JOHNLYSAGHT «
r iA;fffTrn DDicTnr *^-LIMITED. BRISTOL,

NGINEERS and Manufacturers

of all Classes of

Constructional Iron

and Steel Work.
Slee! Buildings of all descriptions, Bridges, Girders, Cyanide Vsts, Roof Trasses, Steel Hesd-

jears, Steel Chimntys and Fines, etc., etc. Timber-framed Galvanized Iron Boildiags.

Bnngalows, Hospitals, Churches, etc., cc.

Special Detigns and Prices tabmitted for all clanti af Work on application (o

BAERECKE & KLEUDGEN,
307 to 314 Conaolidalad Bulldiag (3rd Floor),

P.O. Box 11B4. JOHANNESBURS. Phonos 2B4B & 2646.

MARTIN BUDD.
Landing, Shipping and Forwarding Agent,

DELAGOA BAY.
Codes: A. B.C., A.I.,

Telephone 217, Box 2127

GEORGE MclNNES, B.Sc,
Importer of Electrical Supplies for the Trad*.

Sole AgentJor the "ARCONA" Metal Filament Lamp
MARSHALL SQUARE, JOHANNESBURG.

ESTABUSHK.n 1892.
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DEPARTMENT OF MINES.

'I'HI'; followiiij; (lovciiiiiuiit Notice is I'liblishcil for L'emiul iii-

foiiiiation :
-

II. WAKINUTON S.MYTH,
Secretary for Alines.

Ollirr oi tiK' .Minister of Mines, Tretoria.

1447 fiist OctohiT. v.wi

Lease of Mineral Rights of
portion of the Farm Brakpan
No. 16, Boksburg: District,
conjointly with the Mineral
Rights of the Farm Schapen-
rust No. 13, Boksburg District,
under Section Forty-Six of
Act No. 35 of 1908 of the
Transvaal.

NO'riCE is hereby given that the Government is prepared to

receive applications for the lease of the exclusive right to mine prcciou.s

metals on an area of about two thousand two hundred and thirty- five

(2,235) claims, consisting of portion of the farm BraUpan No. 1(5,

Boksburg District, in the Province of the Transvaal, in extent about
eighteen hundred and twelve (1,812) claims, and of the farm Sehapen-
rust No. 13, Boksburg District, in extent aliout four liundred and
twenty-three (423) claims.

The joint area is bounded on the north by the niyn])a(lit held by
the Brakpan Mines, Limited, and the lea.se ground held by IheOovern:
ment Gold Mining Areas (Modderfontein) Consolidated, Limited :

on the east by the farms The Springs No. 15 and Rietfontcin No. 14
;

on the south by the farm Witpoortje No. 12 ; and on the west by the
farm lliettontein No. 11.

2. The lease shall be entered into with the Government, and
shall be for a period terminating with the exhaustion of the payable
precious metals in the joint block.

3. A plan of the block and a copy of the agreement between the
( lovcrnmcnt and the owners of the mineral rights of the farm Schapcn-
rust regarding the disposal of the right to mine precious metals on that
farm may be seen at the office of the Government Mining KngiiU'cr,

New Law Courts, .foh.inne.sbiirg, and at the Oflice of the High Com-
missioner of the Union of South Africa in London.

4. Every application shall be in writing, and must be in the hands
of the Government Mining Engineer, New Law Courts, .Johannesburg,
not later than the 28th day of February, 1913, and must be marked
on the outside " Tender, Brakpan Lease."

5. The application shall state whether the applicant proposes

(a) to form a company which will work the lease ground separ-
ately ; or

(b) to form a company which will work the ground conjointly
with adjoining ground ; or

(c) to form a company which will hereafter amalgamate with
any other company holding adjoining ground ; or

(d) to form no new company, but to amalgamate immediately
with adjoining ground.

The applicant must give full particulars and details of his pro-
posals in each case.

Applications which contemplate the formation of a comjiany
shall be subject to the conditions of paragraphs 8 to 15 inclusive of

this notice, and applications which contemplate no new company
but an immediate amalgamation with adjoining ground shall be sub-
ject to the conditons of paragraphs 16 to 20, inclusive.

(). The lease shall contain the provisions in so far as they arc
applicable si-t forth in the lca.se entered into by the (iovernment on
the 27th .January. 1910. and publi.shed in the " Transvaal Government
IJa/.ette" of the llth February, 1910, under (iovernment Notice No.
145. of 1910. and shall be subject to the provisions of the Precious
and Base Metals Xvi, H'OS, of the Transvaal (No. 35 of 1908). in so far
as applicable, and shall contain such other terms and conditions as
may be arranged between the (lOvernnient and the lessee.

7. The ('iovcrnmcnt does not bind itself to accept the highest
or any offer.

Conditions in Ca.se ok tiif, Fomiation ov a New CoMrANV.

8. It is estimated that, provided no unforeseen difficulties arise,

and the ground is worked as an entirely independent jiroposition, a
sum of at least six hundred and fifty thousand pounds (£(i50,000)

sterling will he re(|uired for .shaft sinking and preliminary develop-
ment, and a further .sum of about five hundred and lifly thousand
pounds (C5.")0.000) sterling for bringing the properly to (he full jiro-

dueing stage.

In ca.sc the applicant proposes conjoint working or sub.sei|uent

amalgamation witli a company holding adjoining ground, he shall
give full particulars of his estimates for .s>ich conjoint working or
amalgamation and of his linancial proposals.

9. Each ajiplication shall be accompanied by an undertaking
from a banker of standing that he guarantees the applicant in a sum
of sixty-five tluaisand pounds (tiiS.OOO) sterling, which amount shall
be ))ayable by the banker to the liovernment on demand until the
registration of the company. The said sum shall be forfeitable to the
fiovernmcnt if the successful applicant shall (ail to form a company
as provi<lcd for in rlause U of this notice.

10. Kaeh applicant must satisfy the flovcmment as to the ability
to provide the necessary funds for shaft sinking and preliminary dcvelni*.
ment, and must indicate his general scheme of exploitation, including
milling programme.

11. Within a period not exceeding two (2) months'nfter aecep-
tence of ap))licati(ni, or such further iieriixJ as the ?flinistcr of .Mim-s
nuiy allow, the successful applicant shall form a ennipany with limited
liability, registered and having its heail ollicc in the Transvaal. Sin b
comiiany shall be jirovided with at least lh<- cash capital re(|iiired

for shaft sinking and preliminary development, anri shall tiiereafl.r.

when required by the .Minister of .Mines, furnish thi- additional ca^h
capital needed to bring the property to the fidl producing st:ii;e. The
owners of the mineral rights on Schapenrust shall have the right and
shall be bound to subscribe at par for fifty thousand (50,(MX») of the
shares in such company.

12. At least one hundred and fifty thousand pounds (i:i.50,(HI0)

sterling must be offered for subscription to persouK resident in thi'

I nion of Soiitli Africa, but no person may ajiply for less than ten ( 10)
or for more than two hundred (200) shares. The rules ami conditions
under which applications for shares are invited, and the allotment
thereof made, shall be as directed by the Minister of Mines.

13. No vendors', promoters' or fotinders' .shares shall be created,
and no underwriting or other commission will be allowed.

14. No shares shall be issued at less than par, and in providing
the capital required for shaft-sinking and preliminary development
all shares shall be issued at the .same price.

15. The consideration to be quoted by the applicant as i>ayable
to the Government for the lease of the joint area shall take the form
of a percentage of the annual profit (as defined in section /b»r of the
Mining Taxation Act, 1910). and the applicant must tender to pay
the amount due under the sliding scale following hereunder, together
with such additional percentage of that amount as he may be pre-

i)ared to offer. The amount due to the Government under the said
sliding scale is as follows :

—

Percentage ratio Percentage of Batio of profit Percentage of

of profit to profit payable to to recovery, jjrofit payable to

rccovciv. Government. Government.
10 " 10 44 39-55
15 15 45 4000
20 20 46 40-43
25 25 47 40 85
30 30 48 41-25
31 30 97 49 4163
32 31-88 .50 42tKi
33 32 73 51 42 35
31 33.53 52 42 (i9

35 34 29 .fiS 43 02
36 35 00 54 43 33
37 35-68 55 43-64
3S 36-32 56 43 93
39 36-92 57 44-21

40 37-50 .58 44-48

41 38 05 .59 44-75
42 38 57 60 45-00

43 39 07 over 60 45

In the event of the ratio of profit to recovery between 10 an<l (iO

per cent, being a fraction over any whole number given in the fore-

going table, the corresponding percentage of profit payable to the

Government shall be ascertained by simple proportiiumi interpolation.

Conditions in Cask thk Appucant hoe-s sot Propose to Fobm a

New Companv, but Contk.mpi..vtk.s IiuMEniATK Amahia-
MATION WITH .\nJOINIKl! (!roVND.

16. Each application shall be accompanied I.y un undertaking

from a banker of standing that he guarantees the applicant in a >uni

of sixty-live thousand pounds (s;65.0l((l) slerlini;. which amount .-^hall

be payable by the banker to the tiovernment on demand until the

Government is satisfied that the funds required for the ade<|U»lc

working of the proposed amaliianialed pnqu-rly have hn-n provided.

The said sum shall be forfeitable to the Government it the buccessful

applicant fails to provide the .said funds within a period not exceeding

t«o (2) months after the acceptance of the application.

17. In respect of any additional capital required for the exploit-

ation of the joint area, no vendors', primioters". or founder>' snares

shall be created, and no unilcrwriting or other commission will be
allowed, except such as the Minister of Mines may permit.

18. The applicant shall state what proportion, if any, of .«uch

additional capital he is prepared to oflcr to the public for subscription,

and on whot terms, in aceordants with the intention of pnniL'ra|>li

12 hereof.

19. The applicant must furnish full fiuaneial and Icrlinical |>ai>

ticulars in regard to his proposed fchenie of rxplnitntion of (he cnlargol

company, including milling programme.

20. The consideration to be quoted by the a)iplicant as )>aynblc

to the (iovcrnnuMil for the lease shall take the form of n pcn-enl«ge
of Iho annual profit of the amalgamateil properly.
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JOHN ROBSON (SHIPLEY). LTD,
ALEXANDRA WORKS.

SHIPLEY, YORKS, ENGLAND.

Photograph of Suction Gas Engine and Plant.

Sole Makers of the
, „ . , «, j xu

" ROBSON " LAMPLESS TYPE OIL ENGINES, for running on Crude and Petroleum Oils
; and the

" ROBSON ' TOWNS' & SUCTION GAS ENGINES & SUCTION GAS PRODUCER PLANTS.

-WHITE FOR ILLTTSTK-a-TErJ C-a.T-A.LOC3-TJE.

THE

Manufacturers Life Insurance

Company of Canada.

(The only Canadian Life Office in South Africa).

The POLICIES Issued by the MANUFACTURERS
LIFE are speoiaily adapted to Business Men.

They include GUARANTEED CASH SURRENDER
and LOAN VALUES, also PAID-UP and EXTENDED
INSURANCE definitely stated in each Policy

Policies WORLD-WIDE and UNRESTRICTED as to

Travel, Residence and Occupation from date of

issue.

All Policies AUTOMATICALLY NON-FORFEITABLE
after 2 years.

All the advantages of a LOCAL OFFICE.

POLICIES ISSUED and CLAIMS PAID LOCALLY.

Secretaries for the Transvaal

:

TteJotiannfisDUFy Board oIExeciiiois&TrustCo
LIMITED,

The Old Arcade, 97, Commissioner St., Johannesburg,

R. INMAN, Manager for South Africa.

Telephone 2122. P.O. Box 2094.

When Johannesburg was threatened

by an Epidemic of Smallpox.

When Durban is threatened by Bubonic

Plague

the repoDsible authorities immediately use

JEYES'--FLUID

CYLLIN
Thoy know by practical experience that Jeyes'

Disinfectants not only prevent further infection

but stamp out the disease thoroughly.

Jeyes' Cyllin is the most efficient disinfectant

e.xlaut. When used in proper proportions it costs

less than Jd. per gallon.

The use of Jeyes' is publicly advocated by the

Government against Anthrax.

Samples and literature on disinfection free on
a]iplication to

HIRSCH, LOUBSER & CO.,
LIMITED,

P.O. BOX 1191, JOHANNESBURG.
%t
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SAVE TIME AND MONEY IN YOUR WORKSHOPS BY USING
" VINCIT "

CARBORUNDUM GRINDING WHEELS.
ThtzY GRIND QUICKllR ASD LA^T L OSOHR.

Large Stocks of All Sizes and Grains kept locally.

SOLE AGENTS-

United Mining Supply Co.,
4-4a. Cullinan Buildings, JOHANNESBURG

ALLEN'S <dHPp5> MANGANESE STEEL
Railway and Tramway Points and Crossings.

Grizzley Bars, Crusher Jaws, Rolls, Cones, Etc.

SKIP WHEELS, WHEELS & AXLES, MINING STEEL-

EDGAR ALLEN & CO., LTD., '"-peria. ««.. w,rk.. SHEFFIELD.
(INCORPORATED l.\ ENUl.A.ND).

Rtpresentative : C. F. WILLS, 5, New Club Buildings, JOHANNESBURG.

SUBSTITUTE
Fop Metal Filament Lamps of

High Candle Power
Original Quartz Lamp „Meialfa"

ADVANTAGES;
1. Much longer burning duration: appro.ximately 1000

to 10 000 burning hours without any attention

2. No breakages by vibrations in buildings

3. Weatherproof for permanent service in the open air

\ 4. 60 '

, current economy as compared
\ with metal filament lamps (0,4 Watts)

V

Grand PpIx Brussels 1910

Quarzlampen-Gesellschaft m. b. H., Hanau
I II hVi iih I fW?*i I rri I iTluI^^' r>^- '

Indent through Hamburg or usual merchants
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HUBERT DAVIES & CO.,
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

JOHANNESBURG. DURBAN. PRETORIA. SALISBURY,
P.O. Box 1386.

Brown's Buildings,

Loveday Street.

*— I .phone H. D. & Co., private Bch.

IcLE Exchange, No. 3881
*• gpai

P.O. Box 352.

Mutual Buildings,

Smith Street.

P.O. Box 943.

281, St. Andries Street.

RHODESIA.

P.O. Box 199,

Angwa Street,

s :
" DYNAMO." I LLCgrams " DYNAMO "

AND AT 586, SALISBURY HOUSE, LONDON WALL, LONDON, E.G.

LIST OF AGENCIES.
Herbert Morris, Ltd.,
Formerly Herbert Morris & Bastert, Ltd.

LOUGHBOROUGH,
Hand and Electric Cranes, Pulley Blocks, Runways,

Conveyors, Hoists and Lifting Miscellanea.
See Catalogue, Section 0.

WiLLANs & Robinson, Ltd.,
VICTORIA WORKS, RUGBY,

Turbo Generators, Condensing Plants and High Speed
Engines.

See Catalogue, Section N., Part S.

Eckstein, Heap & Co.,
SALFORD, MANCHESTER.

Oil Break Switches and Switch Gear, and all forms of High
and Low Tension Switchboards.

See Catalogue, Section J.

Adams Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
BEDFORD.

Motor Starters and Motor Control Gear of all descriptions

See Catalogue, Section J.

The Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd.,
BATTERSEA WORKS, LONDON, S.W,

Sole Manufacturers and Patentees of Morganlte and
Batlersea Carbon Brushes for Dynamos and Motors,

See Catalogue, Section C.

Gilbert Gilkes & Co.,
KENDAL,

Water Power Plant, Turbines of any type or power, Pelton
Wheels and High-Class Governors,

See Catalogue, Section P.

Engineering & Arc Lamps, Ltd.,
(CILBBRT ARC LAMPS.)

CHINGFORD.
Flame, Enclosed, and Miniature Arcs, and Accessories.

See Catalogue, Section H.

Hans Renold, Ltd.,
MANCHESTER.

Driving Chains and Wheels for Transmission of Power,

iSi«« Catalogtu, Section Q.

Richard Hornsby & Sons, Ltd,,
GRANTHAM & STOCKPORT.

Oil and Gas Engines and Suction Gas Plants.

See Catalogue, Section R.

TILGHMAN'sPATENTSANDBLASTCO-, Ltd
BROADHEATH, near MANCHESTER.

High Speed Air Compressors with Patent Multiple Plate
Valves. Forced Lubrication.

All Sizes up to 6,000 Cubic Feet Capacity.

British Electric Transformer Co.,
HAYES, MIDDLESEX.

" Berry" patent Static Transformers and Series Gear for Alternating
Current Distribution Systems.

See Catalogue, Section M.

Elliott Brothers,
CENTURY WORKS, LEWISHAM.

High-Class Electrical Instruments and Testing Apparatus,
Micrometers, Speed Indicators, &c.

See Catalogue, Section J,

C. J. Thursfield & Co.,
CLEMENT STREET, PARADE, BIRMINGHAM.

Artistic Electric Light Fittings.

See Catalogue, Section D,

A. F. Craig & Co., Ltd. (Natal Agency),

PAISLEY.

Sugar Machinery of all descriptions.

See Catalogue, Section "5."

Edison & Swan United Electric Light
QUEEN STREET, LONDON. (Co.

High-Class Incandescent Lamps.

See Catalogue, Section G.

Electric aOrdnance Accessories Co,,
(Proprietors I VIDKERS, Lid.)

BIRMINGHAM.

Electric Heating and Cooking Apparatus.
(Eclipse System)

See Catalogue, Section I {Srd Eit.)

Any of the above Makers' Catalog-ues forwarded on application.
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UNION IRON & STEEL WORKS
(CARTWRIGHT © EATON. LTD.)

Johannesburg Office,

20, London House, Loveday Street.

Phones 341 & 1924.

Works at Dunswart,

Near Benoni.

Works Phone, 192, Benoni

BAR IRON & STEEL of Local Manufacture.
ALSO ANGLE IRON AND SPECIALLY HARD TUBE MILL PEGS.

RING US UP FOR QUOTATIONS WE CAN SAl'E YOU MONEY.

Revolution in

Line and . .

Half^' Tone . .

Blocks. . . .

SPECIAL CONTRACTS ENTERED

INTO FOR THE TRADE.

^be Hrous printing anb

Ipublisbina dompan^, Itb.,

having just added to their already extensive

PROCESS BLOCK DEPARTMENT the most

up-to-date Labour-Saving methods in the pro-

duction of Line and Half-Tone Work, are now

in a position to undertake all classes of BLOCK
WORK at Ridiculously Low Prices.

In addition to the very FINE CUT PRICES,

we are also in a position to execute Blocks

WITHIN TWO HOURS
after receiving orders. This is a consideratioo

in itself where Advertising and Catalogue Work
require illustrations.

Save Two Profits by placing your order direct witli

The Argus Printing & Publishing Co., Ltd.
Telephone 3232. P.O. Box 1014.

When communicating with Advertisers

kindly mention the

SOUTH AFRICAN MINING JOURNAL.

OTT.RTTTTsTS.

HEWSON BROS., Marshall square.
Are Sole Agents for the FamooB

"BOSS-MINER "-Fish Brand Oilskin*.
Telephon. 1849. Branches all along the Reef

STONE-BREAKERS
or Mine and Quarry Owners, GOODWIN, BARSBY & CO.,
Road-makers and Contractors. Engineers, LEICESTER, ENG.

Tr.Tnsva.il Agents JAS. WEST & CO.
P.O. Box 4253. Johannesburg.
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GRINDING MACHINES
and ATTACHMENTS.

WE ARE NOW CARRYING
STOCKS OF

GRINDING MACHINERY
AND ATTACHMENTS
Manufactured by :

MitchelFs Emery Wheel Co.,

MANCHESTER.

'xSSts d. DRURY ^ CO.,
Central House. Johannesburg.

Phone 560. Box 3929.

MACHINE TOOL SHOWROOM: MAIN STREET, opposite stock exchange.

Wm.
KENYON
& SONS, Ltd.,

DUKINFIELD,
ENGLAND.

For Efficiency

and Durability

Specify

Sole Agents for S. Africa

:

Blane & Co., Ltd.,

Central House,

Johannesburg.

Box 43S- Telephone 3878.

BEST VALUE

IN VALVES !

!

SUPERIOR QUALITY. MODERATE PRICE

BAiLEH."ADAMANTINE"
(Trade Mark : " METHUSELAH.")

STOP VALVE.
The only Renewable Disc Valve with

an Easily Removable Cover.

Best Gun-Metal. Best Design.

Kig.UOS— Sci-i

Fig. HOB -Flanged.

Extra Strong, Durable,

Well-Finished.

Made in Sizes ^ in. to 5 inches.

A PERFECT REDUCING VALVE!

Fig. 1771- As above.
Fig. 1770—Flanged.

In sizes (in. lu'iJ in.

BAILEYS "FOSTERS" PATENT
"FULL-BORE"

REDUCINC VALVE
"GLASS Vlf.'

FOR STEAM, WATER, GAS, OR A R.

No Glai.ils, Kubber, A.shestos. Kntirely
M«Uvllic. Nothing sarrittced for cheap-
ness. The Metal is twice as thick as

vital parts as othery.

^1 Mronze (Admirality Mixture) Cast
Iron or Steel.

-W. H BAILEY & CO., LTD , Albion Works
Manchester, England.
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THE "S. A. MINING JOURNAL"

JYtining JYtaehinerY and jYcaterial 2)i^eetorY
and List of Professional Men (^Engineers, Assayers, etc., practising in various parts of South Africa,

and Forwarding Agents, Company Notices and Reports, and Miscellaneous Advertisements.

Shipping

.\«f„(.s \Van<..Ml

Antifriction ilutiil

Arc L<iiii|is .

M ' I l^,(llr,^' ;,i„l WVLIini-. (K, .\. .

..r„l .Miiioralfl, Bin.
f all Kii..l» "

BiU.ks

15iiUi-ry B(.-r>'ri.iri-

IWItitig

lioiler Mountings
Boilers, Water Tiilw .

Boring, Water
BrickniaKl!,!,' Mailiiii.-.

Bridges

Carbons
Company .Notices and llepori-

Conipre-sois. .-Vir

CondonMiig Plant
C^onstnieiional Iron and Steel WniK
Control Gear, Motor ..

Conveyors
Cotton Wa.sto

Cranes
Crusher Ja«s
Cvanido Vats
(Mi,,,!..,-.. Vt:'^

2:.')

ii.

259, 260

. xi\.

... Niv.

Xa,,|,::.

Oil.^l,

l)i.,iuf.L(auts

Drill Steel .

Drill..;, R„el;

L'.iving Chai

Klectrical .Vlacliiniiy

Klectric Light Til lint

Electrical Instruiiienl:

Klectrical Siipplies .

Engineering Worlis .

Engines, l!as

Engines, llisrli .-

Engiii' s, Oil ai'l

MV., 2511

Niv.

r.ack of Index.

vii.

v., .\ii., xiv.

xi\ .

viii., xii., .\i\

.

Hails an.l Sl,„p,rs
U.,lls, f,,ne-, ,.|e. .
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Phones 4489 & 4490.
Teleg.Adfross: ' REDBAB.'

H. BARDER & CO.,
electrical Suppip mcrcbaiits.

FOOL PROOF

SWITCHGEJR

Strong

and

Reliable.

LOCKING

ACTION .

For Mines

and

Workshops.

¥"

Slock Sizes from 20 to 100 Amps.

3 pole Switch Fuses, and Ammeter.

H. BARDER (^ CO..
Loveday and Anderson Streets,

JOHANNESBURG.

And at 47, CASTLE STREET, CAPETOWN.

f
COw

CO
Ul

I

Minerals & Metals
CONTAINING

COPPER, LEAD, TIN, ANTIMONY
ZINC, GOLD, SILVER,

ALSO

SULPHUR ORES and PYRITES,

BOUGUT AT UIUUi:8T I'HICES

Kenneth Page cS: Co.,
42, Bllliter Buildings, Bilhter St.,

LONDON.

1
PYIIITISTIO, LONDON

I

i<
Bartle Service

INCLUDES

PHILIP'S

"Patent''

SAFETY
DEVICE

For Reversible

Winding Engines

For which . . .

We are Sole Agents.

The Mining Keguhilions call for devices to

prevent overwinding.

The Government In.sijectur.s .strongly reeoni-

mend rhili[)'s Patent rini unly on the point
of perfect elliciency, Imi on the point of its

little co.st.

'i'hat's the best) Cdinliinalicin that can he
attained.

It can be operated either niechanicallv or
eleetrically; we liavc both ivpes in .stock

ready for IMMEDIATK dcliVery.

It is already fitted on ovei- 100 engines atid

i.s giving absolute protection and .satis-

factioi!.

BARTLE & Co., Ltd.
Loveday House,

Loveday St., Johannesburg.

TeleIllumes 3553 and 3554.
Tel. Add.: "Faggot:' P .0 . Box 2.\GG .

*

nM«
n
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THE
U

CLIMAX
f)

HAND HAMMER DRJLLS

give higher boring speed

and Longer Life at lower

maintenance costs than any
other Drill of equal size.

Weight of Drill, 48 lbs.

Smaller Pattern, 30 lbs.

Local Agents :

WM. HOSKEN 6? CO..
BOX 667, JOHANNESBURG.

Makers : R. STEPHENS & SON, Carn Brea, Cornwall.

A Rag and a Few Drops of Gasoline

THIS is all the equipment that is required to remove any carbon that may be

deposited in the cylinders of an engine using

Texaco Motor Oil.

Those of you who have ever had the pleasure (1) of chipping away at an engine with a

cold chisel and a hammer to remove carbon can appreciate the full meaning of this.

But Remember this :

Under ordinary circumstances Texaco Motor Oil will not deposit carbon. It is only

when through the use of too much oil or for some such reason, that the combustion is incom-

flete that a slight amount of carbon is deposited. This deposit is of a soft spongy nature.

t will not work in between the piston rings and cannot scratch or cut the cylinder walls.

This feature in itself is of considerable importance in the lubrication of Internal Com-
bustion engines and when considered along wiili the excellent lubricating qualities and its

zero cold test, Texaco Motor Oil becomes the logical choice of the man who desires efficiency

and economy in lubrication of such engines.

Texaco Motor Oil maintains a film between moving parts that always holds the compres-
sion and prevents injurious metal to metal contact.

THE TEXAS COMPANY
(SOtTTH AFRICA), LIMITED,

Manufacturers of all kinds of Petroleum Products,

Box 4907 JOHANNESBURG : Cullinan Building, Main Street.

CArS TOWN. PORT ELIZABETH. EAST LONDON. DUSBAN. DKLAOOA BAT.
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HARVEY & CO., Limited,
(Incorporated in England).

CONSOLIDATED BUILDING, FOX STREET, JOHANNESBURG.
TBiegrams B " PENPOL," P.O. Box 953. Telephone 2626.

MINING ENGINEERS & GRAIN MILLING SPEGIALISTS.

Sole Agents in South Africa for

LEE, HOWL & CO., LTD.,
of TIPTON, ENGLAND.

Makers of Pumps and Pumping Machinery

-of all types.=

VERTICAL TRIPLEX RAM PUMP. Four Bearing Type, with

I

Bored Guides. Standard Pattern for Heads up to 600jft.

[
(Can be supplied specially for Heads up to 2,000 ft.)

Printoi for the South African Mining Journal Syndicate, Limited, bj the Argue Printing and Publishing Company,
Limited, Lower President Street, and Published bj the Syndicate. Obtainable at all Branches and Agencies
of the Central News Agency, Limited, and all Neva Amenta and Railway Bookstalls throughout South Aftiea.


